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Introduction
Le rôle du spin de l’électron pour les phénomènes de transport électriques est
devenu un champ de fort intérêt pour la recherche fondamentale mais aussi pour le
développement de nouveaux éléments électroniques. En effet, depuis la découverte de
la magnétorésistance géante (GMR) à la fin des années 1980 par P. Grünberg [1] et
A. Fert [2] une nouvelle thématique s’est développée : l’électronique de spin. L’idée de
base de la GMR repose sur le fait que la résistance d’un système constitué de deux
couches magnétiques séparées quelques nanomètres dépend de l’orientation relative des
aimantations de ces deux couches. La raison est liée à la dépendence de la résistance
électrique en fonction de l’orientation du spin dans un matériau comme décrit par Mott
[3]. Cet effet de GMR repose observable par exemple dans des systèmes nommés vannes
de spin, constitués de deux couches ferromagnétiques séparées par une couche métallique
non magnétique, où les épaisseurs de couches sont de l’ordre du nanomètre. Rapidement
après cette découverte, l’effet de GMR était utilisé par l’industrie dans le domaine
des mémoires de données magnétiques. Ceci a été possible grâce à un développement
rapide des techniques de nanostructuration de vannes de spin et de jonctions tunnel
magnétiques permettant la production d’un nouveau type de tête de lecture pour des
disques durs. Avec ces nouvelles possibilités la densité de stockage de données a pu être
augmentée considérablement dans les années suivantes.
Un autre phénomène relié au spin, l’effet de transfert de spin, a été prédit théoriquement
par L. Berger [4] et J. Slonczewski [5] en 1996. L’idée est qu’un courant électrique
polarisé en spin est porteur d’un moment cinétique. Ce moment cinétique peut être
transferé à l’aimantation d’un système magnétique et par conséquent exciter cette
aimantation, la renverser ou permettre une précession permanente. Là aussi, cet effet
peut être observé dans des vannes de spin et dans des jonctions tunnel magnétiques.
Dans un tel système, une couche joue le rôle de polariseur en spin du courant, qui
peut transférer du moment cinétique à la deuxième couche en appliquant un couple sur
l’aimantation de cette deuxième couche. Depuis les premières preuves expérimentales
de la précession d’aimantation [6] et du renversement de l’aimantation par le couple de
transfert de spin [7], une large communauté scientifique a travaillé sur cette thématique.
La forte densité de courant nécessaire pour ce genre de phénomènes a pu être diminuée
de quelques 1012 A/m2 à quelques 1010 A/m2 . De plus, l’industrie s’intéresse aux applications possibles comme les oscillateurs haute fréquence [8] ou les mémoires magnétiques
à accès sélectif basées sur le transfert de spin [9] (STT-MRAM).
A part l’effet décrit en haut dans des structures vannes de spin, le transfert de spin
peut aussi entrainer la propagation d’une paroi magnétique. Cela a aussi été prédit par
L. Berger en 1984 [10]. Des densités de courant élevées, de l’ordre de 1012 A/m2 , sont
nécessaires pour l’observation d’un effet. Des nanofils d’une épaisseur d’une centaine de
1
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Fig. 1: Deux exemples pour la manipulation d’une aimantation avec
un courant polarisé en spin : Dans I) nous voyons une vanne de spin où
un courant électrique est polarisé en spin par les couches magnétiques.
Dans cet exemple, le courant polarisé en spin applique un couple Γ sur
l’aimantation de la couche en haut car la polarisation du courant et la
direction de l’aimantation ne sont pas alignées. II) Concept du Magnetic
Domain Wall Racetrack Memory suggeré par S. Parkin [11].

nanomètres ont pu être réalisés grâce au progrès des nanotechnologies. Ceci a permis
une large étude expérimentale pour la propagation d’une paroi unique dans des tels fils.
Des applications industrielles ont été proposées. La plus fameuse est probablement le
principe du ”Magnetic Domain Wall Racetrack Memory” suggéré par S. Parkin [11].
Dans ce concept, les données sont stockées sous forme d’une séquence de domaines dans
un nanofil en forme de U. La séquence peut être déplacée dans les deux sens par la
propagation de domaines sous l’effet d’un courant polarisé en spin.
Malgré le progrès technologique et un travail expérimental et théorique important,
il y a encore des questions sur la compréhension des phénomènes liés au transfert de
spin. Il est donc nécessaire d’avoir des ”systèmes modèles” pour progresser dans la
compréhension du phénomène. Nous entendons par ”systèmes modèles” un système
magnétique, pour lequel les paramètres intrinsèques pertinents pour le transfert de spin
peuvent être modulés. Avec un tel système, des dépendences prédites théoriquement
entre le transfert de spin et les propriétés magnétiques et la structure électronique
pourraient être testées.
Dans cette thèse, l’aptitude de deux systèmes magnétiques à former des systèmes
modèles était testée. Ces deux systèmes sont des super-réseaux [Co/N i] épitaxiés et
des alliages amorphes de Co1−x T bx . Le manuscrit est divisé en cinq chapitres :
1. Nous commençons avec l’état de l’art. Tout d’abord les bases du magnétisme
et du transfert de spin sont présentées. Ensuite nous discutons les résultats
expérimentaux principaux obtenus jusqu’à maintenant sur les phénomènes reliés
au transfert de spin. Enfin nous présentons les exigences requises pour un système
modèle pour le transfert de spin.
2. Dans le deuxième chapitre nous présentons les méthodes expérimentales utilisées
pour la préparation et l’analyse des échantillons.
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3. Les résultats obtenus pour les alliages Co1−x T bx sont présentés dans le chapitre
3. La croissance, l’analyse de la structure, le magnétisme et les propriétés de
transport de ces alliages sont décrits. De plus, le renversement de l’aimantation
dans des couches minces de Co1−x T bx et des vannes de spin basées sur du Co1−x T bx
est discuté. Finalement, nous montrons que ce matérieau n’est pas seulement
intéressant pour l’étude des effets de transfert de spin, mais aussi pour l’étude du
renversement de l’aimantation avec des moyens optiques en utilisant un faisceau
de laser polarisé circulairement. Ces dernières résultats sont tout à fait nouveau.
4. Dans le quatrième chapitre nous nous focalisons sur les super-réseaux [Co/N i]
élaborés par épitaxie par jets moléculaires. Une analyse détaillée de leur croissance
et de leur structure est donnée. Les propriétés magnétiques sont discutées en
mettant l’accent sur l’origine de l’anisotropie perpendiculaire dans ce système.
Finalement un système de vanne de spin entièrement épitaxié et ses propriétés
sont présentés.
5. Dans le dernier chapitre nous résumons les résultats obtenues et nous donnons
une vue globale sur les perspectives de ce travail.
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Introduction (English)
The role of the electron spin for electronic transport properties has become a field of
high interest for fundamental research as well as for the development of new electronic
devices since the discovery of the Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) at the end of the
1980’s by P. Grünberg [1] and A. Fert [2]. The basic idea of GMR is, that the resistance
of a system consisting of two ferromagnetic layers which are closer to each other than a
few nanometer depends on the relative orientation of their magnetizations. The reason is
that the scattering probability of electrons in ferromagnetic materials is spin-dependent
as described by Mott [3]. The GMR effect can be observed for example in spin valves,
systems consisting of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic metallic
spacer layer with layer thicknesses of the order of a few nanometer. The GMR effect
was used soon after its discovery by magnetic data storage industry. This was made
possible by a quick progress on nanofabrication and on thin film growth. This allowed
the production of new types of high-performance read heads for hard discs. Due to
these new devices the density of data storage on hard disk drives could be significantly
increased in the following years.
A further spin-related phenomenon , the spin torque, was predicted by L. Berger
[4] and J. Slonczewski [5] in 1996. The idea is that a current which is spin-polarized
transports angular momentum. This angular momentum can be transfered to the
magnetization of a system and hence excite its magnetization and reverse it or lead to
steady state precessions of the magnetization. This effect can be observed in spin valve
structures and magnetic tunnel junctions. In such a system one layer is supposed to act
as a polarizer for an electric current, which can then transfer angular momentum by
applying a torque on the magnetization of the other layer. Since the first experimental
proofs for spin transfer driven magnetic precession by Tsoi in 1998 [6] and for spin
transfer driven magnetization reversal by Myer in 1999 [7] a large community has been
working on these phenomena. The necessary high current densities for spin transfer
torque could be reduced from several 1012 A/m2 to the order of 1010 A/m2 . Furthermore
industry became interested in possible applications like current tunable high frequency
oscillators by Kiselev 2003 [8] or spin transfer torque based random access memory by
Huai 2004[9].
In addition to the above described effect in spin valve structures the transfer of
angular momentum can also lead to propagation of magnetic domain walls. This
was predicted again by L. Berger in 1984 [10]. High current densities of the order of
1012 A/m2 were necessary to observe this effect. The progress in nanotechnology made it
possible to pattern wires with a width of the order of 100nm. This allowed large studies
on the current induced propagation of single domain walls in such nanowires. Industrial
applications were proposed, the most famous is probably the so-called Magnetic Domain
5
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Figure 2: Two examples for the manipulation of a magnetization due to
a spin-polarized current. I) shows a spin valve were an electric current is
spin-polarized by the magnetic layers. In this example, the spin-polarized
current applies a torque Γ on the upper magnetic layer as polarization
and magnetization are not aligned. II) Concept of the Magnetic Domain
Wall Racetrack Memory suggested by S. Parkin [11].

Wall Racetrack Memory suggested by S. Parkin [11]. In this concept the data is stored
as domain sequence in a U-shaped nanowire. The sequences can be moved forward and
backward to the read and write heads by current induced domain wall motion.
Despite the technological progress and large experimental and theoretical work, there
are still some questions remaining for the understanding of the phenomena related to the
transfer of angular momentum by a spin-polarized current. For further understanding it
would be helpful to have experimental ”model systems” for spin transfer torque related
phenomena. Under a ”model system” we understand a magnetic system, for which the
essential intrinsic parameters related to spin transfer torque can be tuned. With such a
system theoretically predicted dependencies between spin transfer torque and magnetic
and electronic properties could be tested.
During this PhD thesis the suitability of two magnetic systems as model systems for
spin transfer torque related phenomena was tested. These two systems are epitaxially
grown [Co/N i](111) superlattices and sputtered amorphous Co1−x T bx alloys. The
manuscript is divided in four chapters:
1. We begin with the state of the art. First of all the basics of magnetism and
spin transfer torque are presented. We then review the main experimental results
obtained up to know on spin transfer torque related phenomena. The requirements
of a model system for spin transfer torque are discussed.
2. The obtained results for Co1−x T bx alloys are presented in chapter two. Growth,
structure, magnetism and transport properties are shown. Furthermore the
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magnetization reversal in simple Co1−x T bx films and Co1−x T bx -based spin valves
is discussed. In addition we show that this material is not only interesting for
spin transfer torque but also for all-optical switching, a technique allowing to
reverse magnetization by using circular polarized light.
3. The third chapter focuses on the epitaxially grown [Co/N i](111) superlattices.
A detailed analysis of growth and structure is given. Magnetic properties are
discussed with a special interest on the origin of the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy in this system. Finally the development of a fully epitaxial spin valve
system and its properties are presented.
4. In the last chapter we briefly resume the obtained results and give an overview
about the steps, that should be considered next.
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Etat de l’art
Les effets de transfert de spin ont été étudiés pour plusieurs applications. Les
premières expériences ont consisté à tenter de manipuler l’aimantation sous l’effet du
transfert de spin, tout d’abord dans des nanopiliers [12], puis de déplacer des parois
de domaines magnétiques dans des nanofils ([13] et [14]). L’efficacité du transfert de
spin a pu être améliorée dans une étape suivante en utilisant des nouveaux matérieaux
avec une anisotropie perpendiculaire (voir par exemple [15] et [16]). Depuis l’effet de
transfert de spin est fortement étudié dans ce type de matériaux. Pour les nanopiliers,
des diagrammes de phase [17], la dépendence angulaire du renversement sous courant
[18], le bruit télégraphique [19] et la dynamique du renversement [20] ont été mesurés.
Un large travail expérimental a été fait sur le comportement stochastique du dépiégeage
d’une paroi sous courant dans un nanofil (voir par exemple [21] ) et sur la détermination
de l’origine des couples adiabatique et non-adiabatique (voir par exemple [22]) et leurs
influences sur la propagation d’une paroi sous courant.
Ce qui n’a pas été fait pour le moment est l’étude de phénomènes de transfert de
spin dans des systèmes modèles pour lesquels les propriétés magnétiques peuvent être
modifiées pour une large gamme de valeurs. Un tel travail devrait permettre de vérifier
les relations établies entre les paramètres magnétiques et les effets de transfert de spin
(voir par exemple [23] et [24]).
Pour faciliter l’étude du transfert de spin, le système doit posséder les propriétés
suivantes :
1. Des configurations magnétiques bien définies (par exemple anisotropie magnétique
perpendiculaire (AMP)) : un système avec un axe d’anisotropie unique fort n’a
que deux configurations stables. Ceci facilite la compréhension des processus de
renversement.
2. Une faible densité de courant nécessaire pour le retournement de l’aimantation
(efficacité) : les premières expériences de transfert de spin dans des nanopiliers [12]
nécessitaient des densités de courant de l’ordre de 1012 A/m2 . Pour la propagation
de parois, des valeurs autour de 1011 A/m2 ont été rapportées [25]. Ceci entraı̂ne
un chauffage par effet Joule important. Une forte augmentation de la température
peut entraı̂ner des modifications des propriétés magnétiques ou même détruire
l’échantillon.
3. Des propriétés magnétiques homogènes (homogénité) : des défauts structuraux
jouent souvent un rôle important pour le renversement de l’aimantation. Pour
les expériences sur la propagation de parois dans des nanofils, le potentiel de
9
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piégeage d’un site artificiel dépend des défauts intrinsèques du matériau. Dans des
nanopiliers, le piégeage d’une paroi a été étudié par exemple dans la référence [19].
La force et la distribution locale de ces défauts suivent des lois stochastiques. Pour
un système modèle, il est important de contrôler ces distributions pour pouvoir
obtenir des propriétés reproductibles.
4. Modulation reproductible des propriétés magnétiques : les phénomènes reliés
au transfert de spin dépendent fortement des paramètres magnétiques comme
l’aimantation à saturation MS , la constante d’échange A et l’anisotropie magnétocristalline KM C de l’échantillon. Ainsi, la possibilité de pouvoir faire varier ces
paramètres serait un grand avantage pour l’étude de modèles de transfert de spin.

Le but de cette thèse est d’étudier des systèmes magnétiques et de déterminer si ces
systèmes sont des candidats intéressants pour l’étude des phénomènes liés au transfert
de spin. Deux systèmes possédant potentiellement une anisotropie perpendiculaire ont
été choisis : des super-réseaux [Co/N i] élaborés par épitaxie par jets moléculaires et
des alliages amorphes de Co1−x T bx élaborés par pulvérisation cathodique. Les raisons
du choix des super-réseaux [Co/N i] sont les suivantes :
Il a déjà été montré que l’efficacité du transfert de spin est très élevée dans des
multicouches de Co/N i polycristallines et texturées dans la direction (111) élaborés
par pulvérisation cathodique ( [15] et [16]). De plus, l’aimantation perpendiculaire
peut être modulée en modifiant les épaisseurs de Co et de Ni. En effet, il est établi,
que l’anisotropie vient des interfaces Co/N i [26]. Notre objectif est l’amélioration du
contrôle de l’anisotropie grâce à un meilleur contrôle des interfaces Co/N i en utilisant
l’épitaxie par jets moléculaires. D’ailleurs, dans un système épitaxié, nous pouvons
nous attendre à un paramètre d’amortissement de Gilbert α plus faible. La qualité
structurale devrait aussi diminuer le taux de diffusion et conduire à une longeur de
diffusion de spin plus élevé, et par conséquent à une polarisation en spin P plus élevée
pour un courant traversant le système. Ces deux contributions devraient augmenter
l’efficacité du transfert de spin.
Le choix des alliages amorphes de Co1−x T bx élaborés par pulvérisation cathodique
est lié au fait que leur aimantation perpendiculaire et leur anisotropie peuvent être
modulées facilement en faisant varier soit la composition x, soit la température T [27].
Il a été démontré que des alliages composés de terres rares et de métaux de transition
peuvent polariser un courant en spin, même s’ils ne possèdent pas d’aimantation [28].Un
désavantage du système CoTb est que le paramètre d’amortissement α est en général
assez élevé ([29]). Cependant, comme certains modèles prédisent une grande efficacité
de transfert de spin pour des systèmes à faible aimantation, le matériau devrait être un
bon choix pour vérifier ce type de théories.

Les alliages Co1−xT bx
Les alliages de Co1−x T bx élaborés par pulvérisation cathodique sont amorphes.
Pourtant, ils possèdent une anisotropie magnétique perpendiculaire (AMP). Il est
possible de choisir une composition avec x ∈ [0.08; 0.34] pour laquelle l’aimantation est
perpendiculaire. De plus, il est aussi possible de modifier l’AMP et l’aimantation en
variant la température pour un échantillon de composition x donnée. La possibilité de
travailler avec des aimantations nets très faibles est d’un grand intérêt puisque plusieurs
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modèles prédisent des singularités sur la dynamique de l’aimantation à aimantation
nulle.
Le renversement de l’aimantation dans des couches de 20 nm de Co1−x T bx a été
étudié. Pour des champs magnétiques appliqués perpendiculairement à la surface, il
se passe en deux étappes : nucléation de quelques domaines magnétiques et croissance
par propagation de parois. Le nombre limité de nucléations pour des champs autour
du champ de propagation dans le matériau rend le système adapté aux expériences de
propagation de parois uniques dans des nanofils. L’étude du renversement de l’aimantation dans des structures du type vanne de spin par magnétométrie et par microscopie à
force magnétique (MFM) a montré que la propagation des parois peut être modifiée en
utilisant les interactions dipolaires entre les aimantations des deux couches. Ceci ouvre
une perspective intéressante pour le contrôle des sites de piégeage artificiels.
Plusieurs effets de magnétorésistance ont été étudié pour les alliages de Co1−x T bx .
Un fort coefficient de l’effet Hall extraordinaire a été obtenu qui pourrait être très utile
pour les expériences de propagation des parois dans des nanofils. En revanche, les vannes
de spin basées sur des alliages de Co1−x T bx montrent un petit effet de magnétorésistance
géante (GM R ≈ 0.015%). Ceci prouve qu’un courant polarisé en spin peut être injecté
dans la couche non-magnétique servant comme espaceur entre les couches magnétiques.
Il a pu être démontré que la GMR est liée à l’orientation rélative des sous-réseaux de
Co et de Tb, et qu’elle n’est pas dépendant de l’orientation des aimantations totales.
Par conséquent il est aussi possible d’observer la GMR, quand une des deux couches
est compensée, donc de produire des courants polarisés en spin avec des matérieaux
sans aimantation nette.
Les alliages de Co1−x T bx sont donc un système modèle pour des expériences sur
le transfert de spin, car leurs propriétés magnétiques peuvent être modulées. Depuis,
l’analyse du renversement de l’aimantation a montré que ces alliages sont adaptés
aux expériences de propagation d’une paroi. Les mesures de transport ont prouvé
que les alliages de Co1−x T bx peuvent polariser un courant en spin. Ces résultats sont
encourageants pour des futures expériences sur le transfert de spin.
Des premières expériences avec des nanofils ont été réalisées. Pourtant, la propagation
d’une paroi unique dans des nanofils n’a pas encore pu être observée. Des expériences
de microscopie Kerr avec un microscope équipé d’un aimant suffisamment puissant
sont en cours. Cette observation de paroi se déplaçant sous champ magnétique sera
la prochaine étape et menera aux expérience de propagation sous un courant polarisé
dans le système Co1−x T bx .
Finalement, il a été montré en collaboration avec le groupe de M. Aeschlimann à
Kaiserslautern qu’il est possible de renverser l’aimantation de certains alliages de CoTb
de façon réversible en utilisant un faisceau laser à polarisation circulaire (all optical
switching). Ceci ouvre une nouvelle perspective pour ces matériaux. La gamme de
compositions de Co1−x T bx permettant l’observation d’un effet purement optique amène
à la supposition que le point de compensation du système ferrimagnétique joue un
rôle important pour ce mécanisme toujours incompris. Des expériences qui combinent
des mesures de transport avec le processus du all optical switching sont en cours. Ceci
pourrait conduire à des nouvelles applications intéressantes qui utiliseraient la possibilité
de manipuler l’aimantation grâce à la lumière polarisée.
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Les super-réseaux [Co/N i] épitaxiés
L’élaboration des super-réseaux [Co/N i] par épitaxie par jets moléculaires sur des
substrats de saphir orientés dans la direction [1120] est bien comprise. Des oscillations de
RHEED pendant la croissance des couches de Co et de Ni prouvent que la croissance est
bidimensionnelle, c.à d. couche par couche. Ces oscillations permettent de contrôler les
épaisseurs déposées avec une précision de l’ordre du dixième de monocouche atomique.
La structure fcc supposée du super-réseau a pu être confirmée par des techniques
d’électro-holographie. Les paramètres de maille ont été obtenus par diffraction X et
confirmés par l’application de la théorie élastique. Ces connaissances très détaillées de la
structure permettent de simuler des propriétés magnétiques et électriques du matériau
en utilisant des modèles standard et de les comparer aux résultats expérimentaux.
Les propriétés magnétiques ont été analysées par plusieurs méthodes. Des mesures
macroscopiques utilisant des méthodes de magnétométrie ont confirmé que l’AMP et
l’aimantation des super-réseaux [Co/N i] peut être facilement modifiée en faisant varier
l’épaisseur de Co dans une large gamme de valeurs. Un modèle phénoménologique simple,
explique l’anisotropie du système comme une somme de contributions d’anisotropies
venant des interfaces Co/N i et du volume ainsi que de l’anisotropie de forme. Une
compréhension plus détaillée de l’AMP a pu être obtenue par des expériences utilisant le
dichroı̈sme magnétique circulaire (XMCD), qui apporte des résultats sur le magnétisme
à l’échelle atomique. Une augmentation de la contribution orbitale a pu être observée
aux interfaces Co/N i. Les propriétés dynamiques ont été analysées par des mesures de
résonance ferromagnétique. Nous avons confirmé le faible paramètre d’amortissement
intrinsèque α d’environ 0.01, ce qui est nécessaire pour une forte efficacité du transfert
de spin.
Dans une étape suivante nous avons montré qu’il est possible d’élaborer des vannes
de spin complètement épitaxiées basées sur les super-réseaux de [Co/N i] en utilisant des
espaceurs non-magnétiques d’Au. Les deux couches magnétiques ont pu être découplés,
ce qui permettait d’avoir une couche dure et une couche douce. En outre, nous avons
vérifié en faisant des mesures de photoémission résolue en spin, que les super-réseaux
[Co/N i] pouvaient permettre d’injecter un courant polarisé en spin dans l’espaceur
d’Au. Une polarisation en spin de 68% pour les électrons proches du niveau de Fermi
a été obtenue, pour des empilements finissant avec une couche de Co. En plus, nous
avons pu montrer que cette polarisation est maintenue si la dernière couche de Co est
recouverte d’or. Des mesures de transport avec un courant parallèle à la surface de
l’échantillon ont été effectuées. Un effet de GMR de 1.5% à température ambiante et
qui augmente jusqu’à 3.5% pour une température de 30 K a été obtenu.
Dans la suite, il faudra structurer ces vannes de spin en forme de nanopilier pour
les expériences de transfert de spin.
Par ailleurs, des nanofils basés sur les super-réseaux de [Co/N i] ont été fabriqués.
La propagation de parois uniques a pu être démontrée dans ces fils. Des échantillons
permettant l’injection de courant dans ces nanofils sont en cours de réalisation.
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Conclusion
Le but de cette thèse était d’étudier l’aptitude de deux systèmes magnétiques à
former des systèmes modèles pour l’étude des effets de transfert de spin. Ces deux
systèmes sont des super-réseaux de [Co/N i] élaborés par épitaxie par jets moléculaires
et les alliages de Co1−x T bx . Ces deux matérieaux possèdent une AMP variable dans
une large gamme de valeurs. L’origine de cette anisotropie a été bien comprise pour
les super-réseaux de [Co/N i]. Le travail effectué sur le processus de renversement de
l’aimantation dans les deux systèmes a montré qu’ ils sont de bons candidats pour
des expériences sur la propagation de parois dans des nanofils, car le renversement
des couches se fait par propagation d’un petit nombre de parois nucléées. Une grande
efficacité de transfert de spin est favorisée par un faible paramètre d’amortissement de
Gilbert α et une forte capacité des matérieaux de polariser un courant en spin. Les
super-réseaux de [Co/N i] satisfont ces deux conditions. Le paramètre d’amortissement
de Gilbert α intrinsèque est de l’ordre de 0.01. La forte capacité de polariser des courants
en spin a été prouvée par la photoémission résolue en spin et l’existance d’un effet
de GMR important. Pour les alliages Co1−x T bx , un petit effet de GMR a été mesuré
prouvant que des courants électriques peuvent être polarisés en spin par ce matériau.
Le paramètre d’amortissement de Gilbert α n’a pas été mesuré. Dans la littérature, des
valeurs importantes (α > 0.1) sont rapportées surtout autour du point de compensation
du moment cinétique pour des alliages terre-rare métal de transition [29]. En revanche,
l’annihilation du moment cinétique devrait augmenter l’efficacité du transfert de spin.
Pour l’instant, nous ne pouvons pas estimer l’efficacité du transfert de spin pour ce
matériau. Cependant, des résultats encourageants pour la propagation d’une paroi sous
courant dans le matériau similaire CoTbFe viennent d’être publiés [30].
Outre des expériences sur le transfert de spin, d’autre applications pour ces deux
matériaux devraient être considerées. Pour les alliages de Co1−x T bx , il s’agit du domaine de la manipulation réversible de l’aimantation, en utilisant un faisceau laser à
polarisation circulaire (all-optical switching) comme décrit dans le manuscrit. Pour les
super-réseaux de [Co/N i] un travail sur la modification de l’anisotropie en utilisant
des champs électriques [31] a été commencé, car ils possèdent une anisotropie bien
contrôlable.
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Chapitre 1
L’état de l’art
Dans ce chapitre nous donnons une vue d’ensemble sur les interactions fondamentales
liées au magnétisme. Nous présentons les modèles de base expliquant les effets de
transfert de spin qui conduise au renversement d’une aimantation dans un nanopilier
ou à la propagation d’une paroi dans un nanofil.

Fig. 1.1: Modèle de base pour le transfert de spin dans une structure
vanne de spin : Le courant électrique est polarisé en spin quand il traverse
une couche magnétique. Si la polarisation du courant et l’aimantation
d’une couche traversée ne sont pas alignées, le courant peut appliquer un
couple sur l’aimantation de cette couche : Le couple de transfert de spin.
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Chapter 1
Basics of magnetism and spin
transfer torque
This chapter has two goals: The first is one to give an overview about the basics of
magnetism and to define the parameters used in the following chapters. Furthermore
basic models of spin transfer torque related phenomena will be given. The second point
is to give an overview on materials that were used for spin torque experiments in the
past and to show the necessity of new materials, that can be used as model systems.

1.1

Magnetic moment and magnetic interactions

The following section gives a short overview about the origins of magnetic moments
and magnetic interactions. More details and explications on this subject can be found
in common text books about solid states physics and in other cited literature.

1.1.1

Magnetic moment

According to Bohr’s atomic model, electrons circle on fixed orbits around the atomic
nucleus. The electron rotates with a period T = 2πr/v determined by the radius r of the
circle and the electron velocity v. This corresponds to a current I = −e/T = −ev/2πr.
Furthermore it is possible to introduce the angular momentum ~l = ~r × me~v (me is the
electron mass, and e the elementary charge). Thus the magnetic momentum of this
system is given by:
e
e ~
l = γ~l
m
~ l = I · A · ~n = − ~r × ~v = −
2
2me

(1.1)

where ~n is a normalized vector perpendicular to the surface A = πr2 of the circle.
γ = − 2me e ~l is called the gyromagnetic ratio.
In quantum mechanics, the angular momentum is described by a vector operator
~ˆ
l. However only the eigenvalues of lˆ2 and lˆz , with z the quantization axis, can
be determined. The eigenvalues of lˆ2 are l(l + 1)~2 with l < n, l integer, where n
represents the energy level of the electron. Those of lˆz are mz ~ with |mz | and mz
integer. Consequently the magnetic momentum relying on the angular momentum of
an electron is a vector operator, too, and it is given by:
17
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m
~ l = −gl

~e ~
l = −gl γ~l = γ~l
2me

(1.2)

with gl , called the Landé factor, which equals to one in the case of an orbital
momentum. Furthermore an intrinsic angular momentum for the electron must be
introduced, the spin, as shown by experiments like the experiment of Stern and Gerlach.
Its quantization rule says, that the projection of the spin on the z-axis can only take
the values ± 12 ~. The magnetic momentum induced by a spin is
m
~ s = gs γ~s

(1.3)

but in this case the Landé factor is gs = 2, 002. The fact, that g − 2 6= 0, can be
explained by quantum electrodynamics [32]. Both, spin and orbital momentum can be
responsible for the magnetic momentum of an atom. For more details see [33].

1.1.2

Itinerant vs localized magnetism

Only atoms with partially filled orbitals may have a net moment since spin and orbital
moments cancel in filled electron shells. Most atoms carry a magnetic moment when
they are isolated. However in a solid the formation of interatomic bonds leads to
compensation of the magnetic momenta in most cases. There are mainly two types of
materials with nonvanishing magnetic moments: the transition metals (TM) and the
rare earth elements (RE). In the following we are going to explain the origin of their
magnetism.
1.1.2.1

Transition metals (TM)- model of itinerant magnetism

In TM systems the orbital moment usually vanishes due to the strong interaction of
the 3d electrons with the magnetocrystalline field(1.1.3). This effect is called quenching
[34]. Consequently the magnetization of these metals must be due to a disequilibrium
of spin-up and spin-down populations. This disequilibrium was explained by Stoner’s
model based on the Pauli principle [35]. This principle prohibits the existence of two
electrons in the same state. This implies for conducting electrons of a solid, that the
wave functions of two electrons with the same spin have in average less overlap, than
the wave functions of two electrons with opposite spin. Therefore the average Coulomb
repulsion of two electrons with the same spin is smaller, than in the case of antiparallel
spins.
Stoner introduces the potential energy I to describe the difference of repulsion
between the parallel and the antiparallel spin state. We consider parabolic dispersion
relations for the conduction electrons. In order to have a magnetic polarization, we
assume that the up-spin population is increased by ∆N = n(F )(δ)2 . n(F ) represents
the density of states at the Fermi level, δ the energy increase for these electrons
compared to the Fermi level in a fictive nonmagnetic state. This imbalance between
the two spin populations leads to an increase of the kinetic energy ∆EC given by:
∆EC = n(F )(δ)2

(1.4)

On the other hand the potential energy of the system due to the Coulomb interaction
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the band structure of a magnetic 3d metal.

is lowered by ∆EP , as there are more electrons with the same spin, compared to a
nonmagnetic state:
i
h n i2
− n(F )δ − I
= −In2 (F )(δ)2
(1.5)
2
2
2
Consequently the total variation of the energy ∆E depends strongly on the electron
density around the Fermi level.
∆EP = I

hn

+ n(F )δ

i hn

∆E = n(F )(δ)2 [1 − In(F ]

(1.6)

This leads to the so-called Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism. A metal is magnetic
if:
I · n(F ) > 1

(1.7)

Thus, a high density of states around the Fermi level favors ferromagnetism.
1.1.2.2

Magnetism of rare earth elements(RE) - model of localized
electrons

The magnetism of rare earth elements is due to their 4f electrons. These electrons are
localized close to the atomic nucleus and do not participate in interatomic bonds. The
total magnetic momentum of a rare earth atom is given by the sum of the moments
of all 4f electrons of the atom. More precisely the total moment is the sum of all
spin moments s plus all orbital moments l. The total moment of a RE atom can be
calculated with the so-called Hund’s rules:
1. Full electron shells do not contribute to the total angular moment J of the atom.
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Figure 1.2: Order of magnitude of the different magnetic interactions
[34]

2. The electrons occupy the free 4f orbitals in such a manner, that the sum of their
spins S is maximum.
3. With respect to the first rule, the electrons occupy the orbitals in such a manner,
that the sum of their orbital z-momenta L is maximum.
4. If the electron shell is less than half-filled, the total angular moment is given
by J = |L − S|, if the electron shell is more than half-filled, the total angular
moment is given by J = |L + S|

The remaining problem is to find the magnetic moment corresponding to J, i.e. the
Landé factor (see also [33]). For pure spin moments it is approximately 2, for pure
orbital moments it is equal to 1. Hence we require that:
gj~j = ~l + 2~s

(1.8)

This leads to gj as a function of the eigenvalues of j 2 , l2 and s2 :
gj = 1 +

j(j + 1) + s(s + 1) − l(l + 1)
2j(j + 1)

(1.9)

Let’s take the example of Terbium. The T b3+ ion has the configuration [Xe]4f 8 .
Following Hund’s first rule the angular momentum is due to the 4f electrons as it is
the only nonfilled electron shell. Maximizing S as requested by the second rule leads
to seven up electrons placed in the seven 4f orbitals. To place the eights electron
we follow Hund’s third rule requesting l=3 for this electron in order to maximize
L. With eight electrons the 4f shell is more than half-filled. Consequently we have
J = L + S = 3 + 3 = 6. Another example would be the Gadolinium ion. Gd3+ has the
configuration [Xe]4f 7 . Hund’ second rule claims to maximize S, leading to L = 0. The
total angular momentum of Gd3+ is a pure spin moment. We find J = S = 72 .
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Figure 1.3: a) ferromagnetic order for J > 0 and antiferromagnetic
order for J < 0

1.1.3

Magnetic interactions

Many effects in magnetism can be explained as the competition between the different magnetic configurations. In the following section we discuss the basic magnetic
interactions.
1.1.3.1

Zeeman energy

~ ext and a magnetic moment is
The interaction between an external magnetic field H
described the so-called Zeeman energy EZ given by:
~ ext
EZ = −µ0 m
~ ·H
~ (r) we find:
For a sample with local magnetization M
Z
X
~ ext = µ0
~ (~r · H
~ ext )dV
EZ = −µ0
m
~ iH
M
i

(1.10)

(1.11)

V

Consequently the Zeeman energy is minimum, when the magnetization is parallel
to the applied field.
1.1.3.2

Exchange interaction

Magnetic order is due to the exchange interaction between spins. The origin of this
interaction is due to the Coulomb interaction and the Pauli principle, which prohibits
the existence of two electrons in the same state. The exchange interaction depends on
~i . An important parameter
the exchange constant J and the orientation of the spins S
which determines J is the distance between the two spins Si and Sj at the positions ~ri
and ~rj . We express then express the exchange energy between two moments as:
~i · S
~j
Eex = −J(~ri − ~rj )S

(1.12)

The sign of J influences the different magnetic configurations: if J > 0 the minimum
energy is obtained for a parallel arrangement of the two moments, J < 0 leads to an
antiparallel arrangement of the two moments. In a solid the exchange interaction is a
short-range interaction, basically limited to first neighbor moments. It will lead to a
magnetic order like ferromagnetic order or antiferromagnetic order (see fig.(1.3)).
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At finite temperature T magnetic moments are excited by an average energy of kB T
with kB the Boltzman constant. This excitation competes with the ordering due to the
exchange interaction. At a certain critical temperature the magnetic long-range order
is lost. For ferromagnetic order this critical temperature is called Curie temperature
TC , for antiferromagnetic order it is called Néel temperature TN . For RE metals we
find ordering temperatures smaller than 19 K for Nd and up to room temperature for
Gd [36]. For transition metals the exchange interaction is stronger and consequently
TC is higher. We find TC = 1043 K for Fe and TC = 1388 K for Co.
1.1.3.3

Dipolar energy and shape anisotropy

The magnetic moments of a sample create a magnetic field, the dipolar field. Inside
~ and is
the sample this field points in the opposite direction of the magnetization M
~
therefore called demagnetizing field Hd . The interaction of the magnetic moments with
~ d leads to the demagnetizing energy given by:
this demagnetizing field H
Z
1
~ (~r) · H
~ d (~r)dV
M
(1.13)
Ed = − µ0
2
V
The demagnetizing energy is always bigger or equal to zero. Consequently Ed orients
~ d is minimum.
the magnetic moments to directions, where H
~ d is very difficult and can
In general the calculation of the demagnetizing field H
only be found by numerical methods. For uniform magnetizations, the relation between
~ and H
~ d is given by the so-called demagnetizing tensor [N ], which depends only on
M
the shape of the sample:
~ d = −[N ]M
~
H

(1.14)

~ d and M
~ are antiparallel. The determination of
The negative sign indicates that H
[N ] is in most cases not possible by analytical methods. Many sample shapes can be
approximated by an ellipsoid of revolution (two axes a and c). In a coordinate system
with axes parallel to the axes of the ellipsoid, the diagonal elements of N follow the
relation
Nxx + Nyy + Nzz = 1

(1.15)

The nondiagonal elements are zero. Consequently for a sphere (a = c)we get:
1
(1.16)
3
If a 6= c the calculation becomes more difficult. We define r as the ratio r = c/a.
For r > 1 we find


1
r
√
Nzz = 2
argcosh(r) − 1
(1.17)
r −1
r2 − 1
and for r < 1 it is


1
r
√
Nzz =
argcos(r)
(1.18)
1 − r2
r2 − 1
Nxx = Nyy = Nzz =
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~ d is
Figure 1.4: Ellipsoid uniformly magnetized along its z-axis. H
the demagnetization field due to the existence of magnetic poles at the
surface of the ellipsoid.

For r > 1 the preferential orientation of the magnetization is parallel to the z-axis.
For r < 1 an orientation perpendicular to the z-axis minimizes the demagnetizing energy.
Thin layers can be considered as an ellipsoid of revolution with r tending towards zero.
In this case we find Nzz = 1 and Nxx = Nyy = 0. Therefore the interaction of the
moments in a thin film with their demagnetizing fields favors an in-plane orientation of
the moments. This can be expressed by:
1
(1.19)
Ed = − µ0 M 2 sin2 (θ)V
2
where θ represents the angle between the sample surface and the magnetization and
V the sample volume.
1.1.3.4

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA)

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) refers to the dependence of the internal
energy of a ferromagnetic material on the orientation of its magnetization relative to
specific axes of the material. The MCA is related to the crystalline symmetry of a
sample. Axes along which the magnetization is preferentially oriented are called easy
axes. When the magnetization is preferentially orientated perpendicular to an axis,
then this axis is called a hard axis.
In the case of a uniaxial crystal with volume V the MCA can be described phenomenologically by the following development:
EM CA
= K1 sin2 (θ) + K2 sin4 (θ) + ...
(1.20)
V
The Ki represent the anisotropy constants and θ the angle between the magnetization
and the axis of the crystal. For K > 0 we have an easy axis, for K < 0 the axis is a
hard axis, magnetization has preferentially an orientation perpendicular to this axis.
As a second example, we treat the case of a cubic crystal symmetry. the cosines of
the angles between the magnetization and the axes of the crystal are denominated by
α1 , α2 and α3 . The density of the anisotropy energy can be written as:
EM CA
= K1 (α22 α32 + α32 α12 + α12 α22 ) + K2 α12 α22 α32 ) + ...
(1.21)
V
The Ki represent the anisotropy constants. In fig(1.5) we show the example of a
simple case when K2 = 0 and K1 is positive or negative. In the case of hexagonal
symmetry the MCA is expressed by the angles θ and φ (see fig.(1.6)). For a volume V
we can write:
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Figure 1.5: Cubic crystal: The energy is represented as a function of
the magnetization direction in the plane (perpendicular to an axis with
binary symmetry). This plane contains the three mayor symmetry axis.
As the anisotropy is defined except to a constant term. K0 is added to
the anisotropy in order to facilitate the graphic presentation. [34]

Figure 1.6: Definition of the angles θ and φ, for quadratic (a) and
hexagonal (b) symmetry. [34]

EM CA
= K1 sin2 (θ) + K2 sin4 (θ) + K3 sin6 (θ) + K4 sin6 (θ)cos(6φ)
V

1.1.4

(1.22)

MCA of rare earth elements and MCA of transition
metals

The MCA originates from the interaction of the orbital magnetic moment with the
crystal lattice. The atoms forming the crystal exert electric fields on each other, called
the crystalline electric field. this causes the loss of degeneration of the orbitals with the
same angular momentum quantum number l, but different magnetic quantum number
lz . This is a so-called Stark effect. The spin contribution to the magnetic momentum
is coupled to the orbital momentum via the L-S coupling and hence it is indirectly
coupled to the lattice, too (see fig.(1.7)).
In bulk 3d metals like Co, Ni and Fe, the microscopic picture of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is the following (see for example [37] or [38]): The atomic magnetic
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Figure 1.7: Sketch showing the interactions leading to magnetocrystalline anisotropy: crystalline electric field (C.E.F.) between lattice and
orbital moment, and spin-orbit coupling between spin and orbital moment, the magnetic moment is the sum of a contribution from the orbital
moment and from the spin moment

moment due the 3d bands has two sources, the orbital (morb ) and the spin moment
(mspin ). Both are coupled via the spin-orbit coupling. The orbital moment is coupled
to the crystalline lattice via the crystalline electrical field (C.E.F.). Hence, the total
moment consisting of spin and orbital contribution is coupled to the crystalline lattice.
However, in general the strong lattice-orbit coupling leads to a vanishing orbital contribution to the magnetic moment of the electron called quenching. Consequently the
relative orbital contribution morb /mspin is found to be small (see for example results
presented in [39]). The magnetization is mainly due to the spin. As the orbital moment
vanishes, the indirect coupling of the spins to the lattice via the spin-orbit coupling
also vanishes. Therefore transition metals have generally small magnetocrystalline
anisotropies except hcp Co.
For rare earth elements the crystalline electric field is small compared to the transition metals (see fig.(1.2)). However, the spin-orbit coupling is in general strong. For
materials containing elements like Tb with an important orbital moment we hence have
strong anisotropies compared to 3d elements, when temperature is far below Curie
temperature.

1.1.5

Anisotropy of thin films

In this work we are studying magnetic thin films and patterned thin films. The shape
anisotropy tends to align the magnetic moments parallel to the plane. We have:
1
(1.23)
Kshape = − µ0 MS2
2
for a thin film with saturation magnetization MS . The minus indicates, that this
anisotropy favors an in-plane (IP) orientation of the magnetic moments. If we want to
have an effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) one has to overcome this
shape anisotropy. Further sources of anisotropy must exist, favoring an out-of-plane
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(OOP) orientation and must be more important than the shape anisotropy. Such
sources of anisotropy can be due to crystalline symmetry (Ku ) and interfaces (KS ).
The idea of an interface contribution to magnetocrystalline anisotropy goes back
to L. Néel [40]. For thin film multilayers, with thicknesses of the order of atomic
monolayers, the special crystalline symmetry leading to the quenching effect is broken
by the interfaces. Thus, one can expect an increase of the orbital momentum at the
interface leading to a strong anisotropy. The symmetry breaking due to the interfaces
distinguishes the direction perpendicular to the interface from all other directions.
A possible consequence is, that the axis perpendicular to the interface becomes an
easy axis of magnetization. This was observed for interfaces of magnetic layers with
nonmagnetic layers (e.g. [Co/P d] multilayers [41]), as well as for interfaces of magnetic
layers (e.g. [Co/N i] multilayers [26]). For a thin magnetic layer we have two interfaces
(1) and (2) with the corresponding phenomenological interface anisotropies KS1 and KS2 .
The interface contribution to the anisotropy energy for a layer of a thickness t can be
expressed as:
K 1 + KS2
EM CA,int
= S
sin2 (θ)
(1.24)
V
t
Taking into account these interface contributions, the bulk anisotropy Ku and the
shape anisotropy, we can define an effective anisotropy Kef f :
KS1 + KS2
1
− µ0 MS2
t
2
The magnetic moments are perpendicular to the surface when Kef f > 0.
Kef f = Ku +

1.1.6

(1.25)

Magnetic domains and domain walls (DW)

Stable magnetic configurations correspond to a minimum of the total magnetic energy.
The total magnetic energy is the sum of all four energy contributions mentioned above.
For bulk material we observe the following competitions: The exchange interaction Eex
favors a uniform sample magnetization, whereas the dipolar interaction Edip prefers an
orientation of the moments, which minimizes the demagnetizing field. The Zeemann
energy EZ favors an alignment of the moments with the magnetic field, whereas the
MCA EM CA favors an alignment with special crystalline axes. In this section we are
discussing the competition between Eex and Edip , which is the origin of the formation of
magnetic domains. Eex is a short-range interaction limited to few interatomic distances.
Edip is a long range interaction. The typical length scale where we pass from a regime
governed by Eex to a regime governed by Edip is the so-called exchange length lex given
by:
s
A
lex =
(1.26)
µ0 MS2
depending on the exchange constant A and the saturation magnetization MS [34].
For samples with dimensions larger than lex it becomes energetically favorable to form
domains compared to a magnetically uniform state. For a more realistic picture one
has also to consider the energy contribution of the domain walls.
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Figure 1.8: Bloch wall in a thin film with uniaxial perpendicular
anisotropy Ku . The graph shows the rotation angle θ as a function
of the normalized position z of the moment relative to the center of the
domain wall. ∆ corresponds to the usual definition of the domain wall
width. (see [34])

Between two domains the orientation of the magnetization changes in a region
called the domain wall (DW). Thickness and energy of this DW are determined by the
competition between Eex , Edip and EM CA . We are looking at the case of a thin film
with uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy Ku and exchange constant Aex . We suppose
that the wall is a Bloch wall. θ represents the angle between the easy axis and the
magnetic moments. We can then minimize the energy as a function of the domain wall
configuration leading to:
r
Aex
(1.27)
δ=π
Ku
for the domain wall thickness δ, and
p
γ = 4 Aex Ku

(1.28)

for the energy per DW surface σ. The definition of δ is the following: we take slope
η of the angle θ as a function of the position z of the moment in the DW. Then, δ is
defined as the distance between the two points of interception from the line with slope
η with a line parallel to the z-axis at a distance of ±90◦ (see fig.(1.8)).
One can see, that the DW thickness can be tuned by varying the anisotropy Ku .
This goes from a few atoms for highly anisotropic materials like [F e/P t]-multilayers
[42] to the order of 100nm for permalloy.

1.2

Magnetoresistance

Changing the magnetic configuration of a sample changes the electronic configuration
of a sample, as the magnetization is directly linked to the spin and orbital momentum
of the sample. Consequently one can expect the resistance of the sample to change.
Such effects are called magnetoresistance. This section should give a brief overview of
magnetoresistive effects, which were used in this PhD thesis, in order to analyze the
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~. θ
Figure 1.9: Current I~ through a sample with magnetization M
~
~
represents the angle between I and M .

magnetic configuration of a sample.

1.2.1

Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)

One can see from experiments, that the resistivity ρ of magnetic materials depends on
the angle between magnetization and the direction of the current (see fig(1.9). This
effect is called anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). The angular dependence of the
resistance can be expressed by:
ρ(θ) = ρk + (ρ⊥ − ρk ) · sin2 (θ)

(1.29)

with θ the angle between magnetization and current.
For further explications on AMR one should consider [43].

1.2.2

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR)

The effect of giant magnetoresistance was discovered in 1988 ([2] and [1]), and honored
with the Nobel Prize in 2007. It can be observed in samples with nanometric length
scales. These length scales are given, depending on the geometric configuration, by
the electron mean free path or the spin diffusion length. A simple phenomenological
approach is the following:
The resistivity of a magnetic layer differs for spins with a magnetic moment parallel
to the magnetization r↑ , from spins with a magnetic moment antiparallel to the magnetization r↓ . In other words the resistivity is spin-dependent (see fig.(1.10)). Considering
a configuration, where two magnetic layers are separated by a nonmagnetic conducting
layer ( a so-called spin valve), we discuss a parallel and an antiparallel orientation of
the magnetic layers. Electrons with a spin parallel to the layer magnetization pass
more easily through the trilayer(resistivity r↑ ), than spins, that are antiparallel to the
magnetization (resistivity r↓ ). The total resistivity of this configuration is called rP .
In the case of antiparallel magnetic layers, the resistivity is the same for both spin
directions. The total resistivity for the antiparallel configuration is called rAP .
One can then define the GMR as:
GM R =

r↑ − r↓
rAP − rP
=
rP
4r↑ r↓

(1.30)
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Figure 1.10: Scheme of the conduction mechanism in a ferromagnetic
/ nonmagnetic / ferromagnetic multilayer (spin valve). The antiparallel
configuration of the magnetic layers is shown on the left, the parallel
configuration is shown on the right hand side.

This description by a two current model, allows a phenomenological understanding of
GMR. However more detailed understanding is necessary to describe GMR as a function
of material parameters. The following model corresponds to a current perpendicular to
the plane (CPP) configuration, where the injected current flows perpendicularly to the
sample layers. It is explained in more detail in [44].
For CPP, one can make a quantitative analysis in terms of interface resistance
ρ↑(↓) = 2[1 ∓ γ]rb∗ and bulk resistivities ρ↑(↓) = 2[1 ∓ β]rF∗ . In addition we have to
consider the resistivity of the nonmagnetic layer with ρ↑(↓) = 2ρ∗N . β describes the bulk
contribution due to the asymmetry of spin-dependent scattering and γ the interface
contribution. β is a material parameter, but can also contain contributions from
scattering on impurities. γ is a parameter depending on the interface between the
magnetic and nonmagnetic layer. The total spin depend scattering asymmetry is thus
the sum of an interface and a bulk contribution. It is possible to chose materials for
a spin valve where the spin dependent scattering asymmetry of the two layers is of
opposite sign. In this case an inverse GMR can be observed. Inverse GMR means, that
the resistance of the spin valve is higher for the parallel magnetic configuration, than
for the antiparallel magnetic configuration (see also [44] and references in this paper).
GMR is also observed for a configuration where the current flows parallel to the
layers of the spin valve, the so-called current in plane (CIP) GMR. The differences
between the mechanisms of CIP GMR and CPP GMR are explained for example in
[44].

1.2.3

Extraordinary Hall effect (EHE)

In materials with magnetic order, the Hall resistance is in general not a linear function
of the applied field. We are going to discuss a sample configuration as presented in
~ represents the magnetic flux through the sample due to applied fields and
fig.(1.11). B
~ and z-axis, φ is the
the sample magnetization. θ is the angle between magnetization M
~
angle between the magnetic flux B and the z-axis.
We can than express the Hall resistivity ρxy as:
~ · êz + REHE M
~ · êz = R0 Bcos(φ) + REHE M cos(θ)
ρxy = R0 B

(1.31)
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Figure 1.11: Geometric configuration for the measurement of the Hall
~ and the z-axis.
voltage: θ is the angle between the magnetization M

where R0 is the normal Hall coefficient and REHE is the extraordinary Hall coefficient.
In most cases the EHE is much larger than the normal Hall effect. It arises from spindependent scattering of conduction electrons. Two contributions are discussed for
REHE : skew scattering [45] and side-jump mechanisms [46]. The dependence of REHE
on the electrical resistivity ρ can be expressed as:
REHE = aρ + bρ2

(1.32)

where a is attributed to the skew scattering and b to the side-jump mechanisms.
The microscopic origin of EHE is still not completely understood. However it seems to
be clear that a large spin-orbit coupling favors a strong EHE [47].

1.3

Magnetization reversal

Magnetization reversal is in general a very complex phenomenon as many different
processes are of importance. These effects are continuous rotation of the magnetic
moments, nucleation of domains and propagation of domain walls. Nucleation and propagation at finite temperature are thermally activated. Thus they have nondeterministic
behavior and must be described by stochastic laws. In the following chapter we are
going to start to explain reversal in a uniaxial macrospin model at zero temperature by
Stoner and Wohlfarth [48]. We are then discussing nucleation and propagation processes
in magnetic thin films. Furthermore we are concluding on material properties which
allow to use a magnetic system as a simple model system for spin torque experiments.

1.3.1

Stoner Wohlfarth model

In this model we discuss magnetization reversal in a sample with a uniaxial anisotropy
Kef f taking into account shape anisotropy and MCA. The Stoner Wohlfarth model is
a macrospin model meaning, that the magnetic moments of the samples are always
aligned in the same direction. Thus we can treat the problem as if we had one moment
~ app . θ represents the angle between the magnetic moment
m
~ under an applied field H
and the axis z. φ represents the angle between the applied field and the z-axis. In this
simple model the reversal is described by a competition between anisotropy energy EA
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Figure 1.12: Ellipsoid with easy axis along the z-axis. θ represents the
angle between the magnetic moment and the z-axis. φ represents the
angle between the applied field and the z-axis.

and the Zeeman energy EZ . We define:
HK =

2Kef f
µ0 M S

(1.33)

In the case when the field is applied parallel to the easy z-axis, φ = 0, the reversal
happens instantaneously at a field given by:
µ0 H C = µ0 H K

(1.34)

which is in this case also equal to the coercive field and the saturation field. This
switching is irreversible.
In the case when the field is applied perpendicularly to the easy z-axis, φ = 0, the
reversal happens by a continuous rotation of the field. The magnetization is saturated
parallel to the field at an applied field HS , given by:
µ0 H S = µ0 H K

(1.35)

One can see that for this model HS = HC . This model applies for samples that are
too small to allow the nucleation and propagation of a domain-wall (e.g. [18]). For thin
layers, with macroscopic surface the reversal is discussed in the following.

1.3.2

Magnetization reversal in thin films

In this section we are going to discuss the magnetization reversal in a thin film with
PMA. The reversal happens in general in a nonuniform way. We are starting our
discussion from a point, where the sample is saturated in a strong field. The field is
then decreased until it reaches a strong value in the opposite direction. Two different
modes of reversal can be imagined (see fig.(1.13)). One can imagine a sample, for which
reversed domains can be nucleated at fields much lower than the fields necessary to
move a DW. This case is called the propagation limited case. On the other hand, one
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Figure 1.13: Schematic representation of the magnetization reversal
process for two different types of samples A and B. The samples are
saturated along their easy axis and a field is applied along the easy axis
but antiparallel to the magnetization (I). This field is increased in the
steps (II) and (III).

can also imagine a sample, where it is possible to move DWs at low fields, but where
strong fields are needed to nucleate reversed domains. This is called the nucleation
limited case. The observed behavior depends on the chosen material, as well as on
parameters like film thickness, etc. For real samples the reversal behavior is usually a
mixture of both phenomena.
1.3.2.1

Nucleation process

The nucleation of reversed domains is a thermally activated process. Nucleation happens
most easily on structural defects and sample edges. As a simple model (following [49],
who describes a Néel-Brown like process), we consider a sample with magnetization
MS at a temperature given by T. The energy barrier that must be overcome in order to
nucleate a domain is En . The nucleation rate n due to thermal activation in an applied
field µ0 H is then given by [49]:


En − 2µ0 MS Vn H
(1.36)
n = n0 exp −
kB T
This can be modified by introducing a nucleation field Hn = En /2µ0 MS Vn :
n = n0 exp

2µ0 MS Vn
(H − Hn )
kB T

(1.37)

Hence, the nucleation rate can be changed by:
• Sample quality: a very homogeneous sample has only few defects, leading to Hn
close to HK and low n0 .
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• Magnetization: a higher magnetization MS leads to a higher Zeemann energy
contribution, facilitating the nucleation process.
• Temperature: as the nucleation process is thermally activated, higher temperatures lead to higher nucleation rates.
A detailed description of the nucleation process in thin films with PMA considering
more sophisticated models than the here described Néel-Brown picture can be found in
[50].
1.3.2.2

Propagation process

Once a domain is nucleated it can grow by DW propagation. As for the nucleation
process, thermal activation plays an important role for fields, which are smaller than
the typical depinning fields for DWs in the sample. At low fields, a DW can be pinned
by several defects along its length. Two competing energy contributions govern the
shape of a DW: the pinning potentials of the defects, which favors a rough DW and the
DW energy, which favors a short and thus a straight DW. Two characteristic length
scales appear: The first one is ξ, the characteristic length scale between pinning defects,
describing the roughness in a mechanical picture. The second one is the coherence
length LC , which corresponds to the length scale on which two pinning centers act as
one. In other words, the DW can not be depinned independently from two pinning
centers which are closer than LC . At length scales L, with L > LC the wall can adjust
itself elastically in order to reach the optimal local configuration [51]. In a mechanical
picture this corresponds to the stiffness. [51] defines LC as:

LC =

σ 2 t2 ξ
2
fpin
n2i

1/3
(1.38)

with fpin the local pinning potential, t the sample thickness, σ the DW energy per
surface and ni the density of pinning defects. Consequently, not only the material
parameters like anisotropy and magnetization are necessary to understand DW motion.
Also the homogeneity plays an important role. In a very homogeneous sample we have
nearly no intrinsic defects. The pinning will be only due to geometrical effects (see
sec.(1.3.5.1)).
In a system with pinning sites for DWs in general three velocity regimes can be
distinguished [53] if we consider the DW as a 1D object: First at low field a socalled creep regime, where the DW can only be moved by thermal excitations, at
zero temperature the DW can not move. For very high fields we have the so-called
flow regime, where we have a dissipative viscous flow motion with v ∝ H. Between
these two regimes we have the depinning regime. The transition between creep and
depinning regime is smeared out at finite temperature. A graphical representation is
given in fig.(1.15a). At high velocities DW can often not be considered any longer as
1D objects. The field at which the DW switches from 1D to a precessional regime
is called the Walker field HW . Above the Walker field the DW changes its structure
during propagation. HW depends in general on material parameters like magnetization,
the Gilbert damping factor α, as well as on the geometrical configuration of the sample
[54].
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Figure 1.14: Scheme of a DW propagating in a rough energy landscape.
ξ represents the characteristic distance between defects and LC is the
coherence length of the DW. (scheme taken from [52]

Figure 1.15: (a) Theoretical variation of the velocity, v, of a 1D interface
(domain wall) in a 2D weakly disordered medium submitted to a driving
force, f (magnetic field, H), at zero and finite temperature, T. The creep,
depinning, and flow regimes are labeled. (b) Regimes of domain wall flow
motion in an ideal ferromagnetic film without pinning. The steady and
precessional linear flow regimes are separated by an intermediate regime
which begins at the Walker field, HW. from [53]

To conclude on DW motion in magnetic thin films: in small fields compared to
the pinning fields Hdep the motion is strongly dependent on structural defects of the
sample. This is the regime of the so-called DW creep (e.g. see [53]). Although for fields
of the order of the pinning strength, the motion is still highly dependent on pinning
sites. This regime is called the depinning regime and explained in detail for example by
[49]. For fields much stronger than the typical pinning fields we observe the so-called
flow regime. Here the velocity is linear with the field. The DW mobility, describing
the proportionality of velocity and applied field is only determined by the material
parameters DW width ∆, gyromagnetic ratio γ and the Gilbert damping factor α. In
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Figure 1.16: Sketch of a Bloch DW’s velocity as a function of an
external field. The dotted line in the transient nonlinear regime is a
guide for the eyes. (taken from[55])

theory two linear regimes with different slopes are possible. One slope for H < HW
and one for H > HW . This is also explained in more detail for example by [53].
This section about the reversal process in magnetic thin films gives two important
criteria for the choice of a good material in order to do experiments on current-induced
DW motion. First of all for a good material in order to do propagation experiments
must be close to the nucleation limited case in order to have propagation as the principal
reversal mechanism. Second, to have a simple system with well-defined pinning sites,
it is important to have a very homogeneous sample without intrinsic and statistically
distributed defects.

1.3.3

Domain wall propagation in a nanowires under field

In this section we are going to discuss the propagation of a DW under field in a nanowire.
Behaviors similar to the motion of DWs in thin films can be found.

1.3.4

Propagation of a DW in a nanowire without pinning
sites

From micromagnetic simulations [55]equations describing the dynamics of a Bloch DW
in an external field can be obtained. The used model neglects possible pinning sites of
a real sample. In an experiment these equation would apply for the flow regime. As
for thin films, two linear regimes can be distinguished, one for fields below the Walker
breakdown field HW by vsteady1 , and one for fields H > HW by vsteady2 . These two
regimes are described by the two following equations [55]:
γ∆
H
α
α
= γ∆
H
1 + α2

vsteady1 =
vsteady2

(1.39)
(1.40)
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Figure 1.17: Pinning of a DW in a nanowire: a) pinning by a intrinsic
defect of the wire, b) pinning by a geometrical pinning site. (taken from
[52])

where ∆ is the DW width, γ the gyromagnetic ratio and α the Gilbert damping
factor. The result is graphically represented in fig.(1.16).

1.3.5

Propagation of a DW in a nanowire considering
pinning sites

Pinning and depinning effects play an important role for the dynamics of a DW in a
nanowire. In the following we are going to discuss pinning sites and then in a second
part, the stochastic behavior of pinning and depinning events.
1.3.5.1

DW pinning sites in nanowires

Due to the geometrical confinement in a nanowire, we do not only have intrinsic pinning
sites due to structural defects, but also geometrical pinning sites (see fig.(1.17). The
geometrical pinning is explained the following way: The total energy of a DW EDW is
given by:
EDW = σ · t · l

(1.41)

where σ is the DW energy per surface, t the thickness of the magnetic layer and
l the length of the DW. A DW can be pinned on a site where it is short. For real
samples geometrical pinning comes for example from the roughness of the wire due to
the lithography process, or it can be imposed by so-called notches (a constriction in
the wire) or Hall crosses. The depinning from a geometrical pinning site under field is
governed by a competition between the DW energy EDW and the Zeeman energy EZ .
Etot = EDW + EZ

(1.42)

A small displacement of the DW leads to an increase of EDW given by:
dEDW = σt

∂L
dy
∂y

(1.43)
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But the Zeeman energy decreases EZ :
dEZ = −2µ0 MS Ht

∂S
dy
∂y

(1.44)

Considering a wire with magnetization MS , thickness c at the center of the triangular
constriction, r the depth of the constriction and 2d the length of the constriction one
finds for the geometrical depinning field Hdep,geo :
µ0 Hdep,geo =

σ
2MS (y + cd/(2r))

(1.45)

Hence the pinning strength due to a geometric configuration can be tuned by varying
the magnetic material parameters MS and the DW energy per surface σ. In the case,
where we have intrinsic pinning sites localized at a geometric pinning site, as it is often
the case for real samples (see for example [56]), we find for the total pinning field:
Hdep = Hdep,geo + Hdep,i

(1.46)

Hence, the control of a geometric pinning sites, by tuning magnetic parameters is
limited by the influence of intrinsic effects to pinning.
1.3.5.2

The depinning process in nanowires

As in the case of thin films, pinning and depinning is thermally activated in nanowires.
The following can be found in more detail in [57]. The depinning probability per time
unit p from a pinning site is given by:


E(H)
1
(1.47)
p = = f0 exp −
τ
kB T
where f0 is the attempt frequency, τ the depinning time, and E(H) is the energy
barrier necessary to overcome for depinning as a function of the applied field H.
We can now calculate the probability F (t), that the depinning time is less or equal
to :


t
(1.48)
F (t) = 1 − exp −
τ
This behavior corresponds to a Néel-Brown relaxation. However this is not forcefully
the case for depinning. For large densities of pinning sites collective pinning and
depinning phenomena must be expected. Consequently the depinning process can be
better described by a Markov process (see fig.(1.18)). In the case of two alternative
depinning processes the evolution of the system is represented by a vector P (t) obeying
the relation:
dP (t)
= M · P (t)
(1.49)
dt
M is a 3 × 3 matrix. Its matrix elements depend on the characteristic depinning
times τij , describing the relaxation time from a state i to a state j.
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Figure 1.18: Scheme of the possible reversal states involved in the
Markov process around the barrier. (taken from [57])
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Conclusion for the choice of a material as a model
system

As seen in this section, the magnetization reversal process is highly influenced by
structural defects. Nucleation and pinning of DWs happens essentially at such inhomogeneities. Stochastically distributed defects make the understanding of reversal
processes as a function of magnetic material parameters like anisotropy and magnetization difficult. In order to have a good model system, a high homogeneity of the sample
is necessary. This is specially true for DW propagation experiments in nanowires, with
length of several tenth of µm. In nanopillars the homogeneity is less critical as the
dimensions are of the order of 100 × 100nm2 .

1.4

Magnetization reversal induced by a
spin-polarized current

The effect of a spin-polarized current on a magnetic moment may be described as a
torque. This is called spin transfer torque. It was predicted by L. Berger in 1984 [10]
and shown in 1985 [14], that this effect can move a DW. Furthermore it was predicted
again by L. Berger [4] and J. Slonczewski [5]in 1996 and shown by J. Katine in 2000
[12], that this effect can reverse the magnetization in a nanopillar.
In the following section we are first going to have a look at the equations describing
the dynamics of a magnetic moment under field and spin-polarized current. Then we
are discussing the spin torque effects for nanopillars and finally we discuss spin current
induced DW motion in nanowires.

1.4.1

Dynamic of a magnetic moment: LLGS equation

The dynamics of a magnetic moment in a magnetic sample are influenced by several
contributions, which can be expressed as field-like terms. These contributions are:
~
• an external applied field H
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Figure 1.19: Dynamic of a magnetic moment in an effective field Hef f
(left) and under the effect of of a spin-polarized current (right).

~ d due to the sample magnetization
• the dipolar field H
~ K due to the MCA
• the anisotropy field H
~ ex due to the exchange interaction
• and the exchange field H

The sum of all these field-like contributions is the so-called effective field Hef f given
by:
~ +H
~d + H
~K + H
~ ex
~ ef f = − ∂Etot = H
H
∂m
~

(1.50)

~ ef f follows:
Taking damping effects into account a moment m
~ in an effective field H
∂m
~
~ ef f m
~ ef f ))
= −γ0 × H
~ + αγ0 (m
~ × (m
~ ×H
∂t

(1.51)

where α is the Gilbert damping constant and γ0 the gyromagnetic ratio. This
equation is called Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert equation (LLG). The damping term in the
equation describes the fact, that a moment relaxes to its equilibrium position, at a
time scale τ ∝ 1/α once a precessional motion was excited. Thus, the LLG equation
takes two torques into account: Γef f which makes the magnetization precess and Γdam
bringing the moment back in its equilibrium position. When a spin-polarized current is
flowing through the sample a third torque must be considered: the spin torque ΓST .
∂m
~
~ ef f × m
~ ef f )) + ΓST
= −γ0 H
~ + αγ0 (m
~ × (m
~ ×H
∂t

(1.52)

This is the so-called Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski equation (LLGS). The
spin torque ΓST can be parallel or antiparallel to Γdam and hence either increase
the damping or if antiparallel and big enough allow a steady precession or lead to a
precessional reversal of the moment (see fig.(1.19)).
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Figure 1.20: Phenomenological representation of the spin transfer effect
in a three layer spin valve system.

1.4.2

Current-induced magnetization reversal and steady
states precession in nanopillars

Nanopillars with a spin valve structure consist of two magnetic layers separated by a
nonmagnetic metallic layer. The magnetic properties are generally chosen in a way,
that one layer, the soft layer (SL), is much easier to reverse than the other layer, called
the hard layer (HL) or reference layer. The current flows perpendicular to the layers.
The idea is, that the current is spin-polarized when passing through the HL. This
current then applies a torque on the magnetization of the SL depending on the relative
orientation of current, polarization and magnetizations. This torque can lead either
to magnetization reversal or to steady state precessions (e.g. [8]) (see fig.(1.20)). The
dimensions of nanopillars are in general inferior to the exchange length lex (compare
sec.(1.1.6)). Accordingly the application of a macrospin model is appropriate.
Such a model is developed for example by [58]. They find for the spin torque:
ΓST
= −βIη(Θ)êm × (êm × êp )
MS

(1.53)

with
β=

~γ0
2µ0 MS V e

(1.54)

and
η(Θ) =

q+
q−
+
A + Bcos(Θ) A − Bcos(Θ)

(1.55)

MS is the magnetization of the SL and V its volume. The parameters q, A and B,
are geometrical and material parameters. One can then express the LLGS equation in
spherical coordinates by:
dm
~
= sin(Θ)(γ0 Hef f êφ − [αγ0 Hef f + βIη(Θ)]êΘ )
(1.56)
dt
In order to reverse the magnetization the spin torque must overcome the damping
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torque. Thus reversal needs a critical minimum switching current ISW to overcome the
energy barrier UK between two magnetic states of the SL. In a general form this is
given by [15]
ISW =

4eµ0 1 α
MS Hef f
~ g(θ) P

(1.57)

with θ the angle between the two magnetizations, g a function describing geometry
and band structure and Hef f the effective field.
In fig.(1.22) two geometrical configurations are described. One where the magnetization is perpendicular to the layers and one where the magnetization is in-plane. From
P →AP
[15] we take ISW
for a switching from a parallel to an antiparallel configuration as:


1
2e 2α
2
P →AP
(1.58)
UK + µ0 MS V
=
ISW
~ g(θ)p
2
for a magnetic in-plane configuration and
P →AP
ISW
=

2e 2α
UK
~ g(θ)p

(1.59)

for the perpendicular configuration. In both cases ISW is directly proportional to the
ratio α/p, with the Gilbert damping parameter α and the degree of spin polarization
of the current p. g(θ) describes the angular dependence and UK is the energy barrier
that has to be overcome for reversal. The main difference between the two equations is,
that in the perpendicular case, the switching current ISW is directly proportional to
the energy barrier UK and in the in-plane case, we have to add a contribution due to
the demagnetizing field to UK .
A good criteria to estimate the spin torque efficiency ST for magnetization reversal
would be the coefficient ST = UK /ISW of the energy barrier between the two states
defining the thermal stability and the necessary minimum switching current (at reasonable time-scales). With this definition of efficiency, efficient materials are those with a
small ratio α/p.

1.4.3

Current-induced DW propagation

The second big topic on spin transfer related phenomena is the propagation of DWs
under spin-polarized current in the direction of the electron flow. Nowadays models
describe two different mechanisms for the transfer of angular momentum from a current
to a DW which are related to two different torques called the ”adiabatic” and the
”nonadiabatic” torque.
The spin of an electron in a magnetic wire is supposed to follow the magnetization
of the wire. When passing a DW the spin has to change its orientation and thereby
transfers angular momentum to the magnetization. Two mechanisms can be imagined
for this reorientation. One can imagine, that the spin precesses around the local
magnetization and consequently follows the local magnetization while passing through
the DW. This is the so-called adiabatic process. Necessary condition is, that the
dynamic of the electron precession is fast compared to the time the electron needs to
pass through the DW. The used criterion is the ratio of the Lamour length λL to the
thickness ∆ of the DW. The Lamour length corresponds to the distance an electron
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passes while one precession period in the local exchange field given by: λL = hvF /A. h is
the Planck-constant, A the exchange coupling and vF the Fermi velocity. The adiabatic
process is important when λL /∆  1. The second mechanism is the relaxation of the
spin in the direction of the local magnetization, the so-called spin flip. The typical
length scale for this effect is the spin diffusion length λsf . We can conclude, that a high
anisotropy leads to thin DWs, favoring the nonadiabatic torque. Low anisotropy leads
to thick DWs favoring the adiabatic torque.
The spin torque ΓST on the local magnetization due to the adiabatic and nonadiabatic torque was calculated by [23].
!
~
~
cJ ~
∂
M
∂M
−bJ ~
~ ×
M
×
−
(1.60)
M
M
×
ΓST =
MS2
∂y
MS
∂y
bJ is the parameter describing the adiabatic torque and cJ describes the nonadiabatic
torque. They where calculated as:
P j e µB
eMS (1 + β 2 )
P j e µB β
cJ =
eMS (1 + β 2 )
bJ =

(1.61)

with je the electron current density, MS the magnetization and β defined as
β≡

τex
τsf

(1.62)

which is called the nonadiabatic parameter. τex = TL /2π with TL , the Lamour
period of the spin precession in the exchange field, and τsf the time constant of the spin
flip process. As in the case of the nanopillars, a high spin polarization P increases the
torque. Materials with important polarization P are expected to have higher efficiency
for current induced DW motion as the angular momentum transfer from the current is
higher.
Furthermore one can define u as:
JgP µB
(1.63)
2eMS
which has the dimension of a velocity. Most authors claim, that it is only the
nonadiabatic torque which can lead to a steady motion of a DW under current as
proposed by [23].
The torque ΓST can lead to two different phenomena: first it can depin a DW from
a pinning site. Second it can lead to a steady motion of a DW. In the following, we
are going to discuss the case of steady motion. For this discussion we neglect pinning
sites, we suppose that we are in the flow regime (see sec.(1.3.2.2)). Micromagnetic
simulations done by [55] for a 180◦ Bloch wall lead to:


γ∆
βu
vsteady =
H+
(1.64)
α
γ∆
u=

for velocities below the Walker breakdown and
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Figure 1.21: Micromagnetic simulation of DW propagation under field
and current for a 180◦ Bloch wall. The cartoon indicates the two linear
regimes of velocity, below and far above Walker breakdown. (from([55]))

v steady




α
u
1
+β
= γ∆
H+
1+α
γ∆ α

(1.65)

for velocities above the Walker breakdown. This behavior is represented in fig.(1.21).
For the choice of a good material for spin torque experiments it remains to define
efficiency. In the case of current induced DW motion efficiency can be defined by
comparison with the effect of an applied field. In the case of a steady DW motion this
is:
ST =

βu
γ∆

(1.66)

below the Walker breakdown and:
ST

u
=
γ∆



1
+β
α


(1.67)

above the Walker breakdown. One can see, that for high efficiency small DWs, and
consequently high anisotropy is helpful. Also a large nonadiabatic parameter β favors
current-induced DW motion. Finally, as u ∝ 1/M , a small magnetization increases the
efficiency in this model. This is a quite interesting fact as the dependence between field
and magnetization is that a field has a larger effect on a larger magnetization due to
the Zeeman energy.
In ref.[52] a large study on the depinning of a DW has been done. It is proposed,
that the spin current lowers the energy barrier, which must be overcome in order to
depin the DW. The influence of the current on the depinning time τ is given by:
lnτ = lnτ0 +

Eb,0 − κ1 I
kB T (I)

(1.68)

Eb,0 is the energy barrier without current, T (I) is the temperature, which at the
high current densities of spin torque experiments depends on I. κ1 represents a phenomenological coefficient describing the spin torque efficiency. The decrease of the energy
barrier by a current is equivalent to the decrease by a field HI . One can then define
a parameter ξ allowing to write the relation between HI and the current density J as
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HI = ξJ. Furthermore it results that:
κ1
(1.69)
2MS Va
where MS is the magnetization and Va the activation volume of the pinned DW.
[52] concludes, that as Va is directly related to the DW thickness, thin DWs favor
current-induced depinning.
ξ=

1.5

Materials for spin torque experiments

In the precedent section we discussed the relations between material parameters and
spin torque phenomena which are established nowadays. In the following section we
discuss the materials that have already been studied in spin torque experiments and
specially focus on their magnetic parameters.
Several magnetic systems have been studied for spin torque experiments. These
systems can be separated in two groups: systems with in-plane anisotropy and systems
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). This classification is explained in the
following. A separate discussion concerning materials for current induced magnetization
reversal in nanopillars and for current induced domain wall propagation in nanowires
comes afterward.

1.5.1

In-plane vs out-of-plane materials

First observations of spin torque phenomena were done on magnetic systems with an
in-plane anisotropy. Often used materials were permalloy (Ni 81% Fe 19%) , and Co.
As explained at the beginning of the chapter (see 1.1.3.3 and 1.1.3.4) a magnetic out-ofplane anisotropy can only be obtained in special materials. However there are reasons
to work with magnetic systems posessing an out-of-plane anisotropy. One reason is
that systems with a strong perpendicular anisotropy are model systems due to their
symmetry. In first order the magnetic moments can only have the two configurations
up or down (exceptions are for example moments in a DW). The second reason is due
to the efficiency of spin transfer effects, which is higher in perpendicular systems.
In the case of a nanopillar the magnetization can be reversed by thermal activation.
Therefore the system has to overcome an energy barrier UK , depending on anisotropy
and magnetization as described in fig.(1.22), between the two magnetic states. This
reversal behavior can be described by the Néel-Brown model [59]. The time constant τ ,
for the thermal excitation is given by :
UK

τ = τ0 e kB T

(1.70)

As a consequence, for many applications and experiments a minimum energy barrier
of UK = 45kB T between the magnetic states of a nanopillar is required. This corresponds
to a thermal activation time of more than 3 years (see table(1.1)). In perpendicular
magnetized nanopillars the switching current is then directly proportional to the energy
barrier separating the two stable magnetic states (compare to table (1.22)as shown
by [15] and [17]. Usual volumes for the free layer of a nanopillar are of the order of
10−24 m3 . The required effective anisotropy to reach UK = 45kB T is then of the order of
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UK in kB T
25
45
68

thermal stability
10−3 s
108 s (> 3years)
18
10 s (>age of the universe)

Table 1.1: Thermal stability as a function of the energy barrier as
calculated by [60].

Figure 1.22: Comparison between the effective magnetic field, the
energy barrier between the two stable magnetic states and the switching
current of spin valves with in-plane or out-of-plane anisotropy. The
polarizer in red has a fixed magnetization whereas the free layer in green
can be either parallel or antiparallel to the polarizer. taken from [61]

105 J/m3 . The shape anisotropy 1/2µ0 MS2 for a Co film is of the order of 106 J/m3 . The
necessary current for switching can hence be about 10 times smaller for the out-of-plane
geometry compared to the in-plane case.
In perpendicular magnetized nanowires the spin current induced DW propagation is
expected to be more efficient compared to in-plane systems, because of an enhancement
of the non adiabatic torque term β. In perpendicular magnetized materials the DW
width is typically smaller than 10 nm due to the strong anisotropy, whereas the DW
width is typically of the order of 10−100 nm for in-plane systems. Large DW correspond
more to the adiabatic limit, meaning, that the DW is sufficiently large to allow the
electron spin to follow the local magnetization direction, with transfer of spin momentum.
In small DW the electron spin cannot follow the local magnetization and flips from
the magnetization direction before the DW to the magnetization direction behind the
DW. Thus small DWs represent the non adiabatic limit. The DW motion is essentially
driven by the non adiabatic term. Consequently high anisotropy materials with small
DWs, as are most of the perpendicular materials, are expected to have a high efficiency
for spin current driven DW motion (see [56]).
In the following we are going to discuss the most common materials with PMA
which are used nowadays for spin torque experiments.
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Figure 1.23: Overview of material parameters and switching currents
in materials used for spin-torque experiments. Data was either taken
from cited references or calculated from data given in the references
(+). For the [Co/P t] multilayers magnetic parameters were taken from
[66] and for [F e/P t] from [67]. Listed are materials with magnetic
moments perpendicular to the sample plane (OOP) and with an in-plane
magnetization (IP). Unknown parameters are marked with the letters
un.

1.5.2

Materials used for experiments on spin transfer torque
switching in nanopillars

Only few groups in the world are able to pattern nanopillars with a contact geometry
allowing spin torque experiments. Consequently the number of studied materials with
PMA is quite small. First results on magnetization reversal in perpendicular magnetized
nanopillars were published in 2006. Used materials were FePt alloys by [62], [CoF e/P t]
multilayers by [63] and [Co/N i] multilayers by [15]. Results on [Co/P t] multilayers
were reported by [15] and later by [64] in 2009. Results on [F e/P t] multilayers were
published in 2008 by [42]. Furthermore an RE-TM alloy with PMA, GdFe, was studied
as a spin valve free layer by [65].
A table listing materials with PMA and in plane magnetization, which were used
for spin torque experiments was obtained from literature 1.23. The parameters given
by the table must be understood in the following way: not every author gives a
complete set of material parameters characterizing the studied system. Moreover it
is not specified if the patterning of the nanopillars might have changed the material
parameters compared to full film samples. Some missing data could be calculated from
other given parameters. This is marked with a +. For the [Co/P t] multilayers magnetic
parameters were taken from [66] and for [F e/P t] from [67]. Also the interpretation of
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Figure 1.24: Normalized time of depinning as a function of the current
density for [Co/N i] multilayers (squares) and [Co/P t] multilayers (circles). A DW is pinned in a Hall cross in the wire. Then a DC current I
is applied and the depinning time τ (I) is measured. All taken from [16].

a relation between switching currents ISW and energy barrier UK must be done very
carefully as information about the duration of switching current pulse is not given [20].

1.5.3

Materials used for experiments on spin current driven
domain wall propagation

Current induced DW motion was first observed by [14] for thin permalloy films. Also
for later studies on patterned nanowires mostly Py was studied. First studies on
materials with PMA started in 2005 with [Co/P t] multilayers [56]. A comparison
of threshold currents to depin a DW from a defect between [Co/P t] multilayers and
[Co/N i] multilayers with PMA was done by [16]. As for current induced magnetization
reversal in nanopillars it seems, that the efficiency of spin polarized currents is higher
in the [Co/N i] system than in the [Co/P t] system (see fig.(1.24) and [15]). Typical
critical current densities which are necessary to observe spin torque effects on DWs
were of the order of 1011 A/m2 for in plane materials and of the order of 1010 A/m2 for
materials with PMA.
Very low critical currents of the order of 109 A/m2 were found for the GaMnAs
system [68] with a magnetization close to 0 .

1.6

Outline for the following manuscript

Several materials have been studied in spin torque experiments. First experiments were
specially focused on the question if spin torque effects can be used to manipulate the
magnetic configurations of nanopillars [12] and to move domain walls in wires ([13] and
[14]). In a further step the efficiency of spin transfer was optimized (e.g.[15] and [16])
by choosing special materials, like materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
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(e.g.[15] and [16]). Since this time, spin transfer has been studied exhaustively in these
materials. For nanopillars phase diagrams [17], angle dependent reversal [18], telegraph
noise [19] and reversal dynamics were measured [20]. For nanowires experimental large
work has been done on the effect of spin-polarized current on the depinning statistics
of trapped DWs (e.g. [21] )and on the determination of the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
torque term (e.g.[22]) and their influence on current induced propagation.
What has not been done for the moment is a study of spin transfer phenomena in
model systems where the magnetic properties can be tuned in a large range. Such work
would allow two check the theoretically established relations between parameters like
anisotropy, magnetization, etc. and spin torque effects (see e.g. [23] and [24] ).
For experimental model studies about spin transfer phenomena the following material
properties are of advantage:
1. Well defined magnetic configurations (e.g. PMA): systems with a strong uniaxial
easy axis have only two stable magnetic configurations when no field or current
is applied. This facilitates the understanding of reversal processes.
2. Low current densities (efficiency): First spin torque experiments on nanopillars
[12] required current densities of the order of 108 A/cm2 . For DW propagation
experiments the reported current densities are around 107 A/cm2 [25]. This leads
to important Joule heating effects. A high temperature increase can change the
structural sample properties by annealing effects or even destroy the sample.
Besides, magnetic properties are dependent on temperature, consequently a sample temperature which is much higher than the ambient temperature must be
considered for the analysis of experimental data.
3. Reproducible magnetic properties (homogeneity): Defects often play an important
role for magnetization reversal (see section 1.3). For DW propagation in nanowires
the pinning potential of artificial pinning sites depends on intrinsic defects of
the material (see 1.46). In nanopillars a pinned DW was for example studied by
[19]. Strength and local distribution of such defects follow stochastic laws. For an
experimental model system it is important to control these distributions in order
to get reproducible sample properties.
4. Reproducible tuning of magnetic properties (variability): as seen in section 1.4
spin transfer related phenomena depend strongly on material parameters like
the magneto crystalline anisotropy constant KM C , the exchange constant A and
on the magnetization M of the sample. Thus the possibility of tuning these
parameters would be a big advantage for studying models on spin transfer torque.
The aim of this PhD. thesis is to study magnetic systems for their suitability
for spin torque experiments exploring basic models of material properties and spin
transfer phenomena. Two systems with potentially a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
are chosen: [Co/N i] superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxy and sputtered
amorphous CoTb alloys.
The reasons for the choice of [Co/N i] superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxy
are the following:
It has already been shown that spin transfer is very effective in sputtered polycrystalline (111) textured Co/Ni multilayers ([15] and [16]). Furthermore perpendicular
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anisotropy and magnetization can be tuned by varying the Co and Ni layer thicknesses.
The anisotropy is known to come from the Co/N i interfaces [26]. Our aim is to improve the control of the anisotropy by better controlling the Co/N i interfaces using
epitaxy. Besides, in an epitaxial system, where we have no grain boundaries as in a
polycrystalline sample, we can expect to have a lower Gilbert damping parameter α.
Less scattering on grain boundaries leads might also lead to larger electron spin mean
free paths and thus to a higher effective spin polarization P of a current flowing through
the system. Both, the lower α and the higher P would increase the efficiency of spin
torque compared to the polycrystalline samples.
The choice of amorphous Co1−x T bx alloys prepared by sputtering is due to the
fact, that their perpendicular anisotropy and magnetization can be easily tuned in
large ranges by two ways: by changing the sample composition x and by changing the
temperature T [27]. It has been demonstrated that rare earth transition metal alloys
give rise to spin-polarized currents, even when their magnetization is close to zero [28].
A disadvantage of this system is, that the Gilbert damping parameter α is generally
expected to be large (α > 0.1) [29]. However, as some theoretical models predict high
efficiency for systems with small magnetization, the system is a good choice to test
such models.
The following script is split in three main chapters. First the experimental equipment
used for sample preparation and analysis is briefly described. Then the results obtained
for CoTb alloys are discussed. Finally the [Co/N i] superlattices are described.
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Chapitre 2
Les alliages de Co1−xT bx
Dans ce chapitre nous présentons les résultats obtenus pour les alliages de Co1−x T bx
élaborés par pulvérisation cathodique. Ce matérieau est de structure amorphe. Les
deux sous-réseaux de Co et de Tb sont couplés antiferromagnétiquement. L’aimantation
possède une anisotropie perpendiculaire pour toutes les compositions x entre 0.08 et
0.34. La valeur de l’aimantation et de l’anisotropie peut être modifiée soit par x, soit
en variant T.
La structure en domaines des alliages Co1−x T bx est analysée par différentes techniques de microscopie sensibles à l’aimantation. Il est démontré que l’alliage est adapté
à des expériences sur la propagation d’un parois unique.
Enfin nous montrons des tout premier résultat sur le retournement de l’aimantation
de CoTb grâce à une lumière polarisée : all-optical switching.

Fig. 2.1: Structure magnétique des alliages de Co1−x T bx . Couplage
antiférromagnétique entre les deux sous-réseaux de Co et de Tb. a)-d)
aimantations en fonction de la concentration x et de la température T
obtenue par magnétométrie.
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Chapter 2
CoTb-based alloys
Co1−x T bx alloys were studied for their suitability for spin transfer torque experiments.
They are known to have potentially a tunable perpendicular magnetic anisotopy and
magnetization by tuning sample concentration and/or temperature. We begin this
chapter with a description of growth and analysis of the sample sturcture. This
section is followed by a description of the magnetic properties of Co1−x T bx alloys. In
the following section dipolar coupling effects in CoTb based spin valve systmes are
studied by magnetometry and MFM microscopy. Thereafter the transport properties of
Co1−x T bx alloys and spin valves are analyzed. At the end of the chapter some recent
results about the so-called all-optical switching phenomenom in Co1−x T bx alloys are
given and perspectives are discussed.

2.1

Growth and Structure

In the following section, we first describe the sample growth by DC sputtering. In the
second part a structural analysis by TEM is shown.

2.1.1

Sample preparation by DC magnetron sputtering

The Co1−x T bx samples were grown by DC magnetron sputtering. Pure Co and Tb
targets were used for a co-sputtering process. The relative atomic concentration of the
two elements Co and Tb was controlled by the relative sputtering power.
The samples were in general deposited on silicon (100) substrates covered by a
thin oxidized silicon layer. A plasma etching of the substrate is done in order to clean
it. Deposition was done at ambient temperature. A 5nm thick Ta layer allows good
adherence of the following metallic layers to the substrate and prevents from Si diffusion
into the stack. The Co1−x T bx alloys were directly deposited on this Ta buffer. Finally
a 2nm Cu and a 2nm Pt layer are deposited to protect the sample from oxidation. The
hole sample stack is represented in fig.(2.1)
We defined a standard set of five samples with compositions around the magnetic
compensation point (see sec.(2.2)), which was used as a reference for all studies with
x = 0.12; 0.16; 0.20; 0.23; 0.26.
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Figure 2.1: Sample stack for Co1−x T bx -alloys.

Figure 2.2: TEM images for a Co74 T b26 sample at different magnifications. The last image is the image of a polycrystalline reference Au
layer.

2.1.2

Structural analysis by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM)

Alloys of rare earth elements (RE) and transition metals (TM) are known to be
amorphous when deposited by sputtering at room temperature ([27]).
A TEM analysis was done in order to check the structure of our samples. Therefore
samples as described in sec.(2.1.1) where deposited on so-called TEM grids. These
consist of a copper grid, with a 100 × 100µm mesh size. On this Cu grid there is a
thin carbon membrane in order to have a continuous substrate. The metallic layers are
deposited on this carbon membrane. Only the mesh, is transparent for the electrons,
as the Cu absorbs the electrons. Such a quadratic mesh can be seen in the TEM image
with the biggest field of view (see fig.(2.2)). In fig.(2.2) the TEM images taken for a
Co74 T b26 sample are shown. A crystalline structure can not be observed in agreement
with our supposition, that our samples are amorphous. Such a set of TEM images
was taken for every sample composition. The images for the highest magnification are
shown in fig.(2.3). They also do not show the signature of some crystalline structure.
The next step of our TEM analysis consists of doing electron diffraction. The
diffraction images for the CoTb films as well as for a polycrystalline Au film are shown
in fig.(2.4). Compared to the polycrystalline Au film, with well defined and sharp
diffraction rings, the diffraction by CoTb films lead to a diffuse diffraction pattern.
One can measure the intensity as a function of the distance to the center for this
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Figure 2.3: Further TEM images taken on CoTb samples with different
compositions at high magnification.

Figure 2.4: TEM diffraction images of CoTb films and of a Au reference
layer.

image. As the lattice parameters of Au are known, this allows to determine the camera
constant of the TEM. From the Au(111) diffraction ring one obtains that:
1/2.3556Å = 91.5pixel

(2.1)

This allows to scale the diffraction-images of the CoTb-samples by:
1/Å = 215.5pixel

(2.2)

The result of this analysis is represented in fig.(2.5). Sharp peaks, which are typical
for crystalline structures can not be observed. One can see a large peak around 1/3.5Å.
This is close to the nearest neighbor distance for Tb hcp crystals of 3.52Å [69]. In
literature (e.g. [70]) such diffraction patterns were interpreted as the result of an
amorphous structure. We though conclude, that our samples have an amorphous
structure.
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Figure 2.5: Analysis of the TEM diffraction image for the Co74 T b26
sample.
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Figure 2.6: In-plane (IP)(SQUID) and out of plane (OOP) loop (VSM)
for a Co74 T b26 sample. µ0 HC corresponds to the coercive field and µ0 HS
to the IP saturation field (M ≈ 0.95MS ).

2.2

Magnetic properties

In this section we discuss the magnetic properties of Co1−x T bx alloys. Alloys of rare
earth (RE) and transition metals (TM) have been studied for a long time and a detailed
analysis of their properties has already been done by e.g. [27]. However we also
exhaustively studied the magnetism of our CoTb alloys. The reason for this is, that
the magnetic properties are very sensitive to the specific growth chamber (see [71] and
references 1-5 of this paper). Furthermore, they depend strongly on small fluctuations
of the sample composition as we are going to see in the following sections. The analysis
of the magnetic properties was mainly done by measuring hysteresis loops with the field
applied perpendicular (OOP) and parallel (IP) to the film plane. A typical example for
an IP and an OOP loop for a sample are given in fig.(2.6). One can observe, that we
have a square loop for the OOP case and a loop where the moment changes continuously
with the applied field for the IP case. This is the typical signature of a sample with an
effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) (see sec.(1.3)). The coercive field,
as we are going to use it in the following, is the field, where the magnetization along
the applied field is zero. The IP saturation field, is the field, where the magnetization
is saturated to 95 % of the saturation magnetization.
A representation of the hysteresis loops measured at room temperature for five
different sample compositions is shown in fig.(2.7).
For each composition IP and OOP hysteresis loops were also measured at different
temperatures by SQUID magnetometry. An example for the development of the
hysteresis loops with temperature is given in fig.(2.8).
The following results about magnetization and anisotropy, were obtained from those
loops.

2.2.1

Magnetic structure of rare earth(RE) - transition
metal(TM) alloys

The magnetism of CoTb alloys is due to the itinerant magnetism of the Co sublattice
on the one hand, and on the other hand due to the localized 4f electrons of the Tb
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Figure 2.7: Hysteresis loops for Co1−x T bx alloys. The measurement was
done by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) with a field perpendicular
to the plane (OOP), and by a SQUID for the measurements with the
field applied in the sample plane (IP).

Figure 2.8: IP and OOP hysteresis loops of a Co74 T b26 alloy at different
temperatures.

Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the indirect exchange coupling
between a RE and a TM (from [74]) in the case of an alloy.

atoms. The moments of the two sublattices are antiparallel. Thus, Co1−x T bx alloys are
ferrimagnetic. The exchange constant between the Co moments is positive. Also the
exchange constant between the Tb moments is positive [72]. The exchange constant
between a Tb and a Co moment is negative. This last coupling between the RE and
the TM happens on an indirect way via the conducting 5s electrons of the Tb atoms.
This model from [73] is schematically represented in fig.(2.9).
The total magnetization MCoT b of such an alloy is then described by the difference
of the two sublattice contributions. This leads to
|MCoT b (xvol , T )| = |MCo (T ) · (1 − xvol ) − MT b (T ) · xvol |

(2.3)

with the temperature T, and xvol the volumic sample composition. As the Curie
temperature for Co is high compared to room temperature (1400K) we consider MCo
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Figure 2.10: a)Saturation magnetization and coercivity as a function
of the sample composition x at room temperature. b) Magnetization vs
temperature for a Co80 T b20 sample. c)Magnetization vs temperature for
different sample compositions. Lines are guides to the eye. d) Coercivity
vs temperature for different sample compositions.

to be independent from T. However this is not the case for the Tb sublattice, which is
very sensitive due to the low Curie temperature of Tb (237 K [75]). Consequently the
compensation composition xcomp , where the netmagnetization MCo is zero, is a function
of temperature. This was extensively studied by [27].

2.2.2

Magnetization of the CoTb system

In fig.(2.10(a)) we see the magnetization of the CoTb alloys as a function of their
composition 1 − x, with x between 12 and 26 atomic percent of Tb at room temperature.
As the Co and Tb moments are antiparallel, they compensate each other for a certain
compensation composition xcomp . In our case this is around 21 at. % of Tb. For
Tb concentrations higher than 21 at. % the netmagnetization is parallel to the Tb
sublattice at room temperature. The composition is then called a Tb-rich composition.
For Tb concentrations lower than 21 at. % the netmagnetization is parallel to Co
sublattice. The composition is then called a Co-rich composition. In fig.(2.10(a)) we
see the magnetization of a Co80 T b20 alloy as a function of temperature. When we
decrease the temperature starting from ambient temperature, the magnetization first
decreases, until it reaches zero at 280K. This is the compensation temperature Tcomp (x)
for x = 20. For T < Tcomp the magnetization increases with decreasing temperature,
the sample is Tb-rich in this range. The determination of dM/dT is hence a good way
to decide whether a sample is Co or Tb-rich. The results for M(T) for five different
sample compositions can be found in fig.(2.10(c)). There, two kinds of behavior are
observed, too. For the Co-rich samples, the magnetization increases with increasing
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temperature, whereas it decreases for Tb-rich samples.
We conclude, that with our CoTb alloys we can reach any magnetization between 0
and 600kA/m by choosing specific concentrations and temperatures.
A second remarkable property, that can be seen from the hysteresis loops, is the
fact, that the coercivity field also changes in a large range, from 0.04T up to fields
higher than the 7T maximum field of the used SQUID (see fig.(2.10a) and fig.(2.10d)).
As explained in sec.(1.3) several interactions have to be considered to explain coercive
fields. It is a competition between the Zeeman energy, working in favor of the reversal
and the local anisotropy and exchange interactions, which work against the nucleation
of a reversed domain. Once a reversed domain is nucleated the competition is between
the Zeeman energy favoring the growth of this domain and local pinning fields, which
block the propagation of its domain walls. Consequently coercivity diverges for small
magnetizations as strong fields are needed in order to reach significant Zeeman energies.
This shows, that also the coercivity is tunable in a large range between 0.04T up to
fields higher than 7T , by choosing composition and temperature. However one has to
be careful about these results when samples of nanometer dimensions are patterned as
the nucleation and propagation field then strongly depend on geometry (see sec.(1.3)).

2.2.3

Perpendicular anisotropy in CoTb alloys

As explained in the section (1.4) magnetic anisotropy is an important material parameter
for spin torque experiments. We determined the anisotropy of CoTb alloys by SQUID
magnetometry. Therefore IP hysteresis loops were measured with fields up to 7T . As
we have seen in the section (1.3.1) the magnetic anisotropy can be determined if the
anisotropy field HA and the saturation magnetization MS is known (see fig.(2.11 a,c
and d). The effective anisotropy Kef f can then be directly obtained with:
1
Kef f = µ0 MS HA
2
and the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy constant Ku as:

(2.4)

1
Ku = Kef f + µ0 MS2
(2.5)
2
The results for the anisotropy as a function of the sample composition x are represented in fig.(2.11b) and as a function of temperature in fig.(2.11e,f).
Missing points in the graphs for some samples indicate, that for fields up to 7T
a saturation field could not be determined. Theoretically HA = HS , with HS the
IP saturation field. However for real samples this is not as easy. The reason is that
for samples with small magnetic moments, as our CoTb samples, it is difficult to
decide whether it is saturated or not. Furthermore the determination of the saturation
magnetization can also cause problems for samples with small magnetization. This is due
to the fact, that for CoTb alloys, we sometimes observe an unexpected contribution to
the hysteresis loops at small fields (see sec.(2.2.5)). The incertitude for the determination
of the anisotropy field HA as well as for the saturation magnetization MS leads to large
incertitudes for the calculated anisotropy constants. The uniaxial anisotropy constant
Ku increases with decreasing temperature. This is not surprising as the increase of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy with decreasing temperature is described by several
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Figure 2.11: Results for Co1−x T bx alloys obtained from IP hysteresis
loops. a) shows magnetization MS and saturation field HS as a function
of the sample composition. b) represents the effective Kef f and the
uniaxial Ku anisotropy of CoTb alloys as a function of their composition.
c) shows the magnetization MS and d) the saturation field HS as a
function of temperature. In e) we can see Kef f and in f) Ku as a
function of temperature.

theoretical models e.g.[76].
However the explanation of the behavior of Ku as a function of the sample composition remains unclear. Similar behaviors of Ku as a function of composition for RE-Fe
alloys can be found in [77], but also lack of a theoretical description. A short discussion
about the usual models given in literature can be found at the end of this section.
At present we conclude, that we are not sure about how to control the uniaxial
anisotropy constant Ku of our samples. One should probably try other techniques in
order to measure the anisotropy as described by [78]. However under similar preparation
conditions, samples with similar compositions have the same anisotropy. Furthermore
we are able to tune the effective anisotropy of a sample by changing its temperature
due to the change of the shape anisotropy with magnetization.
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Magnetism of CoTb alloys as a function of layer
thickness

The influence of the CoTb layer thickness t on magnetism was studied for a Co88 T b12
alloy. The results are represented in fig.(2.12). With increasing thickness the remanence
and the coercivity decrease as we can see from fig.(2.12a and c). The thicker the sample,
the more the dipolar field energy becomes important for a uniformly magnetized layer
as:
1 ~
~
(2.6)
Ed = µ0 H
dem · m
2
with the magnetic moment m = MS · V of the layer. Hence the nucleation of
domains which are antiparallel to the originally saturated state becomes more easy with
increasing thickness. For thick layers, which were saturated in a perpendicular field,
such domains can even appear before the applied field is turned back to zero. This
explains the decrease of remanence for layers thicker than 60 nm. An MFM image of
the remanent state of a 120 nm thick Co88 T b12 alloy (fig.(2.12e)) shows these small
(0.5 − 1 µm )antiparallel domains, with an orientation perpendicular to the surface.
From the IP magnetization loops fig.(2.12b) we obtain, that the IP saturation field
HS is constant as a function of thickness t between 20 and 120 nm. Only for the 10 nm
thick sample a small increase of HS can be observed, but this is not really significant
as the error bars are large. We though conclude, that the PMA of CoTb alloys is
independent of the layer thickness in a large range of thicknesses. This is an interesting
point for spin torque switching in nanopillars, as this allows to tune the energy barrier
UK simply by varying the thickness of the layer (compare sec.(1.4.2)).

2.2.5

Further data

2.2.5.1

Soft-magnetic contribution to hysteresis loops

The CoTb alloys we grew, sometimes show a small soft-magnetic contribution to the
loops (see fig.(2.13a)). The origin of this contribution remains unclear to us. For
samples grown at the same time the effect has a similar amplitude. Measuring at
different temperatures did not change the amplitude, too. We measured hysteresis
loops of the substrates and of the substrates with deposited buffer layers. The measured
signals showed only the expected diamagnetic or paramagnetic shapes. Thus it seems
that the signal comes from the CoTb layers themselves. The EDX analysis, did not
show any impurities like Fe, which could explain the magnetic signals of our layers.
Furthermore we never observed any signal due to a soft-magnetic contribution measuring
polar Kerr effect or transport properties. For the moment we have no explanation of
this soft-magnetic contribution.
For the analysis of our magnetometry results we neglected the presence of this
soft-magnetic contribution to the magnetization.
2.2.5.2

Effects of annealing

The magnetic properties of amorphous RE-TM alloys are known to be sensitive to
annealing [79]. For nanofabrication we are using a lithography process during which
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Figure 2.12: Magnetic properties of a Co12 T b88 alloy as a function of
the layer thickness t. a)OOP hysteresis loops b) IP hysteresis loops c)
remanence and coercivity as a function of thickness d) IP saturation field
e) MFM (magnetic force microscopy) image of a 10 × 10µm large area
of a 120nm thick Co12 T b88 film f) uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku as a
function of the layer thickness

Figure 2.13: a) OOP hysteresis loops for Co74 T b26 samples of different
thickness showing a soft magnetic contribution. b) OOP loops as a
function of the annealing temperature. The annealing time was 2 hours
for all experiments.
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the sample is exposed to temperatures up to 180◦ C. Therefore we did some annealing
experiments, in order to check if the PMA of our samples resists to heat. The samples
were exposed to temperatures between 100 and 200◦ C. OOP loops were measured.
The shape of the OOP loops remains quadratic even though the coercivity slightly
decreases for all sample concentrations. Hence we conclude that the samples conserve
a PMA when being annealed. An example of the development of the loops under
annealing is given in fig.(2.13b). For very long annealing (t > 10h) at 200◦ the PMA
was lost. This can be explained by a destruction of the order responsible for PMA due
to crystallization [70]. We did not further investigate this phenomenon.

2.2.6

Models describing the origin of PMA in RE-TM alloys

In the literature the origin of anisotropy in RE-TM alloys was exhaustively discussed
since the discovery of PMA in these samples by [80]. In spite of these discussions
a final result was never obtained. The only thing that seems to be clear is, that
despite the amorphous character of the RE-TM alloys, there must be some ordering
effects in the samples. Furthermore as the anisotropy strongly depends on growth
conditions, it seems that the nonisotropic ordering is related to sample growth [71].
However it is clear that this ordering can not be crystalline or polycrystalline as this
would lead to typical diffraction peaks when doing diffraction experiments. In [81] it
is experimentally shown that the PMA can be increased by increasing the substrate
temperature during deposition. The given model (see also [82]) says that an order in
the direction perpendicular to the surface appears as the arriving atoms during growth
try to reach positions where there energy is minimum. A graphic representation of
such a behavior is given in fig.(2.14). The idea is the following: the first RE and TM
atoms that arrive on the surface of the sample take positions in a completely random
way. On a short range of few atoms we have then regions which are rich in the RE
and regions which are rich to the TM, simply due to their stochastic distribution. The
following atoms also arrive in a completely random way. However RE and TM atoms
do not adhere to RE-rich or TM-rich regions in the same way. Once arrived on the
sample surface the RE and TM atoms can then reach energetically favorable regions
due to thermal activation. This breaks the symmetry of the alloy structure in the
direction perpendicular to the surface. Apart from the dependence of anisotropy on
the substrate temperature during deposition this also explains why for samples with
the same stoichiometric compositions the anisotropy can differ importantly. In this
model the anisotropy depends on the ratio between the relaxation time, the atoms
need to get to their energetically favorable positions by thermal excitation, and the
time a deposited atom is covered by the following atoms. Consequently anisotropy is a
function of the sample growth rate.
Another model related to growth, which is often cited (e.g. [83]), is the so-called
stress induced anisotropy. Here PMA is due to strain of the RE-TM alloy with the
substrate. We do not believe in this model, as we find PMA independent of thicknesses
on a large range up to 120 nm. Such strain due to the substrate should relax with
increasing layer thickness and hence the anisotropy should disappear.
A model as described by [82] only says, that the symmetry is broken in the direction
perpendicular to the film plane. But it does not describe the anisotropic environment
causing the moments to be preferentially oriented in a perpendicular way. In princi-
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Figure 2.14: Representation of the growth-model given by [82].

Figure 2.15: Models describing PMA due to dipolar interactions. a)
shows a surface effect for antiparallel coupled moments [84]. b) shows a
columnar structure of a thin film as it is considered by [71].

ple magnetic anisotropy can only have two different origins: either it is due to the
magnetocrystalline field, or it is due to dipolar interactions.
We are starting our discussion with models based on dipolar interactions. First we
discuss an effect due to the ordering of antiparallel magnetic dipoles at the surface [84].
This model considers that, if two magnetic moments are coupled antiferromagnetically,
there exists an orientation which minimizes the dipolar interaction. This is schematically
represented in fig.(2.15a). One can convince himself very easily, that in an atomic
monolayer this favors a perpendicular arrangement of the magnetic moments. However
for moments, which are not at the surface such a preferential orientation does not
exist. Consequently described mechanism is a surface effect and thus anisotropy should
disappear with increasing layer thickness, what is not the case.
A model considering dipolar interactions of columnar microstuctures is given by
[71]. They consider, that for samples close to magnetic compensation we have columns
which are rich in either RE or TM moments. Such columns would be antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled. Similar to the above described phenomenon of out-of-plane
anisotropy for antiparallel magnetic dipoles, dipolar interaction would lead to a perpendicular orientation of the magnetic moments, when the diameter d of the columns is
small compared to the sample thickness t (see fig.(2.15b)) . In the case of a ferrimagnet
with the sublattices A and B, the sublattice magnetizations MA and MB , a composition
difference ∆xA between the columns and a relative volume occupied by the columns of
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v it is obtained that:
1
Ku = µ0 v(1 − v)(∆xA )2
4



MA MB
+
xA
xB

2
(2.7)

The microscopic parameters v and ∆xA are quite difficult to determine as the
authors of [71] admit. An experimental proof of such a columnar growth has never been
given. One can find sets of parameters for our CoTb alloys which allow to obtain values
corresponding to the same order of magnitude as our experimental one. As an example,
we took ∆xA = 0.25, v = 0.4, MT b = 2100kA/m and MCo = 1740kA/m. This leads to
anisotropies Ku between 1.7M J/m3 for x = 0.12 and 0.5M J/m3 for x = 0.26 what is
the same order of magnitude like our experimental values. However (besides the fact
that there is no experimental proof for such columns), not explained by such models
is the fact that the experimental anisotropies for RE-TM metals, where the RE has a
L-contribution to the moment, like for Tb, Dy, Sm, can have much higher anisotropies
as the Gd based alloys, which only have S-contributions [27].
To explain this, models, which are considering interactions of the magnetic moment with its environmental electronic structure are needed. Two models are mostly
cited: bond-orientational anisotropy and pair-ordering effects. The idea of the bondorientational anisotropy model is, that the interatomic distances in the in-plane direction
slightly differ from the out-of-plane distances. Experimental proof of such so-called
bond-orientational anisotropy is given by [85] and [86] for CoTbFe alloys. The pair
ordering effects means that the number of nearest neighbor pairs for TM-TM, RE-RE
and RE-TM, differ for the IP and the OOP direction [87]. Experiments can be found
e.g. in [88] for TbFe alloys. Special studies on CoTb were not found in literature.
We conclude, that the origin of PMA in RE-TM alloys is still unclear in literature.

2.2.7

Conclusion on the magnetic properties of CoTb alloys

We have shown, that the magnetic parameters like magnetization and PMA of CoTb
alloys can be tuned in a wide range. An explanation to the origin of PMA in our
CoTb alloys was not obtained. It seems to be clear, that the anisotropy of RE-TM
alloys depends strongly on growth conditions. From a practical point of view, we are
able to grow samples reproducibly enough, in order to get similar results for samples
with the same compositions grown at different moments during the last three years.
Consequently CoTb alloys are a model system in the sense, that we are able to control
magnetization and anisotropy of this system by changing composition and temperature.
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Magnetization reversal in Co1−xT bx alloys and
Co1−xT bx-based spin valves

In this section we study the magnetization reversal in thin films of Co1−x T bx alloys
and in Co1−x T bx -based spin valves. The first point is the understanding of the domain
pattern at different points of the reversal process for Co1−x T bx (20nm) films. This
is a crucial point for the geometric design of samples for domain wall propagation
experiments. In a second step we studied the effects of dipolar coupling on reversal for
Co1−x T bx -based spin valves. Such effects might represent a possibility for controlling
the propagation of a domain wall in nanodevices.

2.3.1

Reversal process of CoTb films

2.3.1.1

Domain pattern of CoTb films during reversal

The reversal process of a 20 nm thick Co88 T b12 layer is studied. The hysteresis loop
for such a layer is represented in the center of fig.(2.16). The field sweep rate was
1mT /s. The sweep rate of 1mT /s was chosen, as this is a typical value for our standard
transport measurements. We start our discussion for a sample that is saturated in
a strong perpendicular field. The sample shows a 100% remanence. At a certain
critical field, here around 46 mT, the perpendicular moment drops very sharply with
increasing field until it reaches a small value in the direction antiparallel to the original
saturation. The distance between the nucleation field and the coercive field is about
2 mT. To saturate the sample in the direction antiparallel to the original orientation,
the field has to be further increased by about 20 mT. The domain structure of the
remanence of different points of the reversal process was imaged by Kerr microscopy, by
magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and by circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD)1 . As
we see from the loop, the magnetic moment does not change if the field is set back to
zero during the reversal process. Hence we suppose, that the domain structure of the
remanent state is the same as the domain structure, when the field is applied. A first
series of images was taken by Kerr microscopy after applying a field sufficiently high to
nucleate reversed domains (see fig.(2.16)a-c). The images show a 2 × 3mm zone of the
sample. About 25 nucleated domains can be observed corresponding to a density of
approximately 5 nucleation points per mm2 . 2 nucleation points appear only on one of
the three images, further three appear on two of the three images, all other points are
the same for all three images. Thus we conclude that the nucleation points correspond
to structural defects, where magnetization can be reversed very easily compared to the
rest of the sample. When the field is further increased those few nucleated domains
grow by domain wall propagation. This can be seen in fig.(2.16e). The structure is very
dentritic, what can be explained by a high number of pinning and depinning events
during DW propagation. Close to saturation the residual non reversed domains have
the shape of wires. The developpment of these wire-shaped domains with increasing
field was imaged by XMCD at the Co edge (see fig.(2.17)). We observe, that the width
of the residual domains shrinks down to a size of 100-200 nm before they dissapear. A
1

For a description of these techniques see e.g. [89] for Kerr microscopy, [90] for MFM and [91] for
XMCD
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Figure 2.16: Reversal of a Co88 T b12 (20nm) layer from a saturated state
under a field applied perpendicular to the sample surface. In the center:
hysteresis loop obtained by VSM. a), b) and c): Nucleation process
imaged by Kerr microscopy for different loops. d) Kerr microscopy image
of the domain structure of the following experiment: small domains are
nucleated by 2 second long pulses of 45 mT. Then a pulse of 40 mT is
applied during 120 seconds. The Kerr contrast is inversed when crossing
an imaginary line diagonal form the upper right to the lower left of the
image due to an artifact of the microscope. e) MFM image of the domain
pattern during reversal (approximately 1/3 of the magnetization reversed,
the reversed zone is dark). f) MFM image of the domain pattern during
reversal (approximately 85% of the magnetization reversed, not reversed
domains bright)

.

last point is the link between propagation and nucleation fields: we first nucleate small
reversed domains as shown in fig.(2.16)a-c) with a 2 second pulse of 45 mT. We apply
a field of 40 mT during 120 seconds. The image fig.(2.16d) shows the resulting pattern,
showing a growth of the nucleated domains compared to fig.(2.16a-c). For a field of 44
mT no nucleation was observed even when applying pulses up to 1000 seconds. Thus
reversal is limited by the nucleation process in Co1−x T bx alloys.
We conclude, that for field sweep rates of the order of 1 mT, the reversal happens
in two steps: first the nucleation of about 5 reversed domains per mm2 , then growth of
these domains by DW propagation. For other sweep rates the domain structure might
differ, we did not study this. The problem of the sweep rate dependency of the domain
pattern during reversal is discussed for example by [49] or [92].
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Figure 2.17: XMCD images of the domain pattern of Co88 T b12 (20nm)
film during the reversal process. The field increases from a) to f).

2.3.1.2

Barkhausen length lB of the reversal process

The dentritic structure of the domain pattern during reversal is explained as due to a
large number of stochastic pinning and depinning events during the propagation process
of the domain wall. The average reversed volume between two pinning events is called
the Barkhausen volume VB [93]. A relation between VB , the field sweep rate dH/dt and
the coercive field HC of thin films can be found in [49]:


2VB MS dH
kB T
ln
µ0
τs ln(2)
(2.8)
µ0 H C = µ0 H P +
2VB MS
kB T
dt
HP is a constant term describing the strength of the average pinning sites, τs is the
so-called characteristic switching time of the volume VB . We measured the coercivity
of a Co86 T b14 (20nm) and a Co74 T b26 (20nm) layer as a function of the field sweep rate
dH/dt by VSM at room temperature (fig.(2.18)). The measurement shows the expected
logarithmic behavior of the coercivity as a function of the field sweep rate. A linear fit
leads to:
kB T
= (1.3 ± 0.1)mT
2VB MS

(2.9)

kB T
= (8.6 ± 1)mT
2VB MS

(2.10)

for Co86 T b14 and to

for Co74 T b26 . With MS (Co86 T b14 ) = 450kA/m and MS (Co74 T b26 ) = 150kA/m this
leads to Barkhausen volumes of VB = 3.2 · 10−24 m3 for Co86 T b14 and VB = 1.5 · 10−24 m3
for Co74 T b26 . We can now determine the Barkhausen length lB corresponding to the
average distance overcome by a DW between two pinning events as:
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Figure 2.18: Field dependence of the coercivity of a Co86 T b14 (20nm)
and a Co74 T b26 (20nm) layer as a function of the field sweep rate dH/dt
measured by VSM at room temperature.

r

VB
(2.11)
h
where h is the sample thickness, which is of 20 nm in our case. We find lB = (12.6±2)nm
for MS (Co86 T b14 ) and lB = (8.7 ± 1.5)nm for MS (Co74 T b26 ) as the typical distance
between pinning sites. However it is clear that such kind of model can only be used as
long as the applied fields are smaller than the typical pinning fields of the sample.
lB =

2.3.1.3

Conclusion on the reversal process

We found, that the reversal process in Co1−x T bx thin films happens in two steps: it
starts with the nucleation of few reversed domains (about 5 per mm2 ) and is followed
by the growth of these domains by DW propagation. Pinning and depinning events
are quite frequent (about every 10 nm). For the use of Co1−x T bx for domain wall
propagation experiments in nanowires this has the following consequences:
On the one hand the low density of nucleation points for fields allowing DW propagation is an advantage as nucleation in the wire is very unlikely. On the other hand
the stabilization of a DW in the wire is supposed to be difficult. For fields, that are
high enough to nucleate a DW, this DW can propagate through the hole wire. A
solution to this would be the use of extremely large nucleation pads compared to the
wire size, in order to have a reasonable probability to have a nucleation point in the
pad with a nucleation field which is not too high compared to the propagation field.
Furthermore intrinsic pinning sites seem to play an important role for DW propagation
as the determination of the Barkhausen length of the order of 10 nm indicates. This
might lead to a complicated analysis of the propagation process in the wire.

2.3.2

Dipolar coupling in CoTb-based spin valves

A crucial point of domain wall propagation experiments is the control of artificial
pinning sites. A short explanation of pinning and depinning is given in the introduction
of this manuscript sec.(1.3.5). A further idea for an artificial pinning site is presented
in fig.(2.19). Instead of a single magnetic layer, a wire with spin valve structure is used.
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Figure 2.19: a)Sketch of propagating domain walls in a nanowire. b)
A constriction as artificial pinning site. c) spin valve structure, where a
DW in the hard layer(below) serves as pinning site for a DW in the soft
layer (above) due to its dipolar field.

One can imagine, that a DW in the hard layer (HL) might block the propagation of a
DW in the soft layer (SL) due to its dipolar field as recently shown by [94].
In literature several dipolar coupling effects in spin valve structures were already
studied. It was shown that repetitive cycling of SL minor loops can lead to demagnetization of the HL [95]. Other authors showed, that the shape of the minor loop
can be modified due to dipolar interactions between domains in the HL and the SL
[96]. Furthermore magnetic domain replication was observed by several authors e.g.
[97]. Finally coupling effects for spin valves, where the HL consists of a patterned
nanodot array, were shown to be able to modify the propagation of domain-walls during
magnetization reversal [98].
In this section we present a study on the dipolar coupling effects for in a full film
spin valve structure based on CoTb alloys, which is meant to be a basic analysis for
a later work on described wires. First studies were done by VSM. In a second step,
the microscopic magnetic structure of the films is analyzed by MFM. Finally we try to
compare MFM images and magnetometry results using a simple model of the dipolar
coupling effects.
2.3.2.1

Magnetometry results

For the following experiment a sample stack was grown described in fig.(2.20a): the
usual 5nm Ta seed layer on the Si substrate, then the magnetic hard layer Co74 T b26
with a thickness of 20nm, 3.5nm of Cu as nonmagnetic spacer layer, the 20nm thick
magnetic soft layer Co88 T b12 , and finally 2nm of Cu and 2nm of Pt to prevent the
sample from oxidation. We analyzed the sample in every step starting from a sample
with virgin magnetic state. This virgin state could not be re-established once the sample
was exposed to magnetic fields. The sample was therefore cut in different pieces named
A, B, ..., what allowed to start from equivalent magnetic states. In order to be able
to compare the critical fields for different hysteresis loops all measurements were done
using a field sweep rate of 1 mT /s.
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Figure 2.20: CoTb-based spin valve: a) sample stack: hard layer
(HL) with Co74 T b26 composition separated from soft layer (SL) with
Co88 T b12 composition by a 3.5 nm Cu layer. b) major hysteresis loop of
the described spin valve, in the inset: minor loops with HL saturated to
positive maximum value (red) and negative maximum value (green). c)
minor hysteresis loops with saturated (black) and virgin (red) hysteresis
loop. d) sketches of the domain structure during reversal of the SL when
HL is saturated and when HL is in its virgin state.

In fig.(2.20b) one can see a major hysteresis loop of the spin valve. The reversal
fields for HL and SL differ for a factor of 10. This should allow to manipulate the
magnetization of the SL without changing the magnetic structure of the HL. The
magnetization of the HL is 150kA/m, the SL magnetization is 550kA/m. In the
inset of fig.(2.20b) the superposition of the SL minor loops for the two antiparallel
perpendicular saturation states of the HL is shown. The two minor loops are identical,
thus we conclude that the SL and the HL are decoupled, when the HL is saturated.
However, when the HL is in its virgin state, effects due to dipolar coupling appear.
A first proof is the comparison between the SL minor loops for a saturated HL with
the minor loop when the HL is in its virgin state. From fig.(2.20c) we see, that the
coercive and the nucleation field are about 12 mT higher for the virgin HL, than for the
saturated HL. In addition the necessary field in order to saturate the SL is increased
for about 25 mT. Such effects can not be reached, when the HL is demagnetized in
an decreasing AC field once it was saturated. The increase of nucleation coercive and
saturation-field of the SL must though be due to small domains of the HL virgin state.
In fig.(2.21a) one can see the domain pattern of the spin valve with the HL in its
virgin state during the reversal of the SL. The SL domains correspond to the large
structure of several µm, the HL domains correspond to the small sub-µm structure in
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Figure 2.21: a)MFM image of the spin valve during the reversal of the
SL magnetization, with the HL in its virgin state. b) MFM image of the
HL, with a saturated SL.

Figure 2.22: a) MFM image of the domain structure of the virgin
state of the HL b)Fourier transformation of the HL domain structure. c)
Profile of the Fourier-transformed HL domain structure.

the background. An image with high magnification of the HL structure for the case
when the SL is saturated is shown in fig.(2.21b). It seems that the domain structure of
the HL consists mainly of a large domain which surrounds small domains of a size of
the order of a µm. A good approximation of the distribution of the typical domain sizes
can be found by doing a Fourier transformation of the HL structure. This is represented
in fig.(2.22). We see a maximum of the k-value, describing the inverse wavelength,
between 1 and 2 1/µm. This corresponds to a typical domain size of 0.5 to 1 µm.
In the following we are now going to increase the saturation of the HL in the direction
of the big domain for a piece of the sample (A). This direction is defined to be the
negative saturation direction. The saturation is defined as the ratio mHL /mHL (sat),
where mHL is the magnetic moment of the HL and mHL (sat) the magnetic moment of
the HL when it is saturated. In the virgin state the sample has a saturation of about
−20 ± 5%. This can be explained by the existence of a small magnetic field acting on
the sample during the sputtering process. In fig.(2.23a) one can see the development
of the minor loops with increasing HL saturation in the direction of the large HL
domain. Coercivity, nucleation field and saturation field decrease with increasing HL
saturation. We define as an ”up” reversal a reversal from a state where the SL is
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saturated antiparallel to the partial saturation of the HL in its virgin state, to a state
where the SL is parallel to the partial saturation of the HL in its virgin state. The
inverse case is called a ”down” reversal (see inset fig.(2.23b)). The coercivity of the
down reversal is found to be sligthly higher (1-2 mT) than the coercivity of the up
reversal. In fig.(2.23c) one can see a superposition of the up and the down reversal
process for a HL saturation of −80%. It seems that for an up-type reversal higher a
higher field is needed to saturate the SL. We thus have some kind of antiferromagnetic
coupling between the layers. The difference of the up and down reversal is plotted
in fig.(2.23d) after normalization to the saturation moment. From the minor loops
at different percentages of HL saturation we can then obtain fig.(2.23e) by doing the
same analyzis. In order to quantify this asymmetry, the normalized difference between
up and down reversal was integrated. The integrated asymmetry shows a maximum
around −60% HL saturation.
We now take another sample piece (B) and measure its minor loops as a function of
the HL saturation, but this time, the HL is saturated in the direction antiparallel to
the direction of the big HL domain, which is defined as the positive direction. As the
HL has a saturation of −20% in its virgin state, we change the sign of the saturation at
some point. The asymmetry of the SL loop is ananlyzed as in the previous case. One
can see, that we also observe a change of the sign of the asymmetry fig. (2.24b). The
asymmetry reaches a maximum for a HL saturation between 60 and 80%. However,
the amplitude of this maximum seems to be smaller than in the case, where the HL is
saturated in the opoosite direction. As we used normalized values we can now fit the
results for piece A and B together (see fig.(2.24)).

2.3.2.2

Analysis by MFM imaging

For a detailed understanding of this asymmetry due to dipolar coupling, a microscopic
picture of the domain structure is necessary. Hence a study by MFM was done. In
fig.(2.25) we see the magnetic structure of the HL for different states of saturation.
It seems, that the saturation process happens by elimination of domains. A Fourier
transformation of the domain structure is done (fig.(2.25)d). A change of the distribution
of the domain sizes is not observed. This confirms, that saturation is mainly an
elimination process of domains, and does not affect the domain size.
To continue the MFM based study, we imaged the domain structure of the spin
valve for an ”up” and for a ”down” reversal for identical HL saturation (fig.(2.26)).
The saturation of the HL is in the direction of the partial saturation of the virgin state.
The MFM images for ”up” and for ”down” reversal show a clear difference concerning
the correlation of the domain structures in SL and HL: it seems, that in the case of
the ”down” reversal( fig.(2.26a)) a similar density of small HL domains can be found
in the reversed and in the not reversed zones of the SL. But in the case of the ”up”
reversal (fig.(2.26b)) only very few HL domains can be found in the reversed part. We
hence conclude that the pinning potential of the HL domain pattern is asymmetric with
respect to the DW propagation direction and that is due to the small residual domains
of the HL.
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Figure 2.23: Minor-loops: a) minor loops of the SL as a function of
saturation of the HL b) coercive fields of the minor loops c) comparison
of the up and the down reversal normalized to the saturation moment
d) normalized difference between down and up reversal e) normalized
difference between down and up reversal as a function of HL saturation
f) integrated difference between down and up reversal as a function of
HL saturation.

2.3.2.3

Modelization of the dipolar field

In the following we now try to modelize the dipolar field emitted by the HL as a function
of position in the SL in order to check the role of the small HL domains. Therefore
we use a simple model considering semi-infinite domains as described by [99]. In the
case of a single DW in a sample with thickness h, the DW width w, and a saturation
magnetization MS (see fig.(2.27a)), the dipolar stray field Hz perpendicular to the
sample surface is given by:
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Figure 2.24: Asymmetry of the SL minor loops as a function of the HL
saturation. a) Saturation of the HL of a piece A in the direction of the
partial HL saturation in its virgin state. b) Saturation of the HL of a
piece B in the direction antiparallel to the partial HL saturation in its
virgin state. c) Integrated normalized asymmetry as a function of HL
saturation for two different sample pieces A and B.

Hz = −4MS tan

−1



xh
(z + w)(z + w + h) + x2


(2.12)

where x corresponds to the horizontal distance to the center of the DW, and z to
the vertical distance to the sample surface. The domain wall width w can be calculated
using:
r
A
w=π
(2.13)
Ku
with the exchange stiffness A and the anisotropy Ku . We use Ku (Co74 T b26 ) =
500kJ/m3 as measured by magnetometry (see sec.(2.2.3)). For A, we do not have
any experimental results thus we calculated an approximative value using data from
literature. [100] gives the exchange constant J between Co, Fe and Tb for CoTbFe
alloys:
• JCo−Co = (2.4−2.5·xT b )·10−21 J for Co74 T b26 we then have JCo−Co = 1.75·10−21 J
• JCo−T b = −2.4 · 10−22 J
• JT b−T b = 0.2 · 10−22 J
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Figure 2.25: Analysis of the HL domain structure for increasing saturation: a) virgin state of the HL b) HL partially saturated in the direction
parallel to the partial saturation of the virgin state (negative) c) HL
partially saturated antiparallel to the partial saturation of the virgin
state (positive, contrast inversed compared to other images). d) Fourier
transformation of the HL domain pattern.

We now use an expression given by [101] to calculate the exchange stiffness A of
Gdx Co1−x alloys and adapt it to T bx Co1−x :
2

2

n11 JT b−T b S 1 (1 − x)2 (n12 + n21 ) |JT b−Co | S 1 S 2 x(1 − x) n22 JCo−Co S 2 x2
A=
+
+
(2.14)
a11
a12
a22
Thereby the number of pairs per volume unit is taken as n11 = n12 = n21 = n22 = 2.
The interatomic distance are a11 = 3.5Å, a12 = 3.0Å and a22 = 2.5Å. The missing
parameter is the total angular momentum ST b and SCo . [100] gives ST b = 5.05 and
SCo = 0.775 − 0.848[xT b /(1 − xT b )]1.5

(2.15)

leading to SCo (Co74 T b26 ) = 0.60. Combining these values leads to A(Co74 T b26 ≈
6.2 · 10−12 J/m. We hence can expect a DW thickness of about 10 nm.
We though calculate the dipolar field created by a single DW using the following
parameters in equation(2.12):
• w = 10nm
• h = 20nm, our film thickness
• MS = 150kA/m, the saturation magnetization of a Co74 T b26 film
• 3.5nm < z < 23.5nm the range of z-values for the SL of the spin valve.
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Figure 2.26: MFM images of a CoTb spin valve with partially saturated
HL to about 60% in the direction parallel to the partial saturation of
the virgin state (negative): a) SL saturated to −20% by VSM, ”down”
reversal. The reversed zone of the SL is brown, the not reversed zone
is yellow. The reversed domains cover about 64% of the image. b) SL
saturated +20% by VSM, ”up” reversal. The reversed zone of the SL
is yellow, the not reversed zone is brown. The reversed domains cover
about 57% of the image.

Figure 2.27: Modelization of the dipolar stray field of a DW between
two semi-infinite domains. h: sample thickness, w: DW width

In order to keep the calculations simple, we consider z = 13.5nm, what corresponds
to the center of the SL. To justify this simplification we calculated the dipolar field of a
DW for z = 3.5nm, the bottom of the SL, z = 13.5nm the SL center and z = 23.5nm
the top of the SL, and compared it to the average value of the three results. As we see
from fig.(2.28) z = 13.5nm seems to be a good approximation to the average dipolar
field inside the SL. The amplitude of the dipolar field is normalized by 4MS . With a
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Figure 2.28: Dipolar field emitted by a DW in the HL at different levels
inside the SL.

magnetization of MS = 150kA/m, we have:
4µ0 MS = 0.75T

(2.16)

what means, that the dipolar fields due to the HL are at least of the same order of
magnitude as the coercivity of the SL.
The dipolar field of a single domain is modelized by adding the dipolar field of two
above described domain walls. From the MFM images we know that the HL domains
have diameters between 0.1 and 2 µm. We hence decided to use a distance of 0.5 µm for
our calculations. The result for the dipolar field HZ of such a single domain antiparallel
to its environment is plotted in fig.(2.29a). One can see, that the amplitude of the
dipolar field is higher in the direction of the small domain, than the dipolar field in the
direction of the rest of the sample. The ratio a of the maxima Aup and Adown is:
a=

0.265
Aup
=
= 0.77
Adown
0.345

(2.17)

When the number of small domains is high, as in the case of the virgin state of the
HL, this asymmetry disappears and we find for the ratio a of the maxima:
a=

0.30
= 1.0
0.30

(2.18)

as we can see in fig.(2.29b), meaning that the amplitude of the dipolar field is equal
in up and down direction. It seems from the MFM images, that while saturating the
HL, clusters, where the original domain structure is conserved, remain. We modelized
these clusters using our simple model considering semi-infinite domains. As one can
see from fig.(2.30) the asymmetry of the dipolar field is the strongest at the borders of
the clusters. The model hence confirms, that clusters consisting of view small domains
are an important source of asymmetry as we expected from the MFM images. The
missing argument is to find a correlation between the number of small clusters from
MFM images as a function of the HL saturation and the asymmetry as a function of
the HL saturation as shown in fig.(2.24).
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Figure 2.29: a) Dipolar field emitted by a single domain of the size of
0.5 nm antiparallel to its environment as a function of distance to the
center of the domain. Dipolar field emitted by an infinity of domains of
the size of 0.5 nm as a function of distance to the center of an arbitrarily
chosen domain.

Figure 2.30: Asymmetry as a function of the cluster size.

2.3.2.4

Modification of the nucleation field

In the previous section we explained, that the coercivity and the saturation field of the
SL can be modified due to the dipolar-field emitted by domain walls in the HL. From
the minor loops one can also see (fig.(2.23)), that the nucleation field is decreasing with
increasing HL saturation.
This is in some way surprising, as one could expect, that the dipolar field due to
the HL domains locally increases the nucleation probability. In literature such effects
were clearly observed and described as an imprinting effect of the HL structure in the
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Figure 2.31: Nucleation field of the SL as a function of the HL saturation. A HL saturation of about −20% corresponds to the virgin state of
the HL.

SL [96]. It seems, that a decrease of the nucleation field with increasing HL saturation
has not been published yet. We do not have any explanation for this behavior for
the moment. The difficulty is, that the nucleation points are quite rare, and thus it
is very unlikely to observe them by MFM or XMCD, in arbitrarily chosen regions of
the sample, as the fields of view are small. A solution would be to bring alignment
marks by optical lithography on the sample. One could then observe the position of
the nucleation-points by Kerr microscopy in a large field of view, and then find these
points again under the reduced field of view of the MFM, with the help of these marks.
2.3.2.5

Conclusion

We showed in this study of dipolar coupling effects in CoTb-based spin valves due to
domain walls in the HL can influence the propagation of domain walls in the SL in
a significant way. These effects lead to a modification of the shape of the SL minor
loop. An asymmetry of the minor loops with the signature of an antiferromagnetic
coupling between HL and SL appears. This asymmetry is explained with a simple
model considering semi-infinite domains.

2.3.3

Conclusion on magnetization reversal in Co1−x T bx
alloys and Co1−x T bx -based spin valves

In Co1−x T bx alloys the reversal in perpendicularly applied field happens by the nucleation of few reversed domains, which then grow by domain wall propagation. This
limitation of nucleation events makes them a good material to observe domain wall
propagation in nanowires. Furthermore it could be shown, that the domain wall propagation in the soft layer of a spin valve can be tuned using the dipolar field of domain
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walls in the hard layer. One can imagine to tune the pinning potential of pinning sites
in a nanowire using a spin valve structure with an adapted domain pattern in the HL.
In addition this dipolar pinning effect could be tuned by varying the temperature due
to the ferrimagnetic character of the Co1−x T bx alloys.
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Figure 2.32: Used geometry for the analysis of transport properties.
Sample patterned by optical lithography. On the left side we see the
magnetic part, on the right side we see the magnetic part with the
deposited gold contacts. Current is injected via the contacts marked
with an I, voltage is measured on the contacts with U, and Hall voltage
is measured on UH (Hall cross).

2.4

Transport properties of CoTb alloys

As explained in sec.(1.2) magnetoresistive effects can be used to analyze the magnetic
state of a nano-structured sample. Therefore we studied the magnetoresistance of our
CoTb alloys using samples patterned by optical lithography2 . The results, discussed in
this section, were obtained for samples with a geometrical configuration as presented in
fig.(2.32). However, the magnetometry results which are given were obtained on full
film samples.

2.4.1

Magnetoresistance of a Co88 T b12 layer

A M gO(3nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/M gO(3nm) layer was deposited on a silicon substrate.
The MgO buffer and capping has the advantage, compared to the Ta, Cu and Pt layers,
that it is an isolator. Consequently there is no electrical short circuit to the CoTb
layer. The four-point resistance of the sample was 162Ω. The distance between the
two contacts for the voltage measurement is 400µm, the film thickness is 20 nm, and
the width of the sample is 200µm. This leads to a resistivity of ρCoT b = 162µΩcm,
which is the typical order of magnitude for amorphous RE-TM alloys [102]. The
magnetoresistance signal of the Hall voltage and of the longitudinal resistance vs. field
were measured by a four-probe measurement. The field was applied perpendicular to
the surface (OOP) and parallel to the surface and the electrical current (IP). The results
are represented in fig.(2.33).
The Hall signal is explained to be due to a large extraordinary Hall effect (EHE)(see
sec.(1.2.3)). We find a maximum Hall resistivity of ρH = 1.35µΩcm. This value is of
the same order of magnitude as found by [103]. From ρH = µ0 MS RS we can deduce
a spontaneous Hall coefficient of RS = 1.95Ωm/T . This value seems to be very large
compared to the normal Hall coefficient, which seems to be to small to be measured. In
literature [104] it is explained, that the EHE is large for amorphous systems, due to the
large scattering caused by the atomic disorder. The reversal of the Hall resistance is
2

Lithography was done by the platform for nano and micro structuration of the IJL ”CC-MiNaLor”.
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Figure
2.33:
Transport
measurements
for
a
M gO(3nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/M gO(3nm) layer.
The field is applied perpendicular to the surface for the results (b-c) and parallel to
the surface and the current for the results (e-f). a) and d) correspond to
VSM results for full films. In e) and f) the resistance was calculated using
equations (2.19) and (2.20), the VSM result, and the experimentally
found amplitudes of the magnetoresistive effects.

sharp for the OOP measurement compared to the magnetization reversal of the full film.
This is due to very local character of the Hall voltage, which is determined only by the
part of the sample inside the Hall cross. For the IP measurement the Hall resistance
changes continuously with the applied field. This can be explained by a continuous
rotation of the moments inside the Hall cross, as the simulated data shows. This data
was obtained in the following way:
The Hall signal is only sensitive to the z-component of the magnetization. For an
IP measurement, considering the reversal as a coherent rotation of the moments, we
have :


mIP
RHall (H) = RHall (H = 0) · cos arcsin
mS

(2.19)

with mS the saturation moment and mIP the in-plane moment measured by magnetometry. The obtained values are plotted with the experimental EHE-data in fig.(2.33e).
The difference between calculated and experimental values might be due to a reversal,
which is not coherent for the whole macroscopic sample measured by magnetometry.
We conclude, that the large observed EHE and its local character make it a good tool
to study DW propagation in CoTb-based nanowires.
The results for the resistance as a function of field (see fig.(2.33b,e)) can be explained
as AMR effect (see sec.(1.2.1). Similar to the EHE one can calculate the AMR supposing
the reversal to be a coherent rotation, when the field is applied in-plane. We find:
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Figure 2.34: Sperrimagnetic order of CoTb alloys. The orientation of
the Tb moments is distributed inside a cone with angle Φ.[106]

2

mIP
R(H) = R(H = 0) + A · sin
mS

(2.20)

with A, the maximum amplitude of the resistance change due to AMR, and R(H = 0)
the resistance of the sample when no field is applied. Such a behavior fits to our
experimental data using R(H = 0) = 162.225Ω and A = 0, 28Ω. This leads to a
maximum AMR of 0, 17%. Similar AMR was found for TbFe alloys by [105].
For the resistance measurements, where the field is applied OOP, we observe two
peaks of the resistance around the reversal fields observed by magnetometry and Hall
measurement. In literature [105] this is explained as an AMR contribution of the
DWs which appear during reversal. The signal to noise ratio is not very large for this
measurement, however we think that a decrease of the resistance with field can be
observed. It is expected, that the Tb moments are not aligned perfectly parallel to each
other at zero field (see for example [106] or [74]). Their orientations are distributed
inside a cone with the opening angle Φ (see fig.(2.34)). This angle shrinks when a strong
perpendicular field is applied. Consequently the part of the magnetization, which is
perpendicular to the IP current increases slightly and the resistance decreases due to
AMR.
We conclude that the magnetization reversal in CoTb alloys gives rise to resistance
changes due to AMR. However these are small and hence not very effective to study
reversal processes.

2.4.2

Magnetoresistance of CoTb-based spin valves

CoTb-based spin valves with different compositions were grown on silicon substrates.
Their structure was T a(5nm)/Co1−x T bx (20nm)/Cu(3.5nm)/Co1−y T by (20nm)/Cu(2nm)/P t(2nm).
We used the same pattern (fig.(2.32))as for the transport measurements with the single
CoTb layer. Different combinations of sample compositions were studied. The idea was
to have spin valves with both layers rich in Co (x = 80 and y = 88), both layers rich
in Tb (x = 77 and y = 74) and a spin valve with one layer rich in Tb and one layer
rich in Co (x = 74 and y = 88). The hysteresis loops obtained from magnetometry
are shown in fig.(2.35a-c). We observe a reversal of the sign of the EHE, when passing
from the Co-rich to the Tb-rich alloys as observed by [103]. The EHE in pure RE
metals is known to be negative, the EHE of pure TM elements except Ni is known to
be positive. However it is still unclear if the EHE in amorphous RE-TM alloys is due
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to the TM sublattice, the RE sublattice or if the EHE is the sum of both. More details
and bibliography on this subject can be found e.g. in [47]. Anyway, all of these three
models explain, the reversal of sign of the EHE at the compensation point.
A quantitative analysis of the EHE in the spin valves is not possible, as we do not
know how IP current flow is distributed between the different layers. It seems that the
contribution to the Hall resistance of the layer, which is richer in Co is more important
than the contribution of the layer which is richer in Tb. This can be explained by an
increase of the normal resistivity of CoTb alloys with increasing Tb-content [103]. When
a layer is more resistive than another, less current flows through it and consequently
the Hall signal is smaller, compared to a layer with same Hall coefficients but lower
resistivity.
Finally also resistance was measured as a function of field fig.(2.35g-i). A GMR
signal with an amplitude of 0.018 ± 0.004% can be observed for all three spin valves.
Furthermore a reversal of the sign of GMR is observed for the spinvalve consisting of a
Tb-rich and a Co-rich layer fig.(2.35i). The reversal of the sign of GMR for spin valves
with a RE-rich and a TM-rich layer was already observed for example for CoFeGd alloys
[107] and for CoFeTb and CoFeGd alloys by [108]. In the cited literature the GMR
is explained as only dependent on the TM sublattice. Consequently the resistance is
minimum, when the TM sublattices are parallel, and it is maximum when the TM
sublattices are antiparallel. For a spin valve with a Co-rich and a Tb-rich layer the
Co sublattices are antiparallel when the netmoments are parallel, the resistance is
maximum. When the netmoments are antiparallel, the Co sublattices are parallel
and the resistance is minimum. When both layers are RE-rich, both Co sublattices
are antiparallel to the netmoments. Hence the sign of the GMR is as usual in this
case: a high resistance for antiparallel netmoments and a low resistance for parallel
netmoments.
In [107] it is said, that the amplitude of GMR for RE-TM alloys is expected to
be small compared to pure TM layers because of spin-orbit scattering due to the REelement. However, the amplitude of the observed GMR is still small compared to the
values up to 1% CIP GMR observed by [108]. This can be explained by shunting due
to our metallic buffer and capping layers. Furthermore we used a thicker Cu spacer (3.5
nm compared to down to 1.4 nm used by [108]) in order to avoid exchange coupling.
The important result of this experiment is, that a current can be spin-polarized
by CoTb alloys, and that the sign of this polarization can be changed relatively to
the netmoment orientation, by crossing the compensation point between RE-rich and
TM-rich alloys.

2.4.3

Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance

In sec.(2.2) we showed that magnetization and anisotropy of CoTb alloys can be tuned
in wide ranges by changing the temperature. In this section we are going to study the
influence of temperature on the transport properties of our samples. First we measured
resistance and Hall resistance of a T a(5nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/Cu(2nm)/P t(2nm) sample as a function of temperature (see fig.(2.36)). We can calculate a change of resistivity
with temperature of:
nΩcm
∂ρ
= 8.7
∂T
K

(2.21)
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Figure
2.35:
Transport
properties
of
T a(5nm)/Co1−x T bx (20nm)/Cu(3.5nm)
/Co1−y T by (20nm)/Cu(2nm)/P t(2nm).
a)-c) magnetometry hysteresis loops. d)-f) hysteresis loops of the Hall resistance. g)-i) hysteresis
loops of GMR

Figure 2.36: Temperature dependence of the resistance and the Hallresistance of a T a(5nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/Cu(2nm)/P t(2nm) sample.

and a resistivity of about 86µΩcm. The relative change of the resistivity is about
= 10−4 /K. Models describing the resistivity of amorphous metals have been
developed for example by [109] . Experimentally, both increase and decrease of resistivity
with temperature has been observed for amorphous metals [110]. We decided not to
work on this problem for our samples and to limit ourself to the use of the results for
further interpretation of data.
The Hall resistivity of the Co88 T b12 sample is also found to be independent of
temperature (see fig.(2.36)) whereas we know that the magnetization of this sample
decreases with decreasing temperature (see sec. 2.2.1). As we have no microscopic
explanation to the EHE of our CoTb alloys (see sec. 2.4.1)we do not further discuss
this, too.
Finally, the Hall resistance and the GMR of spin valves was analyzed at temperatures
∂ρ/∂T
ρ
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Figure 2.37: Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance of a
Co77 T b23 /Cu/Co74 T b26 spin valve.

between 50 and 300 K. In fig.(2.37) the results for a spin valve with both layers rich in
Tb is represented. As both layers are Tb-dominant, the magnetization of both layers
increases with decreasing temperature. For temperatures below 100K the coercivities of
both layers are very close and an independent reversal is no longer observed. One can
see, that the Hall resistance is independent of temperature between 20 and 300 K as
expected from the previous measurement of a single CoTb layer. The GMR seems to
be independent from temperature between 100 and 300K, too. For lower temperatures
the antiparallel configuration of the magnetic layers was not observed. In addition
one can observe a linear variation of resistance with field, which increases when the
temperature decreases. Its origin remains unclear to us. Similar signals have been
interpreted as magnon contribution to the resistance in literature [111]. However, the
magnon contribution is expected to decrease with decreasing temperature. Coercivities
of both layers are very close and an independent reversal is no longer observed. One
can see, that the Hall resistance is independent of temperature between 20 and 300 K
as expected from the previous measurement of a single CoTb layer.
For a second spin valve both layers are Co-dominant at room temperature. However
one of the layers has a compensation point at around Tcomp = 235K (see fig. (2.38g)).
Consequently the Hall signal of this Co80 T b20 layer changes its sign when passing from
the Co-dominant to the Tb-dominant regime (see fig. (2.38b and e)). Furthermore the
GMR signal also changes its sign (see fig. (2.38c and f)). We then measured the GMR
of the spin valve when the Co80 T b20 layer is compensated. First the temperature was
set to 250 K (above Tcomp ), then a field of 9T was applied and the sample was cooled
down to 235 K at zero field. As the Co80 T b20 layer has no netmagnetization at this
temperature only a minor loop of the Co88 T b12 layer can be observed. Amplitude and
sign of the GMR correspond to what is expected, when Co moments of Co80 T b20 are
aligned in a positive field . For the extraordinary Hall coefficient of Co80 T b20 we find
RH → +∞. In a second step the temperature was set to 200 K (lower than Tcomp ) and
a field of 9T was applied before heating up the sample to 235 K at zero field. The minor
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Figure 2.38: Magnetoresistance of a spin-valve at the compensation
point of one of the layers. Used spin valve: Co80 T b20 /Cu/Co88 T b12

loop of the magneto resistance corresponds now to what is expected, when Tb-moments
of Co80 T b20 are aligned in a positive field. For the extraordinary Hall coefficient of
Co80 T b20 we find RH → −∞.
We make the following conclusions for the magnetoresistance of CoTb alloys as
a function of temperature: First, the amplitude of magnetoresistive effects like the
EHE and the GMR is independent of temperature. And second, the sign of the
magnetoresistive effects changes, when passing a compensation temperature. The
change of the sign can be well understood, as the magnetoresistance depends on the
orientation of the Co and the Tb sublattice. However we leave the independence of the
amplitude of magnetoresistive effects unexplained.

2.4.4

Angular dependence of magnetoresistance in CoTb
alloys

We finished our investigation on magnetoresistance of CoTb alloys by analyzing the
angular dependence of the magnetoresistive effects. Loops were measured with the
field applied perpendicular to the sample surface ( 0◦ with the easy axis), at 30◦ , 60◦
and in-plane (90◦ ). The maximum applied field was limited to 0.9T due to the used
experimental set-up.
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Figure 2.39: Different configurations for resistance measurements.
a)Rotation of the applied field from perpendicular to the current at
0◦ , to parallel to the current at 90◦ . b)Applied field rotating in a plane
perpendicular to the current.

We start with the magnetometry results of a M gO(3nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/M gO(3nm)
film. The measurement was done by VSM, which measures the moment of the sample
which is aligned with the applied field. The coercivity increases, when the angle between
easy axis and applied field increases, as it is expected for reversal by DW propagation
(see sec.(2.3.1)). Except for the case, when the field is applied along the easy axis, the
sample can not be saturated in the direction of the applied field (see fig.(2.40a)). The
Hall resistance is proportional to the component of the magnetic moment, which is
perpendicular to the sample surface. Consequently its amplitude is maximum at zero
field and it decreases with increasing field as the magnetic moment is more and more
along the axis of the applied field (see fig.(2.40b)). Finally we measured the resistance
vs. field at different angles. For this measurement two different rotation directions
were chosen. One case, where the applied field is rotated from perpendicular to the
current at 0◦ , to parallel to the current at 90◦ (see fig.(2.39a)). And one case, where
the applied field is rotated in a plane perpendicular to the current (see fig.(2.39b)).
The resistance measurement of fig.(2.40c) corresponds to configuration fig.(2.39a) and
(see fig.(2.40d)) corresponds to fig.(2.39b). Consequently, we can see an AMR signal
appear, when increasing the angle between easy axis and field for fig.(2.40c). The small
signal appearing in fig.(2.40d) which has the shape of an AMR signal, but a very small
amplitude, can be explained by a small misalignment of the sample, and also have
AMR as origin. Furthermore we can observe for both configurations similar peaks of
the resistance around the coercive field. These peaks correspond to the AMR of the
DWs, which appear during reversal.
The angular dependence of the magnetoresistance of a Co74 T b26 /Cu/Co88 T b12 spin
valve is represented in fig.(2.41).
As for the single layer saturation along the applied field is not obtained when the
field is not applied in the directions of the easy axis (see fig.(2.41a)). We observe, as
in the case of the single layer, a maximum of the Hall resistance amplitudes at zero
field. However as one layer is Co-dominant and one layer is Tb-dominant, the EHE
of the layers has not the same sign. The more the magnetic moments are misaligned
with the easy axis by the applied field, the smaller the amplitude of the EHE becomes,
as the EHE signal is only proportional to the part of the magnetization, which is
perpendicular to the surface (see fig.(2.41b)). The resistance change due to GMR,
when magnetization is reversed, shrinks slightly, when increasing the angle between
applied field and easy axis (see fig.(2.41c)). This can be explained by the fact, that the
maximum angle between both magnetizations is smaller than π when the applied field
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Figure 2.40: Results of magnetometry and transport measurements
for a M gO(3nm)/Co88 T b12 (20nm)/M gO(3nm) film. Angle φ between
normal to the surface and the surface varied between 0◦ and 90◦ (0◦
means measurement of an OOP loop). a) hysteresis loops by VSM. b)
Hall resistance vs applied field. c)Resistance vs applied field, field rotating
from perpendicular to the current at 0◦ , to parallel to the current at 90◦ .
d) Resistance vs applied field, field rotating in a plane perpendicular to
the current.

is misaligned with the easy axis. The small nearly linear increase of resistance with
increasing field for large angles between applied field an easy axis, can be explained by
the AMR contribution, that appears in this configuration.

2.4.5

Conclusion on the magnetoresistance of CoTb alloys

Extraordinary Hall effect, anisotropic magnetoresistance and for spin valves, giant
magnetoresistance were observed. The EHE signal is large and allows to precisely
analyze the z-component of the magnetization inside a Hall cross. Furthermore, as
its sign changes when crossing the compensation point it is a good tool to detect the
crossing of such a critical point. The presence of DWs in the sample can be detected
due to AMR. However this signal is very small and a practical use will be difficult.
GMR is also very small, but nevertheless, its existence proofs that an electric current
gets spin-polarized when passing through a CoTb layer, what is essential for spin torque
experiments.
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Figure 2.41:
Angular dependence of magnetoresistance for a
Co74 T b26 /Cu/Co88 T b12 spin valve. a) VSM results. b) Hall resistance.
c) GMR.
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All-Optical magnetization switching in
Co1−xT bx alloys

In this section we give a short overview of results which were recently obtained on
all-optical magnetization reversal in cooperation with M. Aeschlimann’s group at the
University of Kaiserslautern. The obtained results open new perspectives for Co1−x T bx
alloys apart from the intended spin torque experiments.

2.5.1

Mechanisms of all-optical magnetization switching

In the introduction of this script (sec.(1.3) and (1.4)) we discussed the reversal of
magnetization under magnetic fields and spin-polarized electric currents. Recently it
has been reported that the perpendicular magnetization of thin film GdCoFe alloys
can be reversibly switched using circularly polarized laser light [112]. The mechanisms
behind this phenomenon (e.g. the role of the temperature increase when the material
is exposed to the laser beam [113]) are not understood yet. New materials would
allow to get further insight in the involved processes. For more information on optical
manipulation of magnetization one should consider e.g. [114].

2.5.2

First results obtained for Co1−x T bx alloys

Figure 2.42: Demonstration of all-optical switching in for a 20nm thick
Co74 T b26 film. Intensity of the laser beam is of the order of 10mJ/cm2 .
a) Faraday image of the magnetic domainstructure created in the sample
using a permanent magnet before exposure to a circular-polarized laser
beam. b) After exposure to a circular-polarized laser beam. c) After
exposure to a circular-polarized laser beam with opposite helicity. The
width of the written line-shaped domain is of the order of 20µm.

A series of eight 20nm thick Co1−x T bx samples was grown on glass substrates.
The composition x was varied in a large range (x ∈ [0.12; 0.32]). Glass substrate was
chosen in order to allow to analyze the domain structure using Faraday effect. Optical
experiments were done by M. Aeschlimann’s group. The magnetic properties of the
samples were measured using VSM and SQUID magnetometry in our lab.
A demonstration of the all-optical switching process is shown in fig.(2.42). The
sample is first saturated and then a domain wall is created in the part of the sample
inside the field of view of the experiment (fig.(2.42)a). In a next step a circularly
polarized laser spot is moved over the sample. The used laser beam is pulsed with a
pulse width of the order of several tenth of femto seconds. Pulses are repeated at a kHz
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Figure 2.43: All-optical switching as a function of the sample composition for 20nm thick Cox T b1−x films. All-optical switching at room
temperature is observed for three compositions: Co77 T b23 , Co74 T b26 and
Co72 T b28 . For other samples only demagnetization due to heating by
the laser spot could be observed.

frequency. A line-shaped reversed domain of a width of about 20µm is created inside
the darker domain of (fig.(2.42)b) inside the zone which was exposed to the laser. The
brighter domain remains unaffected. Then the helicity of the laser beam is reversed
and the same area of the sample is exposed to the beam. As we see from fig.(2.42c)
the previously created line-shaped domain in the darker domain disappears and a new
line-shaped reversed domain is created inside the brighter domain. This proves, that
the magnetization can be reversibly switched between the two antiparallel orientations
of the perpendicular magnetization by using the helicity of the laser beam.
The above described all-optical switching was only observed in a certain range of
sample compositions (see fig.(2.43)). All sample compositions for which all-optical
switching was observed were samples with compensation temperatures Tcomp above
room temperature (xvol,T b > 0.2 ). Necessary intensities of the laser beam were of
the order of 10mJ/cm2 . Significant dependency on the sample composition was not
found. However for samples with xvol,T b > 0.28 that all-optical switching phenomenon
could not be observed any longer. For samples containing more than 28% of Tb the
compensation temperature Tcomp and the Curie temperature TCurie are quite close. For
samples containing more than 30% of Tb a compensation temperature does not exist
anymore. The question, whether the crossing of the compensation point due to heating
during the application of the laser pulses plays a role for the all-optical switching process
is subject of current research.

2.5.3

Conclusion and new perspectives

All-optical magnetization reversal could be demonstrated for 20nm thick Co1−x T bx films
if x ∈]0.2; 0.3[. The concentration dependency of the all-optical switching phenomenon
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Figure 2.44: Sketch of demonstration experiment in progress: the
circular polarized laser beam is supposed to reverse the magnetization
by all-optical switching inside the Hall cross of the optically patterned
sample. The width of the magnetic part of the sample is 200 × 800 µm2 .
(compare to fig.(2.32))

might lead to better insight into the physical processes involved in all-optical switching.
At present demonstration experiments which are supposed to show a change of
magnetoresistance due to the writing of domains by all-optical switching are in progress.
A sketch of the experiment is shown in fig.(2.44). The use of circular polarized light for
the reversible manipulation of magnetoresistance might give rise to new magnetic data
storage applications.
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Conclusion and perspectives for CoTb alloys

Co1−x T bx alloys grown by co-sputtering in a large range of compositions are amorphous. Nevertheless they possess a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). This
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy as well as the netmagnetization of this ferrimagnet
can be tuned in a large range. One the one side, one can chose a sample composition x
in a large range (at least x ∈ [0.08; 0.34]) and maintain PMA. On the other side, one
can tune the PMA and the magnetization of a chosen composition by sweeping the
temperature. Of special interest might be the fact that it is possible to work with very
small netmagnetizations as several models of spin transfer torque predict singularities
of the dynamics for zero magnetization.
The reversal process of Co1−x T bx alloys was studied. Magnetization reversal in
perpendicular applied fields happens by the nucleation of few reversed domains, which
then grow by domain wall propagation. The limited number of nucleation events makes
the system suitable for domain wall propagation experiments in nanowires. Studying
the reversal process in spin valve structures by magnetometry and magnetic force
microscopy we showed, that the propagation of domain walls can be tuned by using
dipolar interactions between the two magnetic layers. This opens an interesting option
for the control of artificial pinning sites in nanowires.
Several magnetoresistive effects have been analyzed for Co1−x T bx alloys. A large
extraordinary Hall effect was found, which can be used for the observation of magnetic
domain wall motion in nanowires. Spin valves based on CoTb alloys show a small
(GM R ≈ 0.015%) GMR effect. This proves that a spin-polarized current can be injected
in the spacer layer of the structure. The GMR was shown to be due to the relative
sublattice orientation of the Co and Tb sublattice and not to the orientation of the
magnetic netmoments of the layers. This allows also to observe GMR, when one of the
magnetic layers is compensated and has no magnetization.
We conclude, that Co1−x T bx alloys are a model system for spin transfer torque
experiments in the sens, that their magnetic properties can be tuned. The analysis of
magnetization reversal showed, that they are suitable for current induced domain wall
propagation experiments. Transport measurements showed that Co1−x T bx alloys can
spin-polarize a current. These results are encouraging for future spin transfer torque
experiments.
First basic experiments with nanowires could be done, however single domain wall
propagation in a CoTb nanowire could not be shown yet. The necessary samples exist,
microscopy with a Kerr microscope allowing to apply sufficiently high fields are in
progress. The observation of single domain wall motion under field would be the next
key point on the way to current induced domain wall motion in the CoTb system.
The elaboration of nanopillars from spin valve structures is in progress by collaborating labs.
Finally all-optical switching for several Co1−x T bx alloys was shown. This opens
a new field for the use of this material apart from spin torque. The found range of
sample compositions allowing all-optical switching leads to the assumption, that the
crossing of the ferrimagnetic compensation point might play an important role for the
still not understood mechanism of this effect. Experiments combining magnetoresistance measurements with all-optical switching are in progress in collaboration with M.
Aeschlimann’s group in Kaiserslautern. This might have interesting applications like
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new types of magnetic memories.
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Chapitre 3
Les super-réseaux [Co/N i](111)
épitaxiés
Nous avons élaboré des super-réseaux [Co/N i](111) de structure fcc par épitaxie par
jets moléculaire (MBE). Ils montrent une forte anisotropie magnétique perpendiculaire.
Cette anisotropie est lié à une augmentation du moment orbital aux interfaces Co/N i.
Le paramètre d’amortissement de Gilbert (α) intrinsèque est obtenu (α ≈ 0.01). La
polarisation en spin au niveau de Fermi est forte. Ce matériau est donc un bon candidat
pour réaliser des mémoires magnétiques basé sur l’éffet de transfert de spin. Des vannes
de spin épitaxiées ont pu être élaborées et analysées.

Fig. 3.1: Croissance et structures des super-réseaux [Co/N i](111).
Rélations d’épitaxie entre Au, Ni et Co. Oscillations de RHEED observées
pendant la croissance du super-réseaux. Analyse détaillé de la structure
à l’échelle atomique par des téchniques de microscopie électronique en
transmission (TEM).
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Chapter 3
Epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices
3.1

Growth and structure of epitaxial [Co/N i] films

Epitaxial [Co/N i] films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The goal was
to have epitaxial growth of a [Co/N i] superlattice along the [111] axis considering
face-centered cubic structure of Co and Ni. The reason is that the [111] direction
corresponds to the easy axis of fcc Co. Hence this helps to get perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA). Furthermore it has already been shown by previous work [26], that
a Co/N i[111] interface gives a strong contribution to PMA.
We decided to grow our samples on [1120] αAl2 O3 substrates. In literature the
epitaxial growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices directly on the [1120] αAl2 O3 substrates
is described [115]. However in this case a buffer of 50-80 Åof Co is necessary. This layer
with its large demagnetizing field would make samples with PMA nearly impossible.
Hence we use nonmagnetic buffer layers. From previous work done in our laboratory
we know, that it is possible to grow a buffer of V [110] and Au[111] on [1120] Al2 O3
substrates. It is then possible to deposit the Co and Ni [111] layers on this buffer.
In the following we describe the sample-preparation and structural analysis. During
the growth, the crystalline structure of the samples was observed by reflexion high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED). In the second part we describe the ex situ analysis
of the sample structure by transmission electron microscopy and by X-ray diffraction.

3.1.1

Growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices

The growth process with all its parameters (substrate temperature, annealing etc.) was
done as by [116], which was a Master’s thesis preliminarily to this PhD . The author
thanks S. Girod for the large and helpful collection of provided data on this subject.
3.1.1.1

Al2 O3 (1120) substrate

α-Al2 O3 is a rhombohedral structure of the R3c symmetry group.
The structure of a α-Al2 O3 (1120) plane, which we used as substrate,
√ is shown in
fig.(3.1). The lattice parameters that can be defined for this plane are a 3 = 0.8249nm
(with a = 0.476nm a lattice parameter of the hexagonal description of the α-Al2 O3
crystal) The detailed analysis of the sapphire structure is complicated. We limit
ourselves to two diffraction patterns. One in the [1100] and one in the [0001] direction,
101
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Figure 3.1: α-Al2 O3 (1120) substrate. On the left: structure of the
α-Al2 O3 (1120) layer from [116]. On the right: Images showing electron
diffraction pattern (RHEED) for two directions perpendicular to each
other.

which are perpendicular to each other. The RHEED shows in these two directions the
diffraction due to the rectangular lattice formed by the oxygen atoms corresponding to
1/3 of the size of the full lattice.
In order to clean the surface of the substrate the sapphire was annealed in the
analysis chamber of the MBE system at 950◦ C during 10 to 15 minutes (compare
to sec.(MBE growth)). Then it was introduced in the MBE chamber for the sample
deposition.

3.1.1.2

Growth of V(110)on Al2 O3 (1120)

The vanadium was evaporated using an electron gun. The deposition rate was controlled
using quartz micro balances. The typical velocity was of the order of 1 − 2 Å/ s.
The growth of V(110)on Al2 O3 (1120) is well known in literature ([117] and [118]).
The bcc-V(110) lattice is rectangular. When grown on sapphire, the diagonal of this
rectangle is oriented parallel to the short edge of the rectangle formed by the O atoms of
Al2 O3 (1120) (direct space) (compare to fig.(3.2)). We have two equivalent orientations:

V [111] k α − Al2 O3 [0001]
V [112] k α − Al2 O3 [1100]
or

(3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Growth of V(110) on sapphire substrate. a) sapphire lattice.
b) bcc-V(110) lattice. c)and d) possible epitaxial relations. e) and f)
results from RHEED for two direction perpendicular to each other of V.

V [111] k α − Al2 O3 [0001]
V [112] k α − Al2 O3 [1100]

(3.2)

We observed that at high substrate temperatures during deposition (T > 800◦ C)
only one of the two possible domains remains. The chosen substrate temperature during
deposition between 800◦ C and 850◦ C is a compromise. High temperature favors single
domain growth. However if the temperature is too high, the V does no longer adhere
to the substrate. At the beginning of the deposition process the RHEED pattern is
spotty. This indicates as reported in literature, that the growth starts following the
Volmer-Weber model. For thicknesses of more than 3-5 nm the RHEED pattern changes
to lines proofing a 2D V(110) surface. This pattern can be seen in fig.(3.2 e,f).
3.1.1.3

Growth of Au(111) on V(110)

The next buffer layer was a fcc Au(111) layer deposited on V(110). Gold is evaporated in
Knudsen cells at 1250◦ C. Between the deposition of the Au and the vanadium layer we
wait until the substrate cooled down to room temperature. The observed epitaxial relation of the hexagonal Au(111) on the rectangular V(110) is of Nishiyama/Wassermann
type (see fig.(3.3)). A detailed model of the growth of fcc (111) layers on a bcc(110)
substrate is given in [119]. The growth mode for Au on V in this case is 2D (layer by
layer) as the RHEED oscillations [120] confirm. The RHEED oscillations also allow
the determination of the growth velocity, which is determined of the order of 70 s for
the deposition of an atomic monolayer. After deposition of the Au buffer the substrate
is annealed at approximately 300◦ C during 15 minutes. This leads to a very flat Au
surface, what can be seen from the very thin lines of the diffraction image.
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Figure 3.3: Growth of Au(111) on V(110). a) bcc V(110) lattice. b) fcc
Au(111) lattice. c) Nishiyama/Wassermann epitaxial relation for Au on
V. d) RHEED oscillations observed for growth of Au(111) on V(110). e)
and f) RHEED diffraction patterns of Au(111) after annealing at 300◦ C
during 15 minutes.

3.1.1.4

Growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices on Au(111)

The [Co/N i] superlattice is grown on the Au(111) buffer once it has cooled down to
room temperature after the annealing process. Co and Ni are deposited with Knudsen
cells. Co, Ni and Au are fcc crystals. Consequently the (111) planes correspond to
hexagons with atoms on all edges of the hexagon and one in the center of the hexagon
(see fig.(3.4a-c)). The misfit between Co and Ni lattice is smaller than 1%. However
the missfit between Ni and Au is of the order of 13% (see fig.(3.4d)). We start the
deposition of the superlattice with Ni as Co does not show layer by layer growth when
deposited on Au. When starting the growth with Ni the layer by layer growth of the
[Co/N i] superlattice is confirmed by RHEED oscillations, which also allow to control
the deposition rate (see fig.(3.4e)). The good crystalline structure of the deposited Co
and Ni layers is confirmed by their RHEED pattern (see fig.(3.4f and g)). Finally 2nm
of Au were deposited on the sample in order to prevent it from oxidation once exposed
to air. More details on epitaxial growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices can be found in
[115].
3.1.1.5

Conclusion on the growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices by
molecular beam epitaxy

We conclude, that we can grow fully epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices. The growth
mode is two-dimensional. With the help of the RHEED oscillations the deposited
thicknesses can be controlled very precisely. Consequently we have well controlled
crystalline interfaces between the Co and the Ni layers. This allows to adjust the ratio
between Co/N i interfaces and the volume of the magnetic layers, and hence to tune
the magnetic anisotropy of the samples (see sec.(3.2)).
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Figure 3.4: Growth of [Co/N i](111) superlattices on Au(111). a)
Au(111) -lattice. b) Ni(111)-lattice. c) Co(111)-lattice. d) lattice mismatches f. e) RHEED oscillations during growth of a [Co/N i](111)
superlattice. f) RHEED diffraction pattern of Ni (111). g) RHEED
diffraction pattern of Co(111).

3.1.2

Ex-situ analysis of the sample structure

The aim of our work on epitaxial [Co/N i] superlattices is to have a magnetic model
system for spin transfer torque experiments. RHEED analysis during sample growth
confirmed the good epitaxial structure of the samples. However, in order to be able
to compare experimental results on anisotropy, spin polarization, density of electronic
states etc. with simulations based on current models, a very accurate knowledge of the
sample structure is needed. Such detailed structural analysis is done in the following:
3.1.2.1

Verification of the atomic stacking by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM)

Two crystalline structures of Co are possible: face centered cubic (fcc) or hexagonal
closest packing (hcp). The (111)planes of fcc Co as well as the (0001) planes of hcp Co
have a hexagonal symmetry and nearly identical lattice parameters. Consequently it is
impossible doing RHEED analysis of the samples to distinguish whether Co is fcc or
hcp. This distinction can be done by electron microscopy.
The electron microscopy experiments were done by E. Snoeck’s group at CEMES
Toulouse. We only give a short summary of the obtained results here.
A fully epitaxial spin valve with the following stack was grown: Al2 O3 /V (50nm)/Au(10M L)/
for the buffer, then N i(3M L)/ [Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)] × 20 for the first magnetic
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layer, 20 atomic monolayers (ML) of Au for the non-magnetic spacer, N i(3M L)/
[Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 20 for the second magnetic layer and finally 25 ML of Au for
the capping.
A low magnification STEM HAADF image of the spin valve stacking is shown
in the inset of fig.(3.5a). The contrast of the different elements depends strongly
on their atomic number Z. The bright zones correspond to the gold layers with
Z = 79. The darker zones correspond to the [Co/N i] layers. As the atomic numbers of Co(ZCo = 27) and Ni(ZN i = 28) are very close, the contrast between the
two elements is quite weak. Anyhow, by optimizing the set-up parameters, a sharp
interface between Co and Ni layers could be imaged (fig.(3.5a)). This proofs that the
growth mode is two-dimensional and that Co and Ni do not intermix. Furthermore
the periodicity of the Co/N i stack can be determined. For the first magnetic layer
(N i(3M L)/[Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)] × 20) a periodicity of 1.0nm was found, compared
to an expected periodicity of 0.8nm as d111 ≈ 0.2nm for Co and Ni. For the second
magnetic layer (N i(3M L) /[Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 20) a periodicity of 1.2nm was
measured compared to 1.1nm expected from Co and Ni lattice parameters.
In a next step high resolution TEM images were taken. Fig.(3.5b) displays the
crystalline structure of the Co/N i stack of the spin valve sample observed along the
< 110 > zone axis. The fcc structure of the Co/N i layer is evidenced over the
entire multilayer with the A-B-C-A-B-C stacking of the (111) planes. This clearly
demonstrates the coherent growth of the Co/N i multilayer. The cobalt (nickel) atomic
planes continue the stacking layer of nickel (cobalt) on which they are deposited. We
have used geometric phase analysis (GPA) to analyze the deformation state of the
Co/N i stacking. The measurement of the deformation of the (111) stacking of the
Co/N i in the growth direction relative to the (111) planes of the Au layer is reported in
fig.(3.5c). The (111) Au interplanar distance is found to be about 15% larger than the
Co/N i one. The lattice mismatch between fcc Ni (Co) and Au is of that magnitude,
thus confirming the totally relaxed growth of Au on N i/Co and viceversa. Meanwhile,
no variation is observed within the Co/N i stacking (within the spatial resolution of
the GPA method used here). This is consistent with the similar (111) lattice spacing of
bulk fcc Ni and Co lattice spacing - respectively equal to 0.2034nm and 0.2046nm, and
with the (111) spacing observed in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) images of ≈ 0.20nm.
3.1.2.2

Exact determination of lattice parameters

Co and Ni lattice parameters are very close for bulk material. In the epitaxial superlattice with thicknesses of few atomic monolayers, one can expect, that Co and Ni
have the same in-plane lattice parameters (pseudomorphic growth) and consequently
they are exposed to strain. This in-plane strain then deforms the structure also in the
out-of-plane direction. We first measured the in-plane lattice parameters of our samples
using Cu Kα X-Ray diffraction. Then we calculated the out of plane lattice parameters
using theory of elastic strain.
Determination of the lattice parameter in the (111) plane The used Cu Kα
radiation has a wavelength of λ = 1.54056Å. In order to have a good signal a thick
stack of Co/N i was deposited on the usual sapphire, V, Au buffer. The chosen stack is
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Figure 3.5: Analysis of the crystalline structure of a fully epitaxial
[Co/N i]-based spin-valve. a) Scheme showing the deposited sample stack
and the TEM image of a cross sectional sample prepared from the spin
valve. b) HRTEM image of the [Co/N i] layers showing the atomic
stacking. c)GPA measurement of the relative out-of-plane deformation
of the Co/N i and Au (111) planes. The lattice parameter of Co/N i is
used as a reference. Blue color indicates a lattice parameter close to the
Co/N i parameter. Green color indicates a lattice parameter, which is
larger than the Co/Ni lattice parameter.

[N i(3M L)/Co(3M L)] × 75 and capped with 5nm of Au. We start with a measurement
of the lattice parameters in the direction perpendicular to the surface. This was done
using a 2θ scan in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface (see fig.(3.7a)). In
a single-crystalline superlattice, the most intense peak corresponds to an average of the
distances between Co and Ni layers:
< d111 >=

nCo dCo (111) + nN i dN i (111)
nCo + nN i

(3.3)

assuming that the distance at the Co/N i interface is an average of both Ni and Co
distances. In order to have access to the lattice parameters we have to measure the
in-plane lattice parameter. The out-of-plane lattice parameter describing the distance
between the (111) layers can then be determined by the application of the theory of
elasticity.
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Figure 3.6: a) Diffraction experiment for the determination of the
out-of-plane lattice parameter. b) Definition of the angles 2θ and φ for
in-plane X-ray diffraction. c) (111) plane of the fcc structure and the
crystallographic directions lying in this plane.

Doing diffraction on fcc-crystals only planes with all Miller indices odd or all Miller
indices even lead to diffraction peaks. Consequently in the (111) plane the peak with
the smallest 2θ is in the 220 direction. A sketch of the (111) plane is presented in
fig.(3.6c).
The experimental problem is, that we have two unknown parameters for our experiment as we do not know the orientation of the 220 direction relative to the substrate.
With
dhkl = √

a
h2 + k 2 + l2

(3.4)

and
2 · sin(θ)dhkl = λ

(3.5)

we find 2θCoN i[220] ≈ 76◦ (a[Co/N i] ≈ 3.534Å). The angle between X-ray source and
detector was set to this value. The sample was rotated around an axis perpendicular
to the sample surface with an angle φ between 0 and 180◦ . Peaks appear, when the
[Co/N i](220) planes are oriented in a direction where they are close to the Bragg
condition. We then optimize the sample orientation around this position by adjusting
the angle between the sample surface and the plane defined by the X-ray emitter and
the detector. A 2θ scan was then done (fig.(3.7b).
We find 2θ = 76, 023 ± 0, 002◦ for the Co/N i[220] planes. Using the Bragg condition
this leads to d220 (Co/N i) = 1.250Å and an in-plane lattice constant aIP (Co/N i) of
3.537Å. The in-plane deformation IP can then be calculated by:
IP =

ames,IP − abulk
abulk

(3.6)

with ames,IP , the measured in-plane parameter and abulk the bulk lattice constant.
With aCo,bulk = 3, 5447Å [121] we find IP,Co = −0.0022 and using aN i,bulk = 3, 5236Å
[122] IP,N i = 0.0038.
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Figure 3.7: X-ray diffraction on a [N i(3M L)/Co(3M L)] × 75 superlattice: a)out-of-plane 2θ-scan b)2θ-scan in the Co/N i [220]-direction of
the (111) planes.

Determination of the lattice parameter perpendicular to the (111) plane
In the following we are now calculating the lattice deformation perpendicular to the
(111) planes in order to find the out of plane lattice parameters for Co and Ni using the
theory of elastic deformation considering an isotropic crystal. We use as convention,
that in the case of an isotropic crystal:
C44 = C11 − C12

(3.7)

with Ci,j the elastic constants.
In this case the Poisson coefficient ν is given by:
ν=

C12
C11 + C12

(3.8)

2ν
k
1−ν

(3.9)

and we have
⊥ = −

Elastic constants of Ni(fcc) can be found in [123]:
C11 = 261.2GP a, C12 = 150.8GP a and C44 = 131.7GP a
The elastic constants of Co(fcc) are given in [124] as:
C11 = 225 ± 25GP a, C12 = 160 ± 20GP a and C44 = 92 ± 15GP a.
Using this parameters we find for the elastic deformation of Co ⊥,Co and Ni ⊥,N i
perpendicular to the (111) plane :

⊥,N i = −0.0045
⊥,Co = +0.0032
Hence the lattice parameters perpendicular to the (111) plane are given by:

(3.10)
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Figure 3.8: Epitaxial multilayer of two fcc crystals grown in the [111]direction.

a⊥,N i = (1 + ⊥,N i )aN i,bulk = 3.508Å

(3.11)

a⊥,Co = (1 + ⊥,Co )aCo,bulk = 3.556Å
Theoretical calculation of the lattice deformation In this part we are going
to compare the measured in-plane lattice parameter with the result of a calculation
minimizing the elastic energy of the superlattice. For an elastic deformation  of an
e is expressed as:
isotropic material the elastic energy density E
e = 1 E2
E
2
with the Young modulus E given by:
E=

(C11 − C12 )(C11 + 2C12 )
(C11 + C12 )

(3.12)

(3.13)

This leads to an elastic energy per surface ES for the [Co/N i] superlattice with N
repetitions given by:

with tCo and tN i

1
= N
2


1
ES = N EN i 2k,N i · tN i + ECo 2k,Co · tCo
2
the thicknesses of the Co and Ni layers.

1
1
ES = N ECo 2kCo tCo + N EN i 2kN i tN i
2
2
2

2 !

aIP − aN i,bulk
aIP − aCo,bulk
ECo tCo
+ EN i tN i
aCo,bulk
aN i,bulk

(3.14)

(3.15)

with aN i,bulk and aCo,bulk the bulk lattice constants. The in plane lattice constant
aIP of Co and Ni is then found by calculating the derivative of ES with respect to aIP :
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Lattice parameter
measured
calculated (isotropic)

111
aIP (111)
3.537
3.532

i
dN
⊥ (111) [Å]
2.025
2.029

dCo
⊥ (111) [Å]
2.053
2.057

< d111 > [Å]
2.039
2.043

Table 3.1: Lattice distances measured by X-ray diffraction of a
[Co3/N i3] × 75 superlattice compared to values obtained from elastic
theory. The calculations were performed assuming an isotropic material
(C11 − C12 = C44 )

which leads to an expression for aIP as a function of the layer thicknesses tN i and
tCo :
⇒ aIP =

ECo tCo + EN i tN i
ECo tCo
i tN i
+ aENNi,bulk
aCo,bulk

(3.16)

We can calculate the Young modulus E for Co and Ni using the elastic constants
given above. We find:

ECo = 92GP a
EN i = 150GP a

(3.17)

Using this data we find for a [N i3/Co3] multilayer:

aIP (111) = 3.532Å

(3.18)

i
dN
⊥ (111) = 2.029Å

dCo
⊥ (111) = 2.057Å
< d111 >= 2.043Å
Conclusion on the determination of lattice parameters of the [Co/N i] superlattices Comparing the values calculated assuming an isotropic material to the
measure values obtained above (see tab.(3.1)) confirms that the Co and Ni layers
constrain each other. In contrast they are not constrained by the buffer and capping
layers as already observed by electron microscopy.

3.1.3

Conclusion on growth and structure of epitaxial
[Co/N i] films

Epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices can be grown on Al2 O3 (1120) substrates. RHEED
oscillations proof the layer by layer growth of our samples and allow to control the layer
thicknesses down to 0.1 atomic monolayers. The fcc structure of the [Co/N i] layers was
confirmed by electron microscopy experiments. The lattice parameters of Co and Ni
layers of the superlattice could be determined by X-ray diffraction. The result proofs,
that Co and Ni constrain each other, but are not constrained by Au. We hence have a
very detailed knowledge of the structural properties of our [Co/N i](111) superlattices,
allowing the application of models on electronic band structure etc.
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Magnetic properties of epitaxial [Co/N i]
superlattices

As already mentioned [Co/N i] multilayers potentially have a high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [26]. This anisotropy of our samples is measured using SQUID
and VSM magnetometry. The results are then compared to a simple phenomenological
model. In a second step, this anisotropy is studied on the atomic scale using X-Ray
Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). Finally some samples are analyzed using ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy (FMR). This experimental method gives access to
the dynamic magnetic properties of our [Co/N i] superlattices, the Gilbert damping
parameter α is determined. Furthermore it is a second method, that can be used to
determine the magnetic anisotropy, and to verify magnetometry results.

3.2.1

Part 1: Macroscopic magnetic properties

3.2.1.1

Hysteresis loops

A series of N i(3M L)/[Co(tM L)/N i(3M L)] × 10 samples was grown with tCo ∈ [0; 4],
the thickness of the Co layers. Hysteresis-loops with the magnetic field applied parallel to the sample plane (IP) and perpendicular to the sample plane (OOP) were
measured. Examples are represented in fig.(3.9). For tCo = 0 (pure Ni sample) the
magnetization is preferentially oriented in the plane of the sample (see fig.(3.9a). For
the smallest Co thickness experimentally realized of tCo = 0.13, the magnetization is
preferentially orientated out of plane (see fig.(3.9b). We have an effective perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy. When the Co thickness tCo is further increased the effective
anisotropy remains perpendicular until a Co thickness of 3.5 atomic monolayers. For a
N i(3M L)/[Co(4M L)/N i(3M L)] × 10 sample the magnetization is found to be preferentially in-plane. We thus have a large range of Co thicknesses (tCo ∈ [0.13; 3.5], for
which the studied samples have an effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.
3.2.1.2

Magnetization

The determination of the sample area allows to calculate the magnetic saturation moment mS per area mS /S. The result is plotted in fig.(3.11b). The obtained values
are compared with calculated values considering magnetic bulk moments for Co and
Ni atoms. Therefore one has to calculate the number of atoms per surface and per
atomic monolayer for fcc(111) planes. The (111) planes can be composed of rectangles a × b, containing 2 atoms (see fig.(3.10)). From X-ray diffraction we know (see
sec.(refsec:Xray)) the in-plane lattice parameter of Co and Ni a = 3.534Å. This leads to
c = 2.50Å and b = 4.33Å and hence to 185·1017 atoms per m2 and per atomic monolayer.
The magnetic moment per Co atom for bulk Co is given as 1.7µB and for Ni as 0.58µB
[69], with µB the Bohr magneton of 9.274 · 10−24 J/T . With this data theoretical values
for mS /S can be calculated. They are also plotted in fig.(3.11b). Within the error
bars the agreement between calculated and experimental data is correct. We conclude
that the Co and Ni moments might be slightly different from the bulk values but the
precision of the measurements does not allow an unambiguous statement.
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Figure 3.9: In-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) hysteresis loops for
[Co/N i] multilayers with different Co amounts.

Figure 3.10: Sketch of the fcc (111) plane for the calculation of the
atomic surface density.

3.2.1.3

Coercivity and saturation fields

The coercivity as a function of the Co thickness tCo is plotted in fig.(3.11c). The
coercivity is highest for Co thicknesses tCo between 0.5 and 1 atomic monolayer. Coercivity depends on many parameters like anisotropy, magnetization, defects etc. (see
sec.(1.3.2)) it is difficult to unambiguously conclude on this result. Furthermore the IP
saturation field HS (saturation higher than 97%) of the samples was determined and
plotted in fig.(3.11d). HS increases for t ∈ [0; 1]] and decreases for higher values. For
tCo = 1 a maximum of µ0 HS = 2T is reached indicating a strong PMA.
We can now determine the magnetic anisotropy of our samples making the assumption for the anisotropy field, that HA ≈ HS . The effective anisotropy is then given by
(compare to sec.(1.3.1)):
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Figure 3.11: Magnetometry results for a series of multilayers:
[N i(3M L)/Co(tM L)] × 10 /N i(3M L) with t ∈ [0; 4]. a) Used sample stack b) Magnetic moment m per sample surface as a function of the
Co amount tCo (black), in red values calculated using bulk magnetic momenta of Co(1.7µB ) and Ni(0.58µB ). c) Coercivity µ0 HC as a function
of the Co amount tCo , d) In-plane saturation field µ0 HS as a function of
the Co amount tCo .

1
Kef f = µ0 MS HS
(3.19)
2
where MS is the saturation magnetization of the sample. These values are plotted
in fig.(3.12a). Furthermore we can calculate the shape anisotropy Kshape using the
measured magnetizations MS :
1
(3.20)
Kshape = − µ0 MS2
2
which decreases with increasing Co thickness tCo . The minus indicates that this
contribution leads to an in-plane magnetization. The difference between effective and
shape anisotropy leads to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy Ku :
1
1
Ku = Kef f − Kshape = µ0 MS HS + µ0 MS2
(3.21)
2
2
The results are also plotted in fig.(3.12a). The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is
positive for all Co thicknesses tCo , hence it favors an out of plane magnetization for all
samples. A maximum is reached for tCo = 1. In addition we calculated the product
D · Kef f , where D is the sum of all thicknesses of all magnetic layers, and plotted it
as a function of tCo (see fig.(3.12a)). Two linear regimes can be observed: a linear
increases of D · Kef f with tCo for tCo ∈ [0; 1] and a linear decrease with tCo for tCo > 1.
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Figure 3.12: Anisotropy of [N i(3M L)/Co(tM L)] × 10 /N i(3M L) multilayers with t ∈ [0; 4]. a) Effective anisotropy Kef f , uniaxial anisotropy
constant Ku and the absolute value of the shape anisotropy Kshape as a
function of tCo . b) Kef f · D with D the sum of the thicknesses of all Co
and Ni layers as a function of tCo . Lines are guides to the eye. c) Sketch
of the Co/N i interface when tCo < 1. d) Sketch of the Co/N i interface
when tCo > 1.

This fits to the explanation, that the PMA is due to the Co/N i interfaces and to
the magnetocrystalline (111) contribution of Co. A detailed analysis is done in the
following.
3.2.1.4

Simple model explaining the perpendicular anisotropy of [Co/N i]
superlattices

The PMA of [Co/N i] superlattices is explained as the sum of the contributions from the
Co/N i
Co/N i interfaces leading to a perpendicular anisotropy KS
and the contribution
Co
to magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the [111] direction KV [26]. A phenomenological
approach similar to [125] is done in the following. For this approach we calculate
D · Kef f from interface contributions, contributions from the [111] axis and the shape
anisotropy Kshape :
Kef f · D =

X

(Kinterf aces + KV · tlayer + Kshape · tlayer )

(3.22)

In our case we have a series of samples deposited on a V/Au buffer consisting
of N i(3)/[Co(tCo )/N i(3)] × 10 layers. We distinguish two cases: one for tCo ∈ [0; 1]
and one for tCo > 1. We now first discuss the case tCo > 1 (see fig.(3.12d)). In this
case we have two complete Co/N i interfaces for every Co layer independent of tCo .
Furthermore we take the anisotropy constant KVCo into account. In addition we have 2
Ni/Au interfaces of unknown anisotropy and the magnetocrystalline volume anisotropy
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of Ni KVN i . Taking the shape anisotropy into account we find for Kef f · D as a function
of tCo > 1 :
Co/N i

DKef f = 20KS

1
1
2
Co
2
Co
Ni
i
+ 33dN
111 [KV − µ0 MN i ] + 10d111 tCo [KV − µ0 MCo ]
2
2
(3.23)
the distance between (111)-planes. Consequently we can express
N i/Au

+ 2KS

Ni
with dCo
111 and d111
DKef f as

DKef f = a + b · tCo

(3.24)

with
Co/N i

a = 20KS

N i/Au

+ 2KS

1
2
i
Ni
+ 33dN
111 [KV − µ0 MN i ]
2

(3.25)

and
1
Co
2
Co
Co
b = 10dCo
(3.26)
111 [KV − µ0 MCo ] = 10d111 Kef f
2
Co
where Kef
f is the effective anisotropy of a thin Co(111) film. Accordingly we find
Co
Kef f when we make a linear fit of DKef f as a function of tCo > 1. We find b =
(−2.27 ± 0.28)mJ/m2 and a = (8.80 ± 0.76)mJ/m2 . With dCo
111 = 0.206Å (sec.3.1.2.2)
3
Co
Co
this leads to Kef f = −(1.10 ± 0.15)M J/m , and KV = 0.13 ± 0.15M J/m3 for a Co
Co
3
(111) film. This values are of the same order of magnitude as the Kef
f = −0.8M J/m
found by [125].
We now discuss the case of tCo ∈ [0; 1] (see fig.(3.12c)). As we observed a 2D
growth for Co on Ni (see sec.(3.1.1.4)) we suppose, that for tCo ∈ [0; 1] we have 2 × tCo
Co/N i interfaces per Co layer. Consequently the interface contribution to PMA is
Co/N i
2 · KS
· tCo . We consider a KVCo contribution as all Co atoms even though one can
argue about this point as we are talking about layer thicknesses smaller than one atomic
monolayer. For the shape anisotropies of Co and Ni as well as for the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of Ni we use the same expressions as in the previous case:
1
2
Co
Co 1
2
i
Ni
µ0 MCo
]
+ 33dN
111 [KV − µ0 MN i ] + 10d111 tCo [KV
2
2
(3.27)
Again we have a linear expression DKef f = a + b · tCo . This time with
Co/N i

DKef f = 20KS

N i/Au

tCo + 2KS

N i/Au

a = 2KS

1
i
Ni
2
+ 33dN
111 [KV − µ0 MN i ]
2

(3.28)

and
1
Co
2
+ 10dCo
(3.29)
111 [KV − µ0 MCo ]
2
A linear fit leads to b = (6.50 ± 0.32)mJ/m2 and a = (−0.08 ± 0.20)mJ/m2 . The
difference between the two sloopes determined for tCo < 1 and tCo > 1 equals 20 · KS .
Co/N i
Co/N i
This leads to KS
= (0.44 ± 0.04)mJ/m2 . [125] finds with KS
= 0.42mJ/m2
Co/N i

b = 20KS
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Figure 3.13: Overview over the data obtained by magnetometry.

the same value as we do. This value is about 2 times larger than the the value
found for sputtered [Co/N i] multilayers as reported for example by [126] who finds
Co/N i
KS
= (0.23 ± 0.03)mJ/m2 . The higher interface anisotropy of the MBE grown
samples is explained as due to the sharper interfaces compared to sputtered samples.
Higher interface anisotropies KS can be obtained when nonmagnetic layers like Pd
Co/P d
are used instead of Ni. [127] finds KS
= (0.63 ± 0.05)mJ/m2 for MBE grown
[Co/P d] samples. The higher anisotropy of the Co/P d interface compared to the
Co/N i interface can be explained by the stronger L-S coupling of the heavier Pd atom.
However, for spin torque experiments this larger L-S coupling is a disadvantage as it
tends to increase the Gilbert damping term α and to decrease the polarization p [15].
Remarks on KS
Finally we want to make a few remarks on the interface anisotropy KS , which
we introduced as a phenomenological term. In general a perpendicular contribution
to the magneto crystalline anisotropy from an interface is explained as due to the
reduced symmetry experienced by magnetic atoms at the interface. Such an reduction
of symmetry can be due to hybridization of the electronic states at the interface or due
to strain. Thus, as found by [128] we have to consider five sources of anisotropy, when
we want to take the strain of the [Co/N i] superlattice into account:
• Shape anisotropy − 21 µ0 MS2
• Magneto crystalline anisotropy of the [111] direction K[111]
• Interface anisotropy due to the hybridization of the electronic states at the interface
Kint
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Figure 3.14: IP hysteresis loops for different IP angles between field
and an arbitrarily chosen IP direction of the sample.

• Anisotropy due to the magnetoelastic coupling B · , where  represents the
appropriate components of the strain tensor
• Anisotropy due to the magnetoelastic coupling of the interface Bint · /h, where h
is the layer thickness
It is known that strain can lead to perpendicular anisotropy as for example described
by [129]. The problem that we have if we want to determine the contribution of strain
to the magnetic anisotropy is, that we have no idea about the interface magnetoelastic
coupling Bint . However, for the bulk magnetoelastic coupling, calculations exist as for
example done by [130]. For the [Co3/N i3] superlattice the in-plane strain was found
to be Co = −0.22% for Co and N i = 0.38%. For a fcc Co with Co = −0.22% for the
(111) plane [130] finds an out-of-plane contribution Kout,Co ≈ −25kJ/m3 . For a fcc
Ni with N i = 0.38% we have Kout,N i ≈ 250kJ/m3 , which is ten times bigger than the
value for Co. We can compare this to the measured uniaxial anisotropy KU , which is
about 724kJ/m3 by:
KU
≈ 5.8 × Kout,N i · tN i
(3.30)
tN i + tCo
This means, that the magnetoelastic coupling can be responsible for at most less
than one fifth of the magnetic anisotropy. The anisotropy must hence be mainly due to
other sources than magnetoelastic coupling, except the case, that an important interface
magnetoelastic coupling exists. Simulations to clear this point are in progress.
3.2.1.5

In-plane anisotropy of [Co/N i] superlattices

In the previous section, we discussed the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of our
[Co/N i] superlattices ignoring possible in-plane contributions to anisotropy. Such
an approach seems to be justified as no dependence of the in-plane angle on the IP
hysteresis loops could be observed as long as the samples had an effective perpendicular
anisotropy (see fig.(3.14)).
However, a [Co(4M L)/N i(3M L)] × 10 sample with effective IP anisotropy due to
its large shape anisotropy, is not isotropic when measured under different angles Φ. It
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Figure 3.15: Normalized coercivity HC /HC,max , normalized remanent
magnetization in the direction of the applied field MX,r /MS and normalized remanent magnetization MY,r /MS in the direction perpendicular to
the applied field as a function of the angle Φ between the applied field
and an arbitrarily chosen in-plane axis of the sample.

is not possible to identify outstanding crystallographic axes of the substrate without
using X-ray diffraction experiments. Hence the angle Φ is relative to an arbitrarily
chosen IP-axis. IP hysteresis loops were measured in steps of 5◦ . At some angle the
IP loop becomes nearly a square loop with a remanence of 95% and a coercivity of
µ0 HC,max = 5mT (see fig.(3.15)Φ = 90◦ ). Such square loop reappears only when the
sample is turned by 180◦ .
In fig.(3.15) we see the development of the normalized coercivity HC /HC,max , the
normalized remanent magnetization in the direction of the applied field MX,r /MS and
normalized remanent magnetization MY,r /MS in the direction perpendicular to the
applied field as a function of the angle Φ between the applied field and the arbitrarily
chosen in-plane axis of the sample. These data clearly show, that a preferential direction
for the IP-magnetization exists. From the hexagonal symmetry of the (111) planes, we
expected to find a periodicity of 60◦ degree for the IP loops. As this is not the case we
tried to check if a lattice distortion of the (111) planes could be observed. Therefore we
measured the angle 2θ of the (220), (220) and the (022) planes which are perpendicular
to the (111) plane for the sample described in sec.(3.1.2.2). The result is:
Φ
60◦
120◦
180◦

2θ
(76.019 ± 0.005)◦
(76.017 ± 0.008)◦
(76.018 ± 0.004)◦

d220 [Å]
1.261 ± 0.015
1.265 ± 0.010
1.263 ± 0.008

Thus, a significant variation of 2θ could not be measured.
A possible explanation for the outstanding magnetic axis might be to the morphology
of the buffer. Scanning tunneling microscopy done in earlier studies in our lab shows
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Figure 3.16: STM-images of V(110) grown on a sapphire (1120) substrate.

some stripe-shaped morphology of V(110) when growing on a sapphire buffer (see
fig.(3.16)). Further analysis to find the origin of the IP contribution to anisotropy of the
[Co/N i] superlattices was not done. However the existence of this IP anisotropy should
be kept in mind for possible future simulations of magnetization reversal dynamics as
such in-plane contribution can have important consequences for spin transfer torque
phase diagrams as reported by [61].

3.2.2

Part 2: Microscopic magnetic properties

In the previous section the magnetism of [Co/N i]-superlattices at the macroscopic scale
was analyzed. A strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was found and phenomenologically explained as due to the (111)-orientation, which represents the easy axis of
fcc-cobalt, and particularly due to the Co/Ni-interfaces. In this section we are going to
discuss the microscopic origin of this interface anisotropy.
3.2.2.1

Details on the experiment and the treatment of XMCD data

As indicated in sec.(1.1.3.4) interface anisotropy is microscopically due to an increase of
the atomic orbital magnetic moment at the interface between a magnetic material and
another material, which can be magnetic or not. An experimental technique allowing
the element specific determination of spin and orbital moments at the atomic scale
is the X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) and its interpretation using sum
rules as done by [39].
Two kinds of samples were prepared by MBE. First, [Co(x)/N i(y)]×N superlattices
were grown varying x from 0.1 to 4 atomic monolayers (ML), y from 1 to 4 ML, while
keeping N = 5. Second, two wedges were prepared with the architecture N i3/Co(x)/N i3
with x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2MLs for the first wedge and x = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10MLs for
the second one. All the samples were capped with MgO to prevent them from oxidation
on air. MgO was chosen because of its low X-ray absorption behavior compared to Au
for instance. A sketch of the used wedges can be found in fig.(3.19a)
The XMCD measurements were performed at the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley
at the B04 beamline. Co and Ni 2p edges were recorded using 100% circularly polarized
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Figure 3.17: XMCD absorption spectra for a [N i3/Co1]×5 superlattice.
σ ij (i = +,- light polarization; j = +,- magnetic field direction) and
σ + = σ ++ + σ −− and σ − = σ +− + σ −+

Figure
3.18: a) XMCD signal σ − − σ + and integrated XMCD signal
R −
σ − σ + for a [N i3/Co1] × 5 superlattice. Definition of the parameters
p and Rq as done by [39]. b) XAS signal σ − + σ + and integrated XAS
signal σ − + σ + and determination of the parameter r on the Co L2,3
edge of a [N i3/Co1] × 5 superlattice.

light. A perpendicular field was applied to the samples and varied in a range of -50
mT to +50 mT. The measurements were performed in total yield1 for both circular left
and right polarization along the normal of the surface, leading to 4 absorption curves
σ ij (i = +,- light polarization; j = +,- magnetic field direction). Such measurements
allow us to eliminate the experimental asymmetry by calculating the absorption using
σ + = σ ++ + σ −− and σ − = σ +− + σ −+ .
An example of such spectra for a [N i3/Co1] × 5 lattice is given in fig.(3.17)
Following the treatment of this data as described by [39] we then calculate the
XMCD signal σ − − σ + and the XAS signal σ + − σ − .
Using sum rules on the XMCD and the XAS data, and the definitions of q, p and r as
explained in fig.(3.18) and by [39] we find for the z-component of the orbital momentum
Lz and the z-component of the spin momentum Sz :

1

This means all photoelectrons are measured.
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2q
hLz i
=
nh
3r

(3.31)

and
2 hSz i
nh



7 hTz i
1+
2 hSz i


=

2 hSz ief f
3p − 2q
=
nh
r

(3.32)

nh is the number of holes of the valence band and hTz i the expectation value of
the magnetic dipole operator. The number of holes nh was determined using ab initio
calculations by L. Calmels’ group in Toulouse. However hTz i remains unknown. Usually
hTz i is neglected for bulk 3d metals, but it is well known that hTz i can be strongly
enhanced for Co and Ni at the interfaces [131].
In the following we are first going to discuss the XAS measurements allowing the
determination of the number of holes in the valence band nh for Ni and for Co.
3.2.2.2

XAS results

Absorption measurements using linear polarization have first been performed on the
two wedges. The variation of the Co and Ni edges as a function of the thickness of
Co is reported in fig.(3.19b). It should be noted, that the Ni edge slightly decreases
for increasing Co thickness. This result is quite understandable because as the Co
thickness increases, the XAS signal is less sensitive to the Ni layer which lies underneath.
Moreover, we notice a discrepancy between the Ni edge and Co edge intensity variation
with the Co thickness when comparing the two wedges. This discrepancy comes from a
small difference of the thickness of the MgO capping layer for the two wedges (around
0.5 ML). After correction, we can plot the edge variation as a function of the Co
thickness and consequently determine the electron escape length λ using the expression:
∞
n
ICo = KM gO+N i ICo
(1 − KCo
)

(3.33)

1

with KCo = e− λ , the attenuation factor due to the MgO capping and the Ni layer
on top of the Co layer KM gO+N i , and KCo the attenuation factor of a Co atomic plane.
We find λ = 12 ± 0.5ML (see fig.(3.19c)), in agreement with published values [132].
Finally, it is also possible to plot the Co on Ni edges intensity ratio which this time no
longer depends on the thickness of the capping. This variation can be calculated by
writing the edge intensity dependent on the attenuation factor KN i and KCo . For the
stacking of our wedges this ratio is equal to:


∞
n
ICo
ICo
KN2 i (1 − KCo
)
= ∞
(3.34)
n
IN i
IN i (1 − KN2 i ) + KN2 i KCo
(1 − KN3 i )
We consider that KCo ∼
= KN i = e− λ which is actually the case as shown experimentally by [132]. Hence, the edge intensity ratio can be calculated without adjustable
parameters and be compared to the measurements. The agreement between experiment
and calculation is excellent as shown in fig.(3.19d). Moreover, the edge intensities of
transition metals are proportional to the number of holes nh [133]. If we assume, as
a first approximation, that this number of holes does not strongly vary with the Co
thickness in the superlattices, this later can be determined by comparing the Co and
1
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Figure 3.19: a)Structure of the used N i3/Co(x)/N i3 wedges grown by
MBE. b) Variation of the L3 edge for Co and for Ni as a function of the
Co thickness. c) Corrected variation of the Co L3 edge and fit for the
determination of the escape depth λ. d) Ratio of the intensity of the Co
and Ni L3 edge and calculation using eqn.(3.34).

Ni bulk moments with XMCD measurements performed on thick epitaxial Co and Ni
Ni
layers. We find nCo
h = 2.5 ± 0.1 and nh = 1.0 ± 0.1. The fact, that the experimental
data fits well with the calculations confirms the good sample quality and allows a direct
measurement of the Co and Ni number of holes ratio.
3.2.2.3

Determination of the magnetic moment by XMCD

For the two wedges, we measured hysteresis loops at the Co L3 edge with the field applied
along the normal of the samples in a range from -50 to +50 mT using a field increment
of 2 mT (see fig.(3.20)). A perpendicular magnetization is found for Co-thicknesses
between 0.25 and 4 ML. These results confirm the data shown in sec.(3.2.1).
XMCD measurements were performed on the wedges and on a series of superlattices.
An example for the determination of p and q is shown above in fig.(3.18). From the
sum rules as shown above (eqn.(3.31) and eqn.(3.32)) we find:
2q =

hLz i
(9p − 6q)
2 hSz ief f

(3.35)

In fig.(3.21) we plotted 2q as a function of (9p-6q) for all samples.
Surprisingly we find a linear variation passing through the origin (as appropri-
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Figure 3.20: For each Co thickness of the two wedges, hysteresis loops
at the Co L3 edge were performed with the field applied along the normal
of the samples.

Figure 3.21: 2q as a function of 9p − 6q obtained from XMCD spectra
for Co and Ni.

ate), showing that the ratio of the effective spin moment and the orbital moment
hLz i /2 hSz ief f is constant for Co and Ni and is independent of the Co thickness. In
addition we also find that hLz i /2 hSz ief f is the same for Co and Ni.
Furthermore the application of the sum rules to the XMCD data allows us to
determine the dependency of the orbital magnetic moment and the effective spin
magnetic moment as defined above. The results for Co are shown in fig.(3.22a). We
notice, that for small Co thicknesses the orbital moment reaches 0.22 ± 0.02µB /atom.
This is an increase of approximately 1/3 compared to the measures bulk value of
0.16 ± 0.02µB /atom. In addition, we also observe an increase of the effective spin
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Figure 3.22: a) Effective spin moment and orbital moment of Co versus
the Co thickness tCo for a series of superlattices and wedges. b) Same
data as in a), but plotted against 1/tCo .

moment. This result is not surprising since we found, that the ratio of these two
quantities is constant. At this stage it is instructive to plot the magnetic moments
according to the inverse of the thickness (fig.(3.22b)). Two regimes are then clearly
identifiable. In a first regime between 0 and 2 atomic monolayers the average Co
moments are constant. Beyond 2 ML a linear regime occurs. This result leads us to
assume, that the moments of Co atoms in contact with a Ni layer are not the same as
the Co bulk moment.
The moments of Ni are shown in fig.(3.23). It should be noted here, that only the
superlattices are exploitable. Indeed, the moments of Ni obtained on the wedges are
smaller. This is probably due to the fact that the top Ni layer is in contact with MgO.
Hybridization with MgO might be the cause of the Ni moment decrease. However this
hypothesis remains unchecked. In the superlattices, we also observe an increase of the
effective spin moment when the Co thickness increases. Using these results it is very
difficult to argue, that the Ni orbital moment increases, given the low moments and
the error bars of the measurement. Nevertheless, given the fact, that the ratio between
the effective spin moment and the effective orbital moment is constant as for Co (see
fig.(3.21)), if the effective spin moment increases, the orbital moment should increase,
too.
In superlattices, Co atoms are sometimes surrounded by only Co atoms (for thick
Co layers), and sometimes by both Co and Ni atoms (at the interfaces). If we consider
m1 the Co moment at the Co/N i interface and m2 the Co moment for Co atoms in
between 2 Co layers, the average atomic moment can be written as:
For 0 ≤ tCo ≤ 2M L:
For 2M L ≤ tCo :

hmi = m1
hmi =

2(m1 −m2 )
tCo

+ m2

Two linear regimes are actually obtained depending on the inverse of the Co thickness.
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Figure 3.23: Effective spin moment and orbital moment of Ni versus
the Co thickness tCo for a series of superlattices.

A linear fit leads to the following Co moments:
f
mspin−ef
= 1.95 ± 0.1µB
1
f
mspin−ef
= 1.5 ± 0.1µB
2

and
and

morb
1 = 0.21 ± 0.02µB
morb
2 = 0.16 ± 0.02µB

We now come back to the fact that we measured a linear relation between orbital
and effective spin moments (see fig.(3.21)). According to the determination of the spin
and orbital moments determined above, we consider two regimes: one where all Co
atoms are in contact with a Ni layer (tCo ≤ 2):
hLz i = hLz iB + h∆Lz,int i

(3.36)

hSz ief f = hSz iB + h∆Sz,int ief f

(3.37)

and

and we consider a second regime for thick Co layers (tCo ≥ 2):
hLz i = hLz iB +

2 h∆Lz,int i
tCo

(3.38)

and
hSz ief f = hSz iB +

For tCo

2 h∆Sz,int ief f

(3.39)
tCo
≤ 2 we can hence write for the ratio of orbital and effective spin moment:
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"
hLz iB + h∆Lz,int i
hLz iB
hLz i
=
≈
1+
hSz ief f
hSz iB + h∆Sz,int ief f
hSz iB

h∆Lz,int i h∆Sz,int ief f
−
hLz iB
hSz iB

!#
(3.40)

For tCo ≥ 2 we can write:
2h∆Lz,int i

hLz iB tCo + hLz iB
hLz i
=
·
hSz ief f
hSz iB t + 2h∆Sz,int ief f
Co
hSz i

(3.41)

B

A limited development of the above expression leads to:
"
!#
hLz iB
2
h∆Lz,int i h∆Sz,int ief f
hLz i
≈
1+
−
hSz ief f
hSz iB
tCo
hLz iB
hSz iB

(3.42)

experimental
data on the spin and orbital moment we know that the term
 From theh∆S

z,int ief f
h∆Lz,int i
− hSz i
is small. This explains the observed linear relation between
hLz iB
B
hLz i and hSz ief f for the [Co/N i] system.
3.2.2.4

Conclusion on XMCD

A strong increase of the effective spin and orbital Co moments is observed at the
interface. Moreover, below the interfacial atomic plane Co atoms bulk values have been
found. The same assumption may be done for Ni moments, despite the fact that the
moments are much lower and thus less accurate. Indeed, we observe in fig.(3.23), that
the effective spin moment actually increases when increasing the Co thickness. Such a
conclusion is however not obvious for the Ni orbital moment regarding the results in
fig.(3.23), but one should keep in mind that the effective spin moment to orbital moment
ratio is constant (fig.(3.21)). Consequently the orbital moment is also increasing. All
these results allow us to conclude that at the Co/N i interface, both Co and Ni effective
spin and orbital momentum increase. The increase of Co and Ni orbital moments at
the Co/N i interface is around 1/3 compared to the bulk, and may explain the strong
interface anisotropy of this system. This strong enhancement of the orbital moment is
not confirmed by simulations [134].
However, the situation is not so clear concerning the effective spin moments. The
strong enhancements of these effective spin moments at the interface do not mean,
that the true spin moments follow the same variation. This increase of the effective
spin moment can be also due to an increase of the Tz contribution at the interfaces,
as predicted e.g. by [131]. Ab initio calculations, which are in progress, should allow
to distinguish an increase of the effective spin moment due to an increase of the Tz
contribution or to a increase of the spin moment.

3.2.3

Part 3: Dynamic magnetic properties

Ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy (FMR) was done with [Co/N i] superlattices by
A. Kent’s group at New York University. The measurements were done using a so-called
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Figure 3.24: FMR spectroscopy of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)]×20 superlattice: a) FMR absorption signal at 23 GHz, field applied perpendicular
to the sample surface. µ0 ∆H is the full width at half maximum of the
absorption peak. µ0 Hres the resonance field. b) Resonance frequency
as a function of the applied field perpendicular (circles) to the sample
surface and in plane (rectangles). The red line is a linear fit to the
perpendicular data, the green line is a linear fit to the in-plane data.

flip chip method. For the FMR experiments superlattices with 20 instead of the usual
10 [Co/N i] repetitions were used in order to get higher absorption signals.
The absorption signal of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 20 superlattice as a function
of a perpendicularly applied field µ0 Happ for a fixed frequency of 23 GHz is plotted in
fig.(3.24a). The resonance peak has a full width at half maximum of about µ0 ∆H =
60mT . The resonance field µ0 Hres is around 0.25T .
When the field Happ is applied perpendicular to the sample surface we have the
following resonance condition [135]:

2πf
⊥
= µ0 Hres − µ0 Mef
f
gµB /~

(3.43)

with
⊥
µ0 Mef
f = µ0 M −

−Kef f
2Ku
=
MS
MS

(3.44)

the effective demagnetizing field, where Ku is the perpendicular magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, Kef f the effective perpendicular anisotropy and MS the saturation magnetization of the sample. Consequently the resonance frequency f is a linear function of
the applied field µ0 Hres . A linear fit of the data is done. For the interception with the
µ0 Hres axis, we have the condition:
⊥
µ0 Hres = µ0 Mef
f =

−Kef f
MS

(3.45)

which allows the determination of Kef f as the magnetization MS is known from
magnetometry. A comparison of the results obtained for some samples by FMR and
the magnetometry results can be found in fig.(3.25a).
The FMR data confirms the results for PMA found by magnetometry. However the
main issue for the FMR experiments with [Co/N i] superlattices, was the determination
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Figure 3.25: Results from FMR spectroscopy: a) Comparison between the uniaxial anisotropy Ku found by FMR and by magnetometry.
b)Frequency dependence of the full width at half maximum µ0 ∆H of
the resonance peak for [Co(2.5)/N i(3)] × 20 and for [Co(3.5)/N i(3)] × 20
superlattices.

of the Gilbert damping term α. Therefore the frequency dependence of the full width
at half maximum µ0 ∆H of the resonance peak has to be measured. The results for
two samples are plotted in fig.(3.25b). A linear fit with µ0 ∆H = a + b · f leads
to a = (52 ± 2)mT and b = (0.63 ± 0.06)mT /GHz for [Co(2.5)/N i(3)] and to a =
(11.6 ± 1.1)mT and b = (0.60 ± 0.06)mT /GHz for the [Co(3.5)/N i(3)] sample. [136]
gives a linear relation between µ0 ∆H and the applied frequency:

µ0 ∆H = µ0 ∆H0 +

4πα
f
gµB /~

(3.46)

Thus we have two contributions to µ0 ∆H: one contribution which varies linearly
with the frequency f and which is proportional to the damping term α, and one
constant contribution µ0 ∆H0 . Assuming that g ≈ 2, we find α = 0.009 ± 0.001 for
both samples. α hence seems to only have a small dependence on the Co thickness.
However, the constant term µ0 ∆H0 seems to be very sensitive to the layer thicknesses.
We find µ0 ∆H0 = (52 ± 2)mT for [Co(2.5)/N i(3)] and a 4 times smaller value of
µ0 ∆H0 = (11.6 ± 1.1)mT for [Co(3.5)/N i(3)]. The constant contribution is in general
explained as caused by disorder [136]. The disorder is due to fluctuations of the
anisotropy in the sample with macroscopic surface (several mm2 ). Consequently,
different parts of the sample are in resonance for different applied fields. Furthermore it
is explained, that the disorder leads to relaxation via so-called two magnon scattering
(also [136] and references there in).
We conclude, that the Gilbert damping parameter α of the order of 0.01 is of
reasonable size in order to allow high spin transfer torque efficiency. Similar values
were reported for the in-plane system permalloy (α = 0.0082 ± 0.0002 [137]), and for
sputtered [Co/N i] multilayers with PMA (α ∈ [0.015; 0.035] [135]).
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Conclusion on the magnetic properties of [Co/N i]
superlattices

MBE-grown [Co/N i](111) superlattices have magnetic properties which make them a
good candidate for a spin torque model system. Their magnetization and anisotropy can
be easily tuned by varying the Co layer thicknesses. Within the experimental accuracy
bulk values for the Co and Ni momenta fit to the measured magnetization. The strong
PMA of the sharp Co/N i interfaces allows to maintain perpendicular magnetization
in a large range of sample compositions compared to sputtered [Co/N i] layers (see e.g.
[126]). A simple phenomenological model, explaining anisotropy of the superlattice
as the sum of interface anisotropy, bulk anisotropy of the [111] direction and shape
anisotropy, fits well to the experimental data.
XMCD measurements show that the orbital moment of Co and Ni increases for
about 1/3 of the bulk values at the interfaces. This might explain the strong interface
anisotropy of the superlattices found by magnetometry.
Ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy confirms the expected low Gilbert damping
parameter α of 0.01, indicating that a high spin transfer efficiency is possible.
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Fully epitaxial spin valves based on
[Co/N i](111) superlattices

In this section we discuss the elaboration and analysis of fully epitaxial spin valves based
on [Co/N i](111) superlattices. The goal of this study is to have a system which can be
patterned to nanopillars for spin torque experiments. We first discuss the elaboration
of a sample which allows independent switching of soft and hard layer. In a next step
spin resolved photoemission is done in order to measure the spin polarization of the
[Co/N i](111) superlattices at the Fermi level. In a last step magnetoresistance of a
spin valve in the current in-plane configuration is studied.

3.3.1

Growth and magnetic properties

The growth of fully epitaxial spin valves based on [Co/N i](111) superlattices can be
easily done when Au is used as a nonmagnetic spacer. The challenge is to find a
configuration of layers, were both magnetic layers can be switched independently and
the nonmagnetic spacer layer is thin compared to the electron spin diffusion length.
Coupling effects, inhibiting independent reversal, can be due to exchange coupling via
the RKKY interaction and due to dipolar stray fields. The range of the RKKY exchange
is of the order of a few nanometer (see [138] and [139]) what makes a nonmagnetic
spacer of the order of several nanometer necessary.
A more difficult problem is the dipolar coupling. Mainly two effects can lead to
dipolar coupling between to thin films with perpendicular magnetization: an orange
peel coupling due to roughness of the sample [140] or domain walls created during the
reversal process. A further difficulty is, that the influence of dipolar fields changes when
the layers are nano structured as the coupling is no longer due to domain walls but due
to the stray field at the border of the pillar. Hence, it is possible, that a sample that is
decoupled as long as it is a full film, becomes coupled after nanostructuration.
In literature one can find, that the hard layer is often made more hard by coupling
it to hard magnetic materials ( e.g. Co/Pt in [15]) or to block its magnetization with an
antiferromagnet. Such an artifice allows to be able to reverse the soft layer(SL), without
reversing the hard layer(HL) of the spin valve. However, for our epitaxial growth
by MBE, we were limited in the choice of materials. Thus the idea is to use a layer
with high perpendicular anisotropy ([Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)]) as hard layer and a layer
with a smaller perpendicular anisotropy ([Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)]) as soft layer. The
choice of the [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] layer is a compromise between a sample with a
relatively low perpendicular anisotropy and the risk of loosing a too small perpendicular
anisotropy during nano structuration. The effective anisotropy field µ0 HA of the
[Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)] layer is 1.8T and it is 0.65T for the [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)]
layer. The coercivity of a [Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)] layer is 32.5mT and it is 8.5mT for
the [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] layer (compare table fig.(3.13)). In the following we are
going to check if this differences are high enough to make the elaboration of a spin
valve possible, which is based on these two layers and for which the SL can be reversed
without affecting the HL.
From Kerr microscopy we know, that the reversal of a thin film of [Co(1M L)/N i(3M L)]×
N with N < 10 happens in two steps: the creation of few reversed domains, and
then their growth by domain wall propagation. We suppose, that this is similar for
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[Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × N layers, at least, when N is small enough. We can calculate
the dipolar field due to a domain wall in the SL using the simple model described
in sec.(2.3.2.3). As parameters we use Kef f ≈ 300kA/m as measured by magnetometry and ACo/N i ≈ 1.5 · 10−11 J/m. The value for the exchange constant A is an
assumption based on the values given for Co and Ni in [141]. This leads to a domain
wall width w of the order of 20nm. The magnetization of [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)]
is 900kA/m. In fig.(3.26a) one can see the dipolar field µ0 HZ emitted by a DW as
a function of the distance to the DW-center for different distances z to the surface
of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 3 layer. From the inset in fig.(3.26a) we obtain, that
using a 10 nm thick spacer can reduce the dipolar field for approximately one third
compared to the hypothetical case were no spacer is used. In fig.(3.26b) one can see
the dipolar field µ0 HZ emitted by a DW as a function of the distance to the DW center
for different numbers N of repetition of the [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] stack at a fixed
distance z = 4nm to the surface of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × N layer. From the
inset in fig.(3.26b) we obtain, that reducing the number of repetitions from 10 to 3 can
reduce the dipolar field for approximately a factor of three, or in absolute values from
a maximum amplitude of 0.79T down to a maximum amplitude of 0.27T .
These considerations lead us to the elaboration of a sample using [N i(3M L)/Co(1M L)]×
5 as HL and [N i(3M L)/Co(2.5M L)] × 3 as SL and to separate them with a Au wedge
as a spacer layer. The thickness of the wedge is increased from 1 − 7nm in steps of 1nm
(see fig.(3.26)). The size of every step is 5mm. The hysteresis loops for the different
steps were measured by a setup using polar magneto-optical Kerr effect at the Institut
d’Electronique Fondamentale in Paris. The measured region of the wedge is well defined
by a laser-spot of the diameter of about 1 mm. This allows to have access to the
thickness of the Au-spacer, which corresponds to the Kerr-measurement. Measuring the
major hysteresis loops at different steps of the wedge one can see, that the reversal of the
magnetization becomes a two-step reversal for Au thicknesses of 4 or more nanometer
(see fig.(3.27a)). Minor loops for the SL were measured for Au-thicknesses of 4nm or
more (see fig.(3.27b)). One can see, that the minor loops are not completely symmetric.
The bias of the coercive fields is quite small (see fig.(3.27d)) compared to the precision
of the measurement. However, it seems that the switching is less sharp when the SL is
reversed from the direction antiparallel to the HL to the direction parallel to the HL
compared to the inverse reversal process (fig.(3.27c)).
We conclude, that for a spin valve full film sample using [N i(3M L)/Co(1M L)] × 5
as HL and [N i(3M L)/Co(2.5M L)] × 3 as SL, the SL can be reversed without affecting
the HL, when a Au spacer thicker than 4nm is used. SL and HL are not completely
decoupled. It has to be checked if such independent reversal of the SL is also possible,
when the structure is patterned to nanopillars.

3.3.2

Spin-resolved photoemission

For spin torque experiments high spin polarization of the current is needed in order to
obtain a high spin torque efficiency (see sec.(1.4.2)). Therefore it is necessary, that the
electronic bands, which are contributing to transport are strongly polarized. For a spin
valve system, we assume that all states close to the Fermi level contribute to electronic
transport. Consequently, for the creation of an optimum spin polarizing layer, we have
to check, the polarization of the different [Co/N i] stackings at their surface and if this
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Figure 3.26: Choice of the sample-stacking for a fully epitaxial spin
valve: a) Dipolar field µ0 HZ emitted by a DW as a function of the
distance to the DW center for different distances z to the surface of a
[Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 3 layer. In the inset: maximum amplitude of
the dipolar field µ0 HZ (max) as a function of the distance z to the surface
of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × 3 layer. b) Dipolar field µ0 HZ emitted
by a DW as a function of the distance to the DW center for different
numbers N of repetition of the [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] stack at a fixed
distance z = 4nm to the surface of a [Co(2.5M L)/N i(3M L)] × N layer.
In the inset: maximum amplitude of the dipolar field µ0 HZ (max) as a
function of the number of repetitions N for z = 4nm. c) Stacking of a
spin valve with a wedge shaped Au spacer between the two magnetic
layers grown to find the minimum thickness of Au allowing to decouple
the two magnetic layers.

polarization is maintained when the surface is covered by Au, which we have chosen
as nonmagnetic spacer material for our spin valves. The electronic structure of bulk
Co and Ni is known (e.g. [142]), however for our superlattices the electronic properties
are expected to differ from bulk results (a large number of examples of changes in
the electronic structure due to interfaces is given in [143] p.1269-1280). Hence we did
spin-resolved photoemission in order to have access to the spin polarization close to the
Fermi level at the surface of our superlattices.
Spin-resolved photoemission experiments were done at the beamline CASSIOPEE of
the SOLEIL synchrotron in Paris, which is dedicated to angular resolved photo emission
spectroscopy (ARPES) and spin-resolved photoemission. The line is equipped with
undulators allowing to produce linear polarized beam of photons in a range between 8
and 1500 eV. Selection of energy is done using a high resolution PGM (Plane Grating
Monochromator) with VLS (Variable Line Spacing) and VGD (Variable Groove Depth)
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Figure 3.27: Hysteresis loops measured by Kerr effect: a) Major loop
for a Au thickness of 3nm and a Au thickness of 4nm. b) Minor loops
of the soft layer for different thicknesses of the Au spacer. c) Derivative
of the magnetic moment m with respect to the applied field µ0 H in
arbitrary units for the minor loops. Step width of the minor loop is 1mT .
d) Bias of the SL relative to the HL as a function of the Au thickness.

gratings. Spin polarization of the photo electrons is measured using a so-called Mott
detector. A Molecular Beam Epitaxy chamber for sample growth and characterization
is connected to the photoemission chambers.
3.3.2.1

Basics of spin-resolved photoemission

The theory of spin-resolved photoemission is explained in several reviews e.g. [143] or
[144]. We are only going to repeat some basic facts.
Two energies must be overcome to transform an electron of a solid metal in a free
electron: The energy EB which is the distance of the electron at the energy E to the
Fermi level EF :
EB = E − EF

(3.47)

and the material work function φ which is necessary to bring the electron from the
Fermi level EF to the vacuum Evac :
φ = Evac − EF

(3.48)

When a photon of the energy hν is absorbed which brings an electron from its state
with energy E into the vacuum, the conservation of energy imposes for the kinetic
energy of this photoelectron, that:
Ekin = hν + EB − φ

(3.49)
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Figure 3.28: Photoemission process: The incident photon with energy
~ω excites an electron from an initial state below the Fermi level EF
to some final state above the vacuum level Evac . The left panel shows
the electron originating either from the valence band or the more localized core level. The right panel displays the excited electron energy
distribution in the final state. (taken from [143])

Consequently, if we measure the kinetic energy of a photoelectron we can deduce
EB . The creation of photoelectrons mostly is spin-conservative for photon energies in
the range of UV and soft X-ray [145]. This means, that the spin polarization of the
photoelectron with a certain kinetic energy Ekin corresponds to the spin polarization of
the electrons in the solid at the corresponding energy level E = Ekin + φ − hν + EF .
The last point, we want to mention about photoemission is that it is a surface
sensitive effect. For the typical photoemission experiment, the kinetic energy of the
electron is about 10-100 eV. In this range the electron mean free path is limited to less
than one nanometer as we can see from fig.(3.29). Thus only electrons from the sample
surface can escape into the vacuum.
The spin polarization of the photoelectrons as a function of their energy is done
with a so-called Mott detector. Electron optics allow the selection of electrons with a
certain kinetic energy. Resolution in spin is obtained using spin-dependent scattering
of the electrons on a Au target. As described in fig.(3.30), the spin-orbit coupling of
the electron in the potential of a gold atom leads to an asymmetry in the scattering ,
dependent on the spin of the electron [143]. Two symmetrically opposite channeltrons
can then measure the intensities IL and IR of the split beam. For the spin polarization
of the incident electron beam we then get:
P =

1 IL − IR
S IL + IR

(3.50)

where S is the so-called Sherman function of the Mott detector. The Sherman
function describes the ability of the set-up to distinguish spin up and spin down states.
However, as we cannot be sure to have chanelltrons with identical properties, two
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Figure 3.29: Kinetic energy dependence of the ”universal” mean free
path for excited electrons in solids. (taken from [146])

Figure 3.30: The potential curves experienced by an electron with spin
up or spin down in the vicinity of a gold scattering atom both with and
without spinorbit coupling. (taken from [143])

measurements with opposite magnetizations (designed as ”+” and ”-”) have to be done
to eliminate this possible asymmetry. We then obtain four sets of data (IL+ ,IR+ , and
IL− ,IR− ) leading to the true spin polarization P given by [143]:
p
p
1 IL+ IR− − IL− IR+
P = p + − p − +
S IL IR + IL IR

(3.51)

IL+ + IR− + IL− + IR+
4

(3.52)

With the definition
hIi ≡

we can then also calculate the individual majority (I ↑ ) and minority (I ↓ ) spectra
by:
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Figure 3.31: In-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) spin-polarization
at the Fermi level for different stackings of [Co/N i].

I ↑ = (1 + P ) hIi
3.3.2.2

I ↓ = (1 − P ) hIi

(3.53)

Experimental results for [Co/N i] superlattices

The [Co/N i] superlattices were grown in the MBE chamber of the CASSIOPEE beamline which is connected to the photoemission chamber. This allows to keep the samples
permanently under ultra high vacuum (p < 10−8 mbar), what guaranties clean sample
surfaces. The evaporation of the metals was done by electron guns. The growth velocity
was controlled by a quartz microbalance for the V buffer, and by RHEED oscillations
for the other metals.
Once the V /Au buffer was deposited, a first [N i/Co] stack was grown on this buffer.
The sample was then introduced in the photoemission chamber, it was measured,
transfered back to the MBE chamber and the next Co and Ni layers were deposited on
the same substrate. The development of the sample stack is drafted in fig.(3.31).
The photoemission experiment was done using photons of the energy of hν = 30eV .
The Mott detector has 4 channeltrons: 2 to measure the in-plane spin polarization and 2 to measure the out-of-plane spin polarization. The sample was saturated
perpendicular to its surface and then the number of photoelectrons was measured in
each channeltron as a function of the energy of the photoelectrons. About 100 spectra
were measured for each channeltron and averaged in order to be minimize statistical
fluctuations. The sample was then saturated in the opposite direction and again the
number of photoelectrons was measured in each channeltron as a function of their
energy.
In fig.(3.32) we show an example for the treatment of the recorded data for a
[N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4 superlattice. In fig.(3.32a) we see the data for the two channeltrons
measuring spin-dependent intensities for a spin orientation perpendicular to the sample
surface for the two antiparallel magnetization orientations. This allows to obtain the
spin-resolved spectra in fig.(3.32b) as well as the polarization fig.(3.32c) using the
relations eq.(3.51) and eq.(3.53). One can see a clear asymmetry between the majority
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Figure 3.32:
Spin-resolved photoemission experiment for a
[N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4 superlattice (Co is at the surface of the sample):
a) Spectra of the channeltrons for the perpendicular magnetization direction after saturation in the two antiparallel directions designated as +
and −. b) Spectra for the two spin orientations up (I ↑ ) and down (I ↓ )
c) Perpendicular spin polarization. d)-f) as a)-c) but for the in-plane
component of the magnetization.

(I ↑ ) and the minority (I ↓ ) spectrum. A maximum of the polarization close to the
Fermi level of −68% is obtained. The same procedure is done for the measured inplane data and shown in fig.(3.32d-f). In this case a maximum in-plane polarization
of 5% is measured. The results for the other measured superlattices are shown in
fig.(3.31). All samples except the [N i(3)/Co(3)] stack show a large perpendicular spin
polarization close to the Fermi level compared to the in-plane polarization. It seems,
that finishing the N i/Co stacking with a Co layer increases the polarization significantly
(e.g. −27% for [Co(1)/N i(3)] compared to −44% for [N i(3)/Co(1)]). The fact, that
the [N i(3)/Co(3)] × 2 stack has an in-plane magnetization, what is not the case for
the before analyzed [N i(3)/Co(3)] × 10 /N i(3) can be understood by comparing the
Co/N i interface contribution: for [N i(3)/Co(3)] × 2 we only have 1.5 Co/N i interfaces
per Co layer. For [N i(3)/Co(3)] × 10 /N i(3) we have 2 Co/N i interfaces per Co layer
which are the main source of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Furthermore
we can assume the Co/vacuum interface to give raise to an in-plane anisotropy, as
found for the Co(hcp)(0001)/vacuum interface [147]. Before doing the photoemission
experiment, the sample was exposed to a 58mT OOP field as it was done for the other
samples. Thus we can not be sure if the in-plane magnetization was saturated after the
application of this field pulse. The polarization of −52% is hence a lower limit.
In a next step we studied the influence of a Co/Au interface on the polarization. It is
important to check that the observed polarization is maintained at this interface. Indeed,
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Figure 3.33: Spin-resolved photoemission for a [N i(3)/Co(2)]×4/Au(1)
stack compared to a [N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4-stacking: a) Spectra for the two
spin-orientations up (I ↑ ) and down (I ↓ ) for [N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4/Au(1) b)
Spectra for the two spin-orientations majority (I ↑ ) and minority (I ↓ ) for
[N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4/Au(1). c) Polarization of both samples.

it was already shown for the interface between NiMnSb and MgO [148], or calculated for
N i/Cu [149], that the polarization disappears due to hybridization . For our experiment,
a Au monolayer was deposited on the [N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4 stack. The result is shown in
fig.(3.33) and compared to the result obtained for the [N i(3)/Co(2)] × 4 stack without
the Au layer. The addition of Au slightly changes the shape of the majority (I ↑ ) and
the minority (I ↓ ) spectrum, especially for E − EF < 2eV . This can be explained by
the addition of the Au states and a decrease of the Co contribution to the spectrum as
the Co is now covered by Au. Besides we see a decrease of the absolute polarization of
the photoelectrons at the Fermi level from −68% to −54%. This is explained by the
addition of the nonpolarized Au states and a decrease of the Co contribution, too. Thus
we conclude that the spin polarization is maintained in the case of a Co/Au interface.
At the end of the photoemission experiments the sample was measured by VSM
magnetometry to check the remanence and the saturation field of the sample stacking.
Remanence was found to be larger than 95% of the saturation moment. The saturation
field is about 65mT , hence the applied field for the photoemission experiments of 58mT
was eventually not sufficient to saturate the sample for the last measurements. From
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Figure 3.34: Hysteresis loop of the [Co/N i] sample stacking for the
photoemission experiments as described in fig.(3.31). Remanence is
higher than 95% of the saturation moment. The saturation field µ0 HS
is about 65 mT.

the hysteresis loop we can deduce that the sample had at least 90% of its saturation
moment for the photoemission experiment.
In summary we found the OOP polarization of perpendicular magnetized [Co/N i]
superlattices near the Fermi level between −27% and −68%. The highest spin polarization at the surface for [Co/N i]-superlattices is obtained when the stacking is finished
by a Co layer. Furthermore it was shown that this polarization is maintained, when
the final Co layer has an interface with Au, as it is the case in our spin valve system.
[Co/N i](111) superlattices have hence the potential of injecting highly spin-polarized
currents in a Au(111)-layer, what is a necessary condition for high spin torque efficiency
in the [Co/N i]/Au/[Co/N i] system.

3.3.3

Transport properties of [Co/N i]/Au/[Co/N i] spin valves

A [N i(3)/Co(1)] × 5/Au(4nm)/[N i(3)/Co(2.5)] × 3 spin valve was grown in order to
measure its current in-plane (CIP) transport properties. This was done, because the
structuration of CIP devices is technically much easier than the elaboration of nanopillar
structures for current perpendicular to plane measurements. In order to optimize the
CIP measurement the thickness of buffer and capping layers was reduced to a minimum.
The minimum thickness of V(110) allowing a continuous coverage of the substrate is
around 5nm. We hence chose a buffer consisting of 5nm of vanadium and 3 atomic
monolayers of Au. The Au capping layer was also reduced to a thickness of 3ML.
The VSM hysteresis loop of the sample is shown in fig.(3.35a).It shows a two step
reversal, proofing, that the SL can be reversed without affecting the HL. This layer was
patterned by optical lithography in a geometric configuration as shown in fig.(3.35b).
This configuration allows to measure the Hall resistance RH and the resistance R as
a function of the applied field µ0 H. We observe a GMR effect of the order of 1.5% at
room temperature. Furthermore an Extraordinary Hall Effect (EHE) is observed for the
Hall measurement fig.(3.35f). We observe, that the [N i(3)/Co(1)] × 5 has a negative
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Figure 3.35:
Transport properties of a [N i(3)/Co(1)] ×
5/Au(4nm)/[N i(3)/Co(2.5)] × 3 spin valve.
a) VSM hysteresis
loop b) Geometry of the transport measurement. Length of the sample:
800µm, width: 200µm, distance between Au contacts: 400µm c)-e)
Resistance R vs applied field µ0 H. f)-h) Hall resistance RH vs applied
field µ0 H

EHE coefficient, whereas [N i(3)/Co(2.5)] × 3 has a positive EHE coefficient. This can
be explained, as the EHE coefficient of Ni was observed to be negative [150], in contrast
to Co with a positive EHE coefficient. One can thus imagine that in a sample with
a relatively small Co contribution the EHE is dominated by the Ni contribution and
hence negative. At a certain critical thickness of Co, the sign of the EHE coefficient of
the whole sample changes and becomes positive. A quantitative analysis of the EHE
coefficents is not possible as the [Co/N i]-layers are ”short-circuited” by the vanadium
buffer and the Au spacer layer.
Minor loops for the resistance (fig.(3.35c and d)) and the Hall resistance (fig.(3.35g
and h)) were measured . They show, as in the case of full layers, that the soft layer can
be reversed without affecting the hard layer, as the amplitude of the resistance jumps
for the minor loop is equal to the amplitude of the resistance jumps of the major loop.
Finally the GMR was measured using a cryostat as a function of temperature
between 30 and 300 K (fig.(3.36)). We observe a linear increase of the GMR from 1.5%
at room temperature to 3.5% at 30 K.
The 1.5% of GMR show, that there is an important polarization of the electrons
passing through the Au spacer layer. Replacing the Au by Cu of the same thickness
would probably allow to increase the GMR, as Cu has a smaller L-S coupling and is
hence less depolarizing [151]. This would also lead to a potentially higher spin torque
efficiency. First tests with Cu spacers have been done in the meantime. However a
layer configuration allowing independent reversal of the SL was not found yet.
A linear decrease of GMR with increasing temperature was already observed in
several other systems (see for example [152] or [153]). Models describing GMR as a
function of temperature can be found in [154] or [155].
Further investigations on the GMR of [Co/N i]-based spin valves were not done for
the moment.
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Figure 3.36: Temperature dependence of the GMR effect: a) GMR
measurement for temperatures between 30K and 300K. b) GMR vs temperature c)Difference RAP −RP of the resistance between antiparallel and
parallel alignment of the magnetic layers vs temperature. d) Resistance
of the spin valve for parallel alignment vs temperature.

3.3.4

Conclusion on [Co/N i]-based spin valve systems

In this section we showed, that it is possible to grow fully epitaxial spin valves based
on [Co/N i] superlattices, if Au is used as nonmagnetic spacer layer. It remains to
check, if it is still possible to reverse the SL independently from the HL, when the
layers are patterned to nanopillars. Photoemission experiments showed that the highest
spin polarization of the electronic states close to the Fermi level is obtained, when the
stacking is finished with a Co layer. Values up to 68% of spin polarization could be
measured. In addition we could show that the high spin polarization of the electrons
close to the Fermi level is maintained, when the final Co layer is couvered with Au.
Finally, the transport properties of [Co/N i] based spin valves were analyzed. A GMR
effect of 1.5% at room temperature was measured proofing the spin polarization of the
electrons flowing through the Au spacer layer. Patterning of these layers into nanopillars
in order to do first spin torque experiments is in progress.
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Figure
3.37:
VSM
hysteresis
loop
for
V (5nm)/Au(3M L)[N i(3M L)/Co(1M L)] × 5Au(3M L) film.
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Magnetization reversal of [Co/N i] nanowires

In this section we show the propagation of a single domain wall inside a 500 nm large
[Co/N i] nanowire by Kerr Microscopy. The nanowires were patterned by E-beam
lithography in ”CC-MiNaLor”(the platform for micro and nano structuration of the
IJL). Kerr Microscopy was performed at the Institut d’Electronique Fondamentale of
the Université Paris Sud. The chosen sample stacking of the MBE grown sample is:
V (5nm)/Au(3M L)[N i(3M L)/Co(1M L)] × 5Au(3M L). The hysteresis loop measured
for a full film by VSM can be seen in fig.(3.37)
The patterned structure consists of 24 pads of 120×200µm2 size with 9 nanowires on
each pad. The nanowires are 500nm wide and about 50µm long. Two Hall crosses are
located at a distance of 25µm from the pad for each wire. Moreover a constriction was
added between the two Hall crosses as a supplementary artificial pinning site for domain
walls. Furthermore a square of the dimension 200 × 200µm2 , 5 100 × 25µm2 rectangles
and 400 10 × 10µm2 squares were patterned in order to analyze the nucleation and
propagation behavior of a [Co1/N i3] structure. An overview of the patterned structures
is given in fig.(3.38).
In order to find an optimum artificial pinning site several kinds of constrictions were
tested. Their geometrical details can be found in fig.(3.39).

3.4.1

Magnetization reversal in patterned [Co/N i] layers

The magnetization reversal in the patterned [Co/N i] layer is studied by Kerr Microscopy.
The images are taken at low resolution for a large field of view of 2 × 3mm2 . The
sample is saturated in a magnetic field of about −160mT . A Kerr Microscopy image is
taken and used as reference. Then 10 second long antiparallel field pulses were applied.
The field amplitude is increased by 1mT for every step and a Kerr Microscopy image
of the remanent state is taken. The reference image is subtracted in order to increase
the magnetic contrast. Several of the resulting images are shown in fig.(3.40). For
applied fields lower than 40mT , the pad is possible to observe pads that are partially
reversed. However for applied fields higher than 40mT the observed pads are always
either unreversed or totally reversed. At these fields the domain walls move fast enough
to reverse the whole pad at a time scale, which is short compared to the 10 second long
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Figure 3.38: E-beam patterned samples from a [Co1/N i3] × 5 film. a)
Overview over the whole patterned structure. b) Zoom on a nucleation
pad with 9 50µm long and 500nm wide wires. c) Sketch of the structure
of the wire. The size of the Hall crosses is 500 × 500nm2 . A constriction
can be found in the center between the two Hall crosses.

Figure 3.39: Different kinds of constrictions for the wires 1-9 of a
nucleation pad.

field pulse. The last pad is reversed at a field of 78mT . The percentage of pads with a
nucleated domain as a function of the amplitude of the applied field pulse is plotted in
fig.(3.41).
In order to do successful domain wall propagation experiments the nucleation field
of the pad must be lower than the propagation and pinning fields inside the wire.
The approach which was chosen here, was to use large nucleation pads. However, the
nucleation fields for most of the pads are found to be higher than the propagation field
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Figure 3.40: Difference of Kerr Microscopy images with a reference
image at saturation for low resolution showing the reversal of the nucleation pads. The magnetic contrast is small and inversed for the region
which is at the upper side on the left of the images due to an artifact of
the microscope.

Figure 3.41: Percentage of reversed pads as a function of the amplitude
µ0 H of a 10 second field pulse.
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Figure 3.42: Kerr Microscopy images after a field pulse of 37 mT during
10 seconds: a) Sample as patterned b) After scratching with a bonding
needle on some nucleation pads. The field amplitudes marked on the pads
correspond to their nucleation fields before scratching with a bonding
needle.

of the full film sample which is of the order of 35-40 mT (see fig.(3.37) and fig.(3.40)).
These nucleation fields can be decreased using a simple method: making scratches with
the needle of the bonding machine. The result is shown in fig.(3.42). One can see, that
domains can be nucleated in the pads with a 10 second pulse at a field amplitude of
the order of 37mT after scratching their surface.

3.4.2

Propagation of domain walls in [Co/N i] nanowires

We now focus on the reversal of the magnetization in the nanowires. Therefore Kerr
Microscopy images with high resolution were taken for a field of view of about 200 ×
240µm2 . As in the above experiment all images are taken at remanence. The sample is
saturated in a high negative field and a reference pictures is taken again. For a 10 second
long 36mT field pulse nucleation is observed in the nucleation pad (see fig.(3.43a)).
Repeated application of 36 mT pulses allows to completely reverse the pad. Then a
series of 10 second long pulses with an amplitude increased by 1mT at every step is
applied. One can clearly see the propagation of a single domain wall inside the wires
with increasing field. Pinning of domain walls was observed inside the hall crosses, at
the constriction and in some wires at pinning sites only due to intrinsic defects.
Three series of Kerr Microscopy images of the domain wall propagation were taken
and compared (see fig. (3.44). The different possible pinning sites were marked with
numbers from 0-7 as described in fig.(3.45). We can then compare the propagation of
the DW under field between different wires and different measurement series.
From the Kerr Microscopy images, we obtain the DW position as a function of the
applied field amplitude for the nanowires. The result is plotted in fig.(3.45).
As seen in sec.(1.3.5.1) for straight domain walls the following relation between the
pinning fields and the geometry of the constriction can be found :
µ0 Hdep,geo ∝

∂L
∂S

(3.54)
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Figure 3.43: Nucleation of a domain in the nucleation pad and propagation of domain walls through the nanowires. The first of the nine
wires of this sample is in the region, where the Kerr Microscope is not
sensitive to magnetization.

where L is the length of the domain wall and S the area of the wire reversed by
domain wall propagation. Consequently the strongest pinning can be expected for the
Hall crosses and the constrictions of wire 8 and 9.
However we nearly do not observe the DW stopping in the first Hall cross (4 out of
24 measurements) which is equivalent for all wires. For the wire 8 the DW remains in
the first Hall cross for field pulses up to 58 mT. For all other wires the DW had already
passed the first Hall cross at this field. This might indicate, that an intrinsic defect
increases the pinning potential of the first Hall cross of the wire 8. Wire 2 and 3 have
identical constrictions. Despite this the DW stops in the constriction of wire 2 but not
in the constriction of wire 3, what also indicates that the pinning might influenced by
intrinsic pinning sites. More data would be necessary to complete the analysis of the
pinning sites, as pinning is a stochastic effect. This was not done by now.

3.4.3

Conclusion on the DW propagation in [Co/N i]
nanowires

Wires with a width of 500nm were patterned by E-beam lithography. 200 × 120µm2
rectangular pads are used as nucleation pads. The nucleation field for magnetic domains
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Figure 3.44: Comparison of the domain wall propagation between
different hysteresis loops. For every loop the sample is saturated in
one direction. Field pulses of 10 seconds with increasing amplitude are
applied afterwards.

in the pads can be reproducibly limited to a value inferior to the propagation fields
inside the wire by scratching mechanically on the surface of the pads.
The nucleation of reversed domains in the nucleation pad and the propagation of
single domain walls through the wire was imaged by Kerr microscopy. Hall crosses and
different constrictions were placed on the wire. Pinning fields can not be controlled by
the geometry of artificial pinning sites. This is certainly due to randomly distributed
intrinsic pinning sites.
In a next step one should add electrical contacts in order to do first studies on
domain wall propagation under current for this material.

Super-réseaux [Co/N i]

Figure 3.45: Comparison of the DW propagation as a function of
field for the different wires. The letters a, b and c correspond to the
measurement series, the numbers from 2-9 are the number of the wire
as indicated in fig.(3.38). The sketch below the result explains the eight
different possible positions of a DW in the wire: 0) pinning at the entrance
of the wire, 1) pinning between entrance and first Hall cross, 2) first
Hall cross, 3) between first Hall cross and constriction, 4) constriction,
5) between constriction and second Hall cross, 6) second Hall cross, 7)
completely reversed
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Conclusions and perspectives for epitaxial
[Co/N i] superlattices

The growth of epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices on Al2 O3 (1120) substrates is well
understood. RHEED oscillations during the growth of the Co and Ni layers proof a layer
by layer 2D growth and they allow the control of the deposited layer thickness down to
the tenth of an atomic monolayer. The supposed fcc structure of the superlattice was
confirmed by transmission electron microscopy experiments. Exact lattice constants
were obtained from X-ray diffraction experiments and the application of elastic theory.
This detailed structural knowledge allows to simulate magnetic and electric properties of
the material with standard methods and to compare them to the experimental results.
The magnetic properties were analyzed from different points of view. Macroscopic
measurements using magnetometry showed, that the magnetization and the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices can be easily
tuned by varying the Co layer thicknesses in a large range. A simple phenomenological
model, explaining the anisotropy of the superlattice as the sum of interface anisotropy,
bulk anisotropy of the [111] direction and shape anisotropy, fits well to the experimental data. A more detailed understanding of the PMA was obtained from XMCD
measurements, which gave insight into magnetism on the atomic scale. An increase of
the orbital contribution to magnetism at the Co/N i interface could be observed. The
dynamical properties were studied using ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy. We
confirmed the expected low Gilbert damping parameter α of 0.01, a necessary key point
for high spin transfer torque efficiency.
In a next step we showed, that it is possible to grow fully epitaxial spin valves based
on [Co/N i] superlattices, if Au is used as nonmagnetic spacer layer. Soft and hard layer
could be decoupled. We furthermore checked by doing photoemission experiments if
[Co/N i](111) superlattices have the potential to inject highly spin-polarized currents in
the Au spacer layer. Values up to 68% of spin polarization for the electrons close to the
Fermi level could be measured when finishing the stack with a Co layer. In addition we
could show that the high spin polarization of the electrons close to the Fermi level is
maintained, when the final Co layer is couvered with Au. CIP transport measurements
showed a GMR effect of 1.5% at room temperature which could be increased up to
3.5% at 30K. This proves that the electrons flowing through the Au spacer are spin
polarized.
The structuration of nanopillars from Co/N i-based spin valves is in progress.
Furthermore nanowires were fabricated from [Co/N i](111) superlattices. Single
domain wall motion could be shown inside these wires. Samples allowing to inject
currents inside the wires in order to do current induced domain wall propagation
experiments are in preparation.

Chapitre 4
Conclusion
Dans cette thèse nous avons étudié l’aptitude de deux systèmes magnétiques pour
former des systèmes modèles pour l’étude du transfert de spin. Dans ce chapitre nous
résumons les résultats les plus importants obtenus.

Fig. 4.1: Récapitulatif des résultats obtenus pour les alliages de
Co1−x T bx et les super-réseaux de [Co/N i](111).
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
The aim of this PhD thesis was to study magnetic systems for their suitability for
spin torque experiments exploring basic models of material properties and spin transfer
phenomena. Two systems were analyzed: [Co/N i] superlattices grown by molecular
beam epitaxy and sputtered amorphous CoT b alloys. Both materials possess tunable
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and magnetization over a large range. The
origin of this anisotropy was well understood for the [Co/N i] superlattices, whereas it
remains unclear for the Co1−x T bx alloys. The work done on the magnetization reversal
process in both systems showed that the [Co/N i] superlattices as well as the Co1−x T bx
alloys are suitable for domain wall propagation experiments as reversal is mainly due
to the propagation of a few nucleated domain walls. For high spin transfer torque
efficiency it is helpful, to have a material with small Gilbert damping parameter α and a
high potential to spin-polarize an electric current. Epitaxial [Co/N i](111) superlattices
fulfill these conditions. The intrinsic Gilbert damping parameter α is found to be of the
order of 0.01. The high potential to spin-polarize currents was shown by spin resolved
photoemission spectroscopy and an important GMR effect. For Co1−x T bx alloys a
small GMR effect was measured proofing, that electric currents can be spin-polarized
by this material. The Gilbert damping parameter α was not measured. In literature
high values (α > 0.1) are reported specially around the compensation point of the
angular momentum [29] for rare earth - transition metal alloys. On the other hand the
annihilation of the angular momentum should increase the spin transfer torque (STT)
efficiency at this point. For the moment we can not give a reasonable estimation for
the potential of the STT efficiency of this material. However, for the field of current
induced domain wall motion encouraging results have been obtained recently for the
similar TbCoFe system [30].
Unfortunately no spin torque experiments could be realized for [Co/N i] superlattices
and Co1−x T bx alloys until now. The elaboration of the necessary nanostructured samples
is under development.
A part from STT, other experimental applications for the two studied materials
should be considered. For the Co1−x T bx alloys this is the field of all-optical magnetization switching as discussed in this manuscript. For [Co/N i] superlattices some work
has been started on the Electric Field-Induced Modification of Magnetism [31] as they
possess a well controllable anisotropy.
[156] [157] [158] [159]
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Figure 4.1: Overview about the suitability of [Co/N i] superlattices and
amorphous Co1−x T bx -alloys for spin transfer torque experiments. See
also sec.(1.6)
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Résumé
Les effets de transfert de spin sont devenus un sujet de recherche majeur ces
quinze dernières années. Cependant, nous avons constaté un manque de vérifications
expérimentales pour beaucoup de modèles décrivant les effets de transfert de spin.
Ceci est surtout lié à un manque de systèmes magnétiques modèles permettant un
contrôle précis des paramètres pertinents utilisés dans les modèles théoriques. Dans ce
travail nous avons analysé deux systèmes magnétiques à aimantation perpendiculaire :
les alliages amorphes de Co1−x T bx élaborés par pulvérisation cathodique et les superréseaux [Co/N i](111) élaborés par épitaxie par jets moléculaires. L’anisotropie et
l’aimantation, qui sont des paramètres pertinents dans beaucoup de modèles sur le
transfert de spin, sont variables dans une large gamme. L’origine de cette anisotropie
est discutée. La structure des domaines magnétiques est analysée et les résultats
des mesures de transport sont interpretés. Pour les super-réseaux [Co/N i](111) nous
démontrons une forte polarisation en spin au niveau de Fermi grâce à des expériences
de photoémission résolue en spin et un coefficient d’amortissement intrinsèque α très
faible. Nous concluons que les alliages amorphes de Co1−x T bx et les super-réseaux
[Co/N i](111) sont des systèmes modèles pour le transfert de spin.
Mots clés : Electronique de spin ; Matériaux magnétiques ; Anisotropie magnétique
perpendiculaire

Summary
Spin transfer torque effects have become a research subject of high interest during the
last 15 years. However, in order to probe the fundamental physics of spin transfer
torque model systems are needed. For a model system it must be as simple as possible
to tune the significant parameters (magnetic and structural). In this work we analyze
the suitability of two materials for this need. The studied materials are amorphous
Co1−x T bx alloys elaborated by sputtering and MBE grown [Co/N i](111) superlattices.
Both systems show perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), which provides a uniaxial
anisotropy to the system. This anisotropy and the magnetization, which are significant
parameters for many models on spin transfer torque, can be tuned in a large range of
values. The origin of this PMA is discussed. The domain structure is analyzed and
transport measurements are interpreted. In addition we show a strong spin polarization
of the electrons close to the Fermi level by doing photoemission experiments. A small
intrinsic Gilbert damping parameter α is found by FMR spectroscopy. We conclude
that both materials are good candidates to be used as model systems for spin transfer
torque.
Keywords: Spintronics; Magnetic materials; Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

